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ABSTRACT 

Carbonaceous materials offer great utility as a medium for electrochemical energy storage 
of ions or for the storage of chemical fuels. The low molecular weight of the second-row element 
carbon affords access to materials that express remarkably high gravimetric energy densities, and 
the robust nature of carbon–carbon bonds allow for good cyclability and longevity of carbon-based 
materials for use in energy storage applications. With the growing popularity and recent 
advancement of electric vehicles, current battery technologies are pushed to their limits in terms 
of capacities as well as in minimizing charging times. This has motivated great efforts to discover 
new lightweight materials that outperform what has traditionally been used in these applications. 
Alternative energy carriers, such as hydrogen, are also critical for the development of our energy 
landscape yet are plagued with their own technical challenges; mainly low volumetric energy 
densities and safety concerns associated with high pressure gas storage systems. Chapter 2 reviews 
hydrogen storage in today’s society as well as provides a review of past synthetic methods to 
generate high boron content graphite (BC3′); being a promising metastable material for the storage 
of alkali metal ions as well as for solid state hydrogen storage at near ambient conditions. Chapter 
3 focuses on the discovery of a new lithium storage mechanism within a novel carbon-based 
material possessing a high hydrogen content that is tolerant of extremely fast charging, yet still 
expresses high reversible capacities. Chapter 4 presents a systematic investigation for the detection 
of chemical environments within BC3′ through an examination of unique spectroscopic properties 
that originate from the materials phonon structure. Chapter 5 explores the generation of boron and 
carbon binary phases by the co-pyrolysis of molecular precursors and establishes a density 
functional theory based approach to align the cracking temperatures of molecular feedstocks; 
affording access to bulk metastable materials that contain a homogeneous distribution of chemical 
environments. This work is concluded with an assessment of the materials investigated herein from 
the perspective of energy storage, as well as provides directions for future work. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Overview 

The work presented in this dissertation addresses the synthesis and characterization of 

metastable boron-doped graphitic materials that have applications ranging from electrochemical 

energy storage of alkali metals to the solid-state storage of hydrogen at near-ambient conditions. 

While select examples of material applications towards the forms of energy storage are presented, 

the primary focus of this work is to systematically investigate the bottom-up synthesis of 

metastable, high boron content graphitic systems and to thoroughly characterize their resulting 

structural/chemical environments. We begin by outlining the primary objectives of the work, and 

highlight the technical challenges associated with addressing these objectives. Chapter 2 motivates 

the need for alternative energy carriers in our rapidly evolving society, reviews metastable 

graphitic materials, and introduces high boron content graphite, especially (BC3′) in terms of its 

metastability, energy storage applications, and past synthetic efforts to access this elusive material. 

While the synthesis and characterization of boron-doped graphitic carbon up to the 

composition BC3′ is the focus of this work, Chapter 3 is a slight digression, arising from a 

systematic investigations of low temperature pyrolysis reactions of hydrocarbons relevant to the 

synthesis of BC3′. We present the investigation of a novel, high hydrogen content graphitic 

material that expresses a previously unreported form of lithium binding. We arrived 

serendipitously at this discovery through a systematic investigation of the low temperature (800 

°C) pyrolysis products of a series of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) of increasing ring 
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count starting from benzene (1 ring) up to coronene (7 rings). This was conducted to investigate 

the decomposition mechanisms of carbon precursor molecules in the temperature range of 

relevance for the formation of the metastable material BC3′, where the system is not driven to its 

thermodynamic products. Through electrochemical lithiation experiments of the pyrolysis 

products derived from various PAH precursors we noticed a unique lithiation event of a coronene-

derived carbon referred to herein as Cor800. This material presents a unique redox couple upon 

lithiation/delithiation occurring at 0.5 V vs. Li/Li+ and exhibits minimal hysteresis between 

intercalation and deintercalation of lithium as seen in galvanostatic charge/discharge experiments. 

Notably this unique type of lithium interaction is not observed in the pyrolysis products of PAH 

precursors with ring counts less than 7. The lithiation of Cor800 is distinctly different from 

previously reported lithium interactions in high hydrogen content carbons that have been 

previously reported by Dahn and coworkers where insertion occurs at ~0.1 V vs. Li/Li+
 and a large 

voltage hysteresis occurs between lithiation and delithiation.1,2 

Chapter 4 transitions into a systematic investigation of the binary boron and carbon system 

with a study of the previously established direct synthesis of BC3′ by the pyrolysis of boron 

tribromide and benzene under inert conditions.3 This study examines the effect of synthesis 

temperature on phase separation between 750–1100 °C as well as the effect of boron content on 

the materials structure and chemical environments. We present for the first time a convenient 

method for the detection of graphitic BC3 (g-BC3) chemical environments through an examination 

of the Raman spectrum of this material, where the D peak becomes non-dispersive with respect to 

the incident wavelength. This is distinctly different from the highly dispersive D peak found in 
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disordered carbon systems.4–6 These results are validated by comparisons with direct 

measurements of boron chemical environments through X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). 

Chapter 5 explores the bottom-up synthesis of binary boron and carbon phases via the co-

pyrolysis of several different molecular precursors. In this we seek a halide free route to obtain 

BC3′ by utilizing sodium borohydride, diborane, or decaborane in co-pyrolysis with benzene in the 

temperature range of 700–800 °C. We also explore the pyrolysis of a novel 1,8-naphthalenediyl-

bridged diborane(6) (NDB) tiled precursor to explore the crackability of pre-established boron 

carbon bonds and the effect precursor tiling ability has on the formation of g-BC3 environments. 

This study culminates in the development of a density functional theory (DFT) based approach for 

determining the thermochemical stability of individual precursors and relates this calculated 

stability to cracking temperature. These calculations can be used to assess the compatibility of 

molecular precursors for use in co-pyrolysis reactions for the generation of a homogeneous single-

phase product. We theorized that this method is applicable to any molecular reagent containing p-

block elements. 

In chapter 6 we conclude with a summary of the major findings of these three related yet 

distinct studies and provide directions for future work in the field of bottom-up synthesis for the 

generation of metastable binary phases. 

Objectives 

The objectives of this work are as follows: 

1. To explore the relative decomposition mechanisms of carbon precursor molecules in the 

temperature range of relevance for the formation of BC3′. 
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2. To develop methods for identifying g-BC3 chemical environments that are accessible by 

benchtop characterization methods, mainly Raman spectroscopy. 

3. To discover new synthetic routes to access bulk BC3′ that circumvent the use of boron 

halide reagents such as boron tribromide (BBr3) or boron trichloride (BCl3). 

This work addresses these objectives by focusing on the development of bottom-up 

synthetic routes to systematically generate materials with varying structures and chemical 

environments. These materials are generated by the systematic variation of molecular reagents, 

molar ratios of reagents in the starting mixture, as well as pyrolysis temperature. The various 

series of materials generated by systematic perturbations of the synthetic system are then 

investigated with a suite of complementary characterization techniques, each of which 

provides a unique and complementary view of the material’s structure and/or chemical 

environments. X-ray diffraction (XRD) is employed to investigate the underlying crystalline 

structure of the materials; spacings between diffraction planes are determined according to 

Bragg’s law, and the relative length scales of crystallites are estimated through Scherrer 

broadening.7 This technique assesses the long-range order that is present within the solid 

phases yet provides little or no information as to the identity or structure of any amorphous 

constituents within the system. Raman spectroscopy is utilized in two-fold: first, to assist in 

the identification of various phases (including amorphous) that are present within the solid 

materials, and second, to elucidate contributions that defects express on the graphitic lattice, 

mainly in the form of edge site character as well as substitutional doping; both act as defects 

in the graphitic phase.4–6,8–10 Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS),11 Auger electron 

spectroscopy (AES),12 as well as flame combustion elemental analysis (EA)13 are used in 
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conjunction to determine elemental composition of the synthesized materials. XAS is used to 

determine both the surface and bulk chemical environments of specific elements that are 

present within the materials.14–17 The nitrogen accessible surface area of the materials was 

determined from N2 adsorption measurements at ~77 K.18 By combining the unique 

information gleaned from these complementary characterization techniques, a comprehensive 

assessment of the various series of materials can be made, allowing for a detailed 

understanding of the individual material’s structure, chemical composition, and chemical 

environments that result from systematic synthetic perturbations to the system. 

Technical Challenges 

From a synthetic perspective, the main challenge associated with incorporating boron into 

the graphitic lattice is phase separation between the boron and carbon system. The thermodynamic 

limit of boron incorporation within graphite, carbons thermodynamic allotrope at standard state, 

was established by Lowell in 1976 and found to be 2.35 at. % boron,19 this is found at the eutectic 

temperature between 2350–2375 °C (see Figure 1). At these elevated temperatures the solid 

solution of boron in the graphitic lattice results in a relatively large quantity of boron 

substitutionally doped into the stable thermodynamic phase. This relatively large amount of 

“allowed” boron substitution diminishes to negligible values of incorporation by the time the 

system is cooled to below 1000 °C. The phase diagram indicates that if more boron is added to the 

system and the temperature remains below the eutectic line, such as at 25 at. % boron and 800 °C, 

then the system will phase segregate into the low boron content solid solution of graphite mixed 

with boron carbide (of composition B4C). The exact atomic compositions of each phase can be 

determined by the intercepts of the horizontal tie line at a specified temperature that connects the 
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two pure phases; the relative abundance of the individual phases in the mixture is determined by 

the ratio of the two phases that produces an overall atomic ratio that is consistent with total boron 

content.20 In our example of the point at 25 at. % boron and 800 °C, the thermodynamic 

composition of the mixed phase would be 31 at. % graphite (C) and 69 at. % boron carbide (B4C) 

(see Figure 1). Thus, the metastable material BC3′ is not a thermodynamic product of the boron 

and carbon binary system and is not shown on the systems thermodynamic phase diagram. 

 
Figure 1. The boron–carbon binary phase diagram. 

Metastable materials, also referred to as kinetically trapped phases, are ubiquitous 

throughout nature and in many cases have desirable properties compared to their equilibrium state 

counterparts. Functional metastable materials include ionic-conductors21, photovoltaics22,23, 

catalysts24, and sorbents25,26, just to name a few. Even though these metastable materials exhibit a 

positive free energy above their equilibrium state, many can be isolated and utilized for a variety 

of practical applications; in fact, we owe our existence to metastable states.27 Cellulose is a 
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metastable phase of the ternary carbon–oxygen–hydrogen system; fortunately, cellulose does not 

spontaneously decompose into its lowest energy state.28 Given enough time, this transition will 

occur according to thermodynamics. However, because cellulose, and numerous other metastable 

materials exist in a local energy minimum on the energy landscape, they can persist for relatively 

long timescales. That is until a perturbation lifts them high enough in energy to overcome an 

activation energy allowing for a cascade down to either another local minimum, or the global 

minimum where they will remain indefinitely as their respective thermodynamic products. The 

distribution and evolution of the possible states described above is shown schematically on a two-

dimensional reaction coordinate diagram in Figure 2, where the metastable material A is 

kinetically trapped by the activation energy that separates its local energy well from the global 

minimum. Material B is an unstable state that will either fall into the kinetically trapped well or 

convert to C at the global minimum, the stable thermodynamic product C. The shapes used to 

depict these hypothetical materials are related to one another; this concept has driven the rational 

design of metastable materials through chemical intuition from a synthetic perspective. 

Historically, metastable materials that are structurally similar to other thermodynamic products 

have been good candidates for synthetic endeavors.29,30 This allows for minimal structural and 

chemical modifications that lead to new metastable materials that are still relatively low in energy 

when compared to the global stability of their thermodynamic counterpart. BC3′ is a perfect 

example of this concept, where the underlying crystal structure is nearly identical to that of the 

thermodynamically stable carbon allotrope: graphite. 
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Figure 2. Reaction coordinate diagram of metastable states. The hypothetical metastable material 
A is kinetically trapped in a local energy well, B is an unstable state, and the thermodynamic 
product C is shown in the lowest energy state of the system. 

Structural characterization of nanocrystalline metastable materials presents a wide array of 

technical challenges arising from the low degree of long-range crystalline order in these systems. 

The bulk materials investigated herein are nanocrystalline in nature and exhibit a high degree of 

turbostratic disorder between the individual graphene sheets that make up the bulk graphitic 

material. This low level of crystallinity complicates materials characterization due to the lack of a 

single, well-defined structure within the solid; instead, the materials are dominated by defects and 

the presence of edge sites that do not reflect the idealized structure and resulting properties that 

theory predicts. In the context of XRD, this manifests into low signal intensity and large peak 

breadth, with signals that are often convoluted with other reflections. In order to glean structural 

information from diffraction experiments, careful assessment of the subtle features in the 
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diffraction patterns is paramount to deconvoluting the underlying crystalline structure despite the 

presence of defects, secondary phases, and nanoscale ordering within the solid phases. Raman 

spectroscopy of nanocrystalline materials is also challenging compared to that of single crystals. 

Raman spectroscopy is especially sensitive to the highly polarizable carbon-carbon bonding in 

graphite, allowing for the sensitive determination of chemical and structural environments within 

these carbonaceous systems.4,6,8 The spectra produced by these low temperature pyrolysis products 

often express a convolution of material and molecular features that complicate not only the 

collection of spectral data, but also its interpretation. The molecular character that persists in some 

nanocrystalline graphitic crystallites can lead to large contributions from fluorescence, resulting 

in a prohibitively intense background that can hide the underlying Raman signals.10 Thus, care 

must be taken when collecting spectral data to minimize the florescence background, as well as 

when interpreting the spectral features in order to determine the contributions from the underlying 

graphitic material as well as those of the molecular fragments that persist through the pyrolysis 

reaction. 

Quantification of boron in carbon systems has also proven to be a challenge due to the 

similarities in size and scattering cross section between the two neighboring elements. Historically, 

the quantification of boron in carbon systems has been accomplished using AES9,15,31, elastic recoil 

detection analysis (ERDA),3 electron probe microanalysis,32 digestion coupled with volumetric 

titration,19 or by combustion with fluorine gas followed by quantitative detection of BF3 and CF4 

by infrared spectroscopy.33 Classically, the detection of boron has not been possible by EDS 

techniques owing to the low X-ray yield and energy of the light element boron, coupled with the 

use of borosilicate windows in line with energy discriminating X-ray detectors. However, in recent 
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years great advancements have been made in detector sensitivity and configuration, as in the 

XFlash 6|10 from Bruker Corp., permitting the detection of boron.34 The improved sensitivity and 

energy resolution of these modern windowless detectors permits accurate quantification with a 

detection limit of 1-3 at. % boron within mixed boron and carbon systems.35 

Characterization of boron chemical environments within nanocrystalline solids presents 

unique challenges. While the individual chemical environments within highly crystalline systems 

are well defined, many such systems often exhibit a low concentration of boron within the 

crystalline phase, hindering their detection. In contrast, the disorder that is often present in high 

boron content carbons, coupled with the relatively high degree of solubility of boron and carbon 

in these systems results in a wide range of chemical environments. The surface of boron containing 

materials always shows evidence for oxide species; fortunately, this robust oxide coating protects 

the bulk boron environments from further environmental oxidation. The wide range of solubility 

of boron and carbon, especially in the carbide structure also leads to a multitude of unique bonding 

motifs often involving nonclassical three–centered two–electron bonds (3c–2e).36 While 

substitutional incorporation of boron into graphite results in trigonal planar BC3 local 

environments, these environments can be arranged in a random distribution (a-BC3) or in ordered 

arrays ( e.g., g-BC3) leading to distinct materials properties for the two types of boron 

incorporation.37 XAS is typically used to elucidate the identities and relative contributions from 

the wide array of boron chemical environments found in these materials.14–17,37 While XAS 

provides direct information regarding the bonding environment and geometries, it requires the use 

of synchrotron radiation with tunable monochromatic incident X-rays, limiting its accessibility 

and thus utility. More accessible techniques such as solid-state 11B NMR spectroscopy,3,38 electron 
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energy-loss spectroscopy,39 and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy38,40,41 have also historically 

been used to determine bulk and surface boron chemical environments. Work presented in this 

dissertation establishes a new method based on detecting altered phonon dispersion properties of 

the D peak in the Raman spectrum of high boron content graphite to detect the presence of 

hexagonally ordered graphitic boron environments (g-BC3).37 
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CHAPTER TWO 

BACKGROUND 

Energy Storage 

The need for renewable, safe, and efficient energy carriers motivates interesting chemical 

and physical problems that must be addressed in order to adapt to the increasing energy demands 

of modern society. Lithium-ion battery (LIB) technology has improved greatly and the cost has 

significantly dropped since it was introduced by Sony in the 1990s,1 facilitating the widespread 

implementation of electric vehicles (EVs) both in the commercial and private sectors.2,3 As of May 

2023, Tesla Incorporated’s Nevada-based Gigafactory alone has produced 7.3 billion LIB cells (37 

GWh annually), 1.5 million battery packs, 3.6 million driving units, and 1 million energy modules 

(14 GWh total).4 With the rapid growth of electrification, the demand for responsibly-mined 

lithium has increased with it. Many have estimated that this will not be a limitation as new lithium 

deposits are yet to be tapped into,5,6 however others have predicted that the demand for lithium 

will surpass mining capability in the near future and that it will be necessary to increase recycled 

lithium recovery from < 1 %, the recovery rate in 2017, to > 90 % in order to meet the global 

demand for LIBs.7 In order to facilitate energy security and sustainability on the global scale, we 

must develop alternative energy carriers that augment existing technologies in order to diversify 

the energy landscape.  

Hydrogen (H2) is notable for having an exceptional gravimetric energy density (142 MJ 

kg-1), nearly three times that of gasoline.8 The chemical energy stored within molecular hydrogen 

can be efficiently converted directly to electrical or mechanical energy by oxidation in a fuel cell 
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or combustion within an engine; both methods consume oxygen from the atmosphere and produce 

water as the sole byproduct, making hydrogen an attractive energy carrier for many applications. 

Unfortunately, the efficient storage of hydrogen in a compact volume remains challenging despite 

several decades of research at academic, government, and private institutions around the world. 

Currently, hydrogen is most effectively stored on board passenger and commercial vehicles 

in high-pressure composite tanks with a maximum storage pressure of 700 bar. State of the art 

compressed hydrogen tanks can reach a gravimetric storage capacity of 4.2 wt. % hydrogen with 

respect to the entire storage system, hence the US Department of Energy (DOE) has set a series of 

targets ranging from 4.5–6.5 wt. % for next-generation hydrogen storage systems.8,9 A schematic 

of the components of a next-generation, high-pressure hydrogen storage tank is shown in Figure 

1.10 There is further motivation to lower the pressure of storage tanks for both practical reasons 

(e.g., to accommodate diverse tank shapes and sizes) and safety reasons, making it desirable to 

seek storage methods that utilize condensed/solid-state phases of hydrogen or hydrogen-rich 

media. 

 
Figure 1. Components of a pressurized hydrogen storage tank. (Adapted from reference 10) 
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Hydrogen may also be stored as a liquid, which is attractive due to its increased density 

(71.3 g L-1 at 20 K and 1 bar) compared to gaseous hydrogen (39.2 g L-1 at 298 K and 700 bar). A 

schematic of a liquid H2 storage system is shown in Figure 2.11 Liquefaction only occurs at very 

low temperatures at ambient pressure (~20 K, see Figure 3), and requires extensive, energy-

inefficient cooling systems to operate, adding weight and complexity to the overall storage system. 

Furthermore, liquid hydrogen can only be stored safely in open systems to eliminate the risk of 

overpressure, which makes long-term storage as a liquid unfeasible.12 

 
Figure 2. Liquid hydrogen storage vessel containing an inner storage tank with heat exchangers 
and cooling system that is wrapped in insulation to maintain a cryogenic environment. (Adapted 
from reference 11) 
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Figure 3. Hydrogen H2 phase diagram. The ambient temperature and pressure lines are highlighted. 

Beyond pure compression and liquefaction, hydrogen can also be stored on or within an 

appropriate host material through adsorption or absorption, respectively. Adsorption, a surface-

specific phenomenon, comprises both physisorption and chemisorption mechanisms of interaction. 

Physisorption is dictated by the weak dispersion forces present between the H2 molecule (the 

adsorbate) and the surface of the host material. These forces are typically on the order of 1-10 kJ 

mol-1 for adsorbate-sorbent interactions. Adsorption can be represented simplistically by a 

Lennard-Jones potential well with the depth of the well corresponding to the binding energy; at 

lower temperatures, the adsorbate is confined to longer residence times on the adsorption site. To 

maximize gravimetric and volumetric storage capacity, materials with large surface area, narrow 

pore diameter, and relatively strong binding sites are desired. To date, the maximum gravimetric 

excess storage capacity of physisorbed hydrogen on high surface area carbons is ~5.5 wt. % at 77 

K; this value is typically reduced to ~1 wt. % at 298 K and 300 bar.13 State-of-the-art materials for 
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room temperature physisorptive hydrogen storage are metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) which 

can achieve up to 1.65 wt. % storage capacities at 298 K and 48 bar.9,14 Physisorption is a perfectly 

reversible and robust method for storing hydrogen, but effective capacities can only be reached at 

low temperatures as of today. An overview of current hydrogen storage methods is depicted in 

Figure 4.15 

 
Figure 4. Overview of hydrogen storage methods. 

Solid-state hydrogen storage can also be accomplished via chemisorption which occurs 

when a hydrogen molecule is dissociated into two hydrogen atoms and becomes chemically bound 

to the host surface or within a molecule or material. Chemisorption is often enhanced at elevated 
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temperatures due to the activation barrier of the reaction (typically H2 bond cleavage) and the 

strength of chemical bonds: typically, 100-1000 kJ mol-1. The mechanism of chemisorption can 

therefore be crudely described by a simple two-state reaction coordinate diagram; hydrogen uptake 

and release are increased at higher temperatures to facilitate bond formation and cleavage. This 

method of hydrogen storage occurs on or within a wide variety of materials ranging from metal 

hydrides to complex hydrides,16 as well as hydrogen-rich molecules (e.g., NH3).12 Chemisorption 

typically suffers from reversibility issues associated with strong chemical bonding or the 

degradation of the host material upon system cycling. Some benchmark hydrogen storage materials 

such as palladium and LaNi5 exhibit extremely robust cycling but remain prohibitively expensive 

and/or heavy. 

Due to the various technical limitations mentioned above, current methods cannot provide 

efficient, reliable, and safe storage of hydrogen at the same time, limiting the practicality of 

hydrogen as a primary energy carrier. An ideal material for hydrogen storage at ambient conditions 

would be lightweight, made of earth abundant elements, and have a hydrogen binding energy that 

is stronger than that typical of physisorption (to allow for higher operating temperatures closer to 

298 K) yet weaker than that typical of chemisorption (to allow for lower operating temperatures 

closer to 298 K and to eliminate reversibility issues). Thus, an ideal material for hydrogen storage 

would be comprised of lightweight elements and express a hydrogen binding energy on the order 

of 10-100 kJ mol-1. 
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Boron-Doped Graphitic Carbon 

Hydrogen Storage in BC3′ 

In 2007, a first principles study of hydrogen absorption in a bulk graphitic material of 

composition BC3′ was reported,17 inspired largely by previous serendipitous observations of 

enhanced hydrogen release by boron-doped graphitic thin-films at temperatures between 400-1200 

K.18–20 These calculations were used to follow H2 chemisorption, H2 dissociation, and H 

absorption/diffusion properties of BC3′, utilizing a plane-wave pseudopotential DFT package 

(CASTEP). It was predicted that H2 can dissociate within BC3′ with a barrier of 19 kJ mol-1 and 

absorb atomic hydrogen with a binding energy of 46-80 kJ mol-1 at low and high hydrogen 

coverages, respectively (where all molar quantities refer to H2). The favorable interaction of H2 

within BC3′ as compared to graphite, which does not readily absorb H2, was ascribed to the 

softening of the in-plane bonding that results from substitutional boron incorporation into the 

graphitic lattice. It was shown that if an H2 molecule could be placed within the interlayer galleries 

of pure carbon graphite (an unrealistic scenario), the optimal C-C-H bond angle would be 

unfavorable to the formation of the new sp3 hybridized C-H bond. In BC3′, however, the H was 

predicted to rest between the carbon and the boron atom on one side of the slit pore; the resulting 

C-C-H bond angle was found to be 106°, closer to the preferred sp3 geometry of the bound state 

(see Figure 5).17 In other words, the soft nature of B-C bonding results in a lower energetic barrier 

for H chemisorption within the lattice of BC3′ when compared to that in pure graphite. 
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Figure 5. Schematic reaction coordinate diagram of hydrogen binding in BC3′. Hydrogen in the 
initial state (IS) is placed within the slit pore of two BC3′ sheets where it coordinates to adjacent 
boron atoms through the vacant boron pz orbitals. In the transition state (TS) the hydrogen–
hydrogen bond dissociates, and the individual hydrogen atoms coordinate to either side of the slit 
poor. In the final state (FS) the hydrogen bonds to the neighboring carbon atom with a C-C-H 
dihedral angle of ~106°, and neighboring boron atoms deflect out of plane to accommodate the 
rehybridization of the system (denoted with blue arrows). Binding of a second hydrogen molecule 
would alleviate the formal charges depicted in the FS.17 

A follow-up study of hydrogen absorption in BC3′ was reported in 2010.21 The 

thermodynamics and kinetics of H2 dissociation and subsequent H migration were calculated using 

the projector augmented wave (PAW) method. The overall process was predicted to be slightly 

endothermic by approximately 46 kJ mol-1. The activation barrier of hydrogen dissociation within 

BC3′, including contributions from insertion at a particle edge (not previously considered), was 

found to be 60 kJ mol-1, slightly higher than previously predicted, yet still significantly lower than 

that in pure graphite. Therefore, all reported theoretical results suggest that both hydrogen 
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intercalation and dissociation are thermodynamically and kinetically favorable at near ambient 

conditions (~70–140 °C), with a high storage capacity within bulk single crystal BC3′. 

Historical Synthes of BC3′ 

The history of thermal reactions between various boron species and hydrocarbons began 

with a systematic investigation by Hurd in 1948, where the low temperature pyrolysis reactions 

between diborane and a variety of hydrocarbons was studied. These reactions were conducted 

under inert conditions in the temperature range of 100 –200 °C, resulting in the substitution of 

boron into the organic precursors yielding a variety of small molecule products.22 Boron 

substitution into graphite was first systematically investigated by Lowell in 1967; equilibrium solid 

solutions were prepared by the heating of boron carbide (nominally B4C) and graphite under 

reduced pressure up to 2500 °C, followed by rapid quenching.23 The maximum equilibrium 

substitution of boron in graphite was determined to be 2.35 at. % at the eutectic temperature of 

2350 °C, as shown in Figure 6. The vast region of boron concentration in the B-C system below 

the eutectic temperature and between ~2-80 at. % corresponds to a phase-separated mixture of low 

boron content graphite and boron carbide. 
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Figure 6. Boron–carbon phase diagram at low boron concentrations.  

High boron content graphitic carbon thin films were subsequently synthesized in 1986 by 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of stoichiometric ratios of boron trichloride (BCl3) and benzene 

(C6H6) at 800 °C.24 The synthesized thin-films exhibited a dark metallic luster and were reported 

to exhibit a composition of BC3 (25 at. % boron). Such a high substitutional boron concentration 

had not previously been reported for graphite or disordered graphitic materials. It was surmised 

that the low temperatures of synthesis (800 °C) and possibly the presence of the substrate allowed 

access to a new metastable state of the boron-carbon system, thus avoiding phase separation of 

boron carbide and graphite. The properties of this new phase, often referred to as BC3′ and later 

reported to have a stoichiometry closer to BC5,25 have been of great fundamental interest and 

therefore the subject of numerous computational and physical studies.26–28 

A bulk BC3′ material (as opposed to thin-films) remained elusive for the next 30 years. In 

2015, a closed “molecular tiling” synthesis route was investigated via the pyrolysis of 1,3-

bis(dibromoboryl)benzene at 800 °C.29 The resulting material was found to be highly disordered 

and contained a significant amount of oxygen within the bulk material. Therefore, hydrogen 
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storage in the so-obtained samples was found to be negligible. We note that the multistep synthesis 

of the organic precursor is an important complexity of this work, and likely a source of oxygen 

contamination; its fixed B:C ratio also prevents the continuous tuning of the boron to carbon ratio 

within the final material. 

Prior to this work, the latest route to bulk high boron content graphitic BC3′ was reported 

by Stadie et al. in 2017.30 This method bypassed the complicated organic synthesis of 1,3-

bis(dibromoboryl)benzene; instead, benzene (C6H6) and boron tribromide (BBr3) were combined 

directly in the liquid phase at room temperature, both available in high purity as commercial 

reagents. Continuously variable ratios of benzene and boron tribromide were heated to 800-1050 

°C in a closed quartz ampule to produce nanocrystalline graphitic BCx′ of widely tunable 

composition (x ≥ 3). Oxygen was effectively reduced as a contaminant in the resulting materials; 

however, halide contamination was unavoidable due to the use of BBr3. The hydrogen storage 

properties of the so-obtained materials remained uncharacterized in the original report, but 

preliminary results are now presented as part of this work and can be found in Appendix B. 

Nevertheless, two main synthetic challenges remain: the development of a 1) more crystalline and 

2) halide free material, enabling the careful assessment and possible corroboration of the long-

standing theoretical predictions of hydrogen storage within the metastable graphitic BC3′ material. 

A historical summery of the development of boron-doped graphitic systems is given in Table 1, 

where studies have evolved from a focus on molecular products to thin-films and lastly to bulk 

materials in recent years.
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Table 1. Historical developments to the synthesis of boron-doped carbons. 
 

Year 
 

Reference 
 

Product Classification 
 

Synthesis Method 
Reported 

Composition 
(at.% B) 

 
Reagents 

Synthesis 
Temperature 
[Annealing] 

(°C) 
1948 22 Molecular Low Temperature Thermal 7.69 C4H8 +B2H6 100 

1948 22 Molecular Low Temperature Thermal 14.29 C2H2 + B2H6 100 
1948 22 Molecular Low Temperature Thermal 5.26 C6H6 + B2H6 100 
1948 22 Molecular Low Temperature Thermal 25 CH4 + B2H6 180 
1948 22 Molecular Low Temperature Thermal - C5H12 +B2H6 180 
1967 23 Bulk Solid Solution Top-Down, Thermal 2.35 Graphite + B4C 2375 
1981 31 Bulk Solid Solution Top-Down, Ion-Implantation - Graphite + B+ [950] 
1986 24 Thin Film Bottom-Up, CVD 25 C6H6 + BCl3 800 
1989 32 Thin Film Bottom-Up, CVD 25 C6H6 + BCl3 800 
1992 26 Thin Film Bottom-Up, CVD 17 C6H6 + BCl3 900 
1993 33 Thin Film Bottom-Up, CVD 20 C6H6 + BCl3 475-775 [900] 
1994 34 Thin Film Bottom-Up, CVD 5.26 (C6H5)3B 800 
1995 35 Thin Film Bottom-Up, CVD 15 C6H6 + BCl3 900 [1000-2300] 
1996 25 Thin Film Bottom-Up, CVD 17 C6H6 + BCl3 900 
1996 36 Thin Film Bottom-Up, CVD 20 C3H8 + BCl3 950 
2000 27 Thin Film Bottom-Up, CVD 20 C2H2 + BCl3 1000- 1225 
2010 37 Bulk Porous Framework Bottom-Up, Solution-Phase 7.3 Cl2C=CCl2 + BCl3 250-350 
2010 37 Bulk Porous Framework Bottom-Up, Solution-Phase 7.3 C6Cl6 + BCl3 250-350 
2012 28 Thin Film Top-Down, Thermal 0.22 Graphite + H3BO3 2450 
2015 29 Bulk Bottom-Up, Closed Reactor 20 (BBr2)2C6H4 800 
2017 30 Bulk Bottom-Up, Closed Reactor 25 C6H6 + BBr3 800 
2020 38 Bulk Bottom-Up, Closed Reactor 12 C6H6 + BBr3 800 
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Abstract 

Direct pyrolysis of coronene at 800 °C produces low surface area, nanocrystalline graphitic 

carbon containing a uniquely high content of a class of lithium binding sites referred to herein as 

“hydrogen-type” sites. Correspondingly, this material exhibits a distinct redox couple under 

electrochemical lithiation that is characterized as intermediate-strength, capacitive lithium 

binding, centered at ~0.5 V vs. Li/Li+. Lithiation of hydrogen-type sites is reversible and 

electrochemically distinct from capacitive lithium adsorption and from intercalation type binding 

between graphitic layers. Hydrogen-type site lithiation can be fully retained even up to ultrafast 

current rates (e.g., 15 A g-1, ~40 C) where intercalation is severely hampered by ion desolvation 

kinetics; at the same time, the bulk nature of these sites does not require a large surface area and 

only minimal electrolyte decomposition occurs during the first charge/discharge cycle, making 

coronene-derived carbon an exceptional candidate for high-energy density battery applications. 
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Introduction 

Graphite remains the de facto anode material for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) since it was 

introduced into the commercial market in the 1990s,1,2 favored for its low operating potential of 

∼0.1 V vs. Li/Li+, high reversible capacity (LiC6, 372 mAh g-1), and admirable safety compared 

to metallic lithium.3–5 However, the demands of next generation LIBs require faster charging than 

is accessible to the intercalation chemistry native to graphite-based LIB anodes.6 At charging rates 

above 1 C (i.e., a 60 min charging time), the reversible capacity of crystalline graphite is 

precipitously reduced owing to sluggish desolvation kinetics of lithium from within standard liquid 

carbonate electrolytes at the surface of the graphite anode.7–11 Recent work has shown that the rate 

capability is correlated with specific properties of the chosen type of graphite, including such 

properties as crystallite size, particle size, and content and type of lattice imperfections; reasonable 

capacity can be retained in high-performance variants up to roughly 4 C (i.e., a 15 min charging 

time) but requires a precisely tuned, anode-limited full-cell.12 Other methods have been shown to 

elevate the rate capability of graphite through modification strategies such as laser patterning and 

nanosizing, increasing the complexity of electrode fabrication.13–16 On the other hand, high surface 

area porous carbon materials can effectively store lithium under ultrafast charging rates via the 

capacitive adsorption of ions and formation of an electric double-layer at their surfaces.17 The 

reversible capacity of these materials increases with surface area to far higher than 372 mAh g-

1;18–20 however, due to decomposition of electrolyte and the resulting formation of solid electrolyte 

interphase (SEI) on all exposed surfaces of the electrode, a massive irreversible consumption of 

electrolyte occurs during the first cycle in standard Li-ion electrolytes, prohibitive to their use in 

commercial battery applications.21  
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Dahn and coworkers have noted a third type of lithium interaction within carbonaceous 

materials containing a significant amount of hydrogen.22,18 This type of binding is categorized as 

distinct from strongly bound intercalation and weakly bound capacitive ion adsorption. A distinct 

charge storage mechanism was surmised to result, via charge transfer between lithium guests and 

hydrogen terminations at edges in the carbon structure: i.e., the formation of dative covalent 

bonds.22 Hence, this type of charge storage would be expected to be faradaic but was not 

definitively characterized. The general effect of hydrogen content on lithium uptake was explored 

in detail by Dahn and coworkers by lithiation of the pyrolysis products of petroleum pitches, 

polyvinyl chloride, and polyvinylidene fluoride between 550-1000 °C.23 These experiments 

exhaustively supported an increasing reversible lithiation capacity with increasing hydrogen 

content, and further evidenced atomistic rearrangement of the edge-site carbon upon 

lithiation/delithiation, as observed by a large voltage hysteresis between the charge and discharge 

profiles. Interestingly, little more remains understood, even over 20 years later, about the specific 

atomistic mechanism associated with this type of lithium binding. A hurtle in characterizing any 

kind of lithiation site or charge storage mechanism lies in obtaining a material which exhibits that 

site or mechanism in abundance; the work presented herein reveals that coronene-derived carbon 

pyrolyzed at 800 °C is such a material for hydrogen-type lithiation sites. 

Results and Discussion 

In this work, we hypothesized that the partial pyrolysis of a large polyaromatic 

hydrocarbon (PAH) precursor would result in the synthesis of a low surface area, nanocrystalline 

graphitic carbon containing a high content of confined hydrogen edge sites between adjacent 
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precursor molecules. A series of PAHs (benzene, naphthalene, pyrene, and coronene) were 

explored to determine the effects of precursor size and hydrogen content on the structure and 

composition of the pyrolysis product, and especially on its number and type of lithiation sites 

available for electrochemical ion storage. The model compound for further in-depth study was 

obtained via the pyrolysis of neat coronene (C24H12) under closed conditions at 800 °C, the product 

of which is referred to herein as Cor800. While coronene exhibits the lowest initial hydrogen 

content of all PAHs explored herein, its large size encourages a significant role for precursor 

stacking prior to and during pyrolysis and reduces the likelihood of perfect tiling of the 2D 

graphitic plane. Interestingly, upon electrochemical lithiation, a distinct type of lithiation site was 

observed in high quantity in Cor800 that cannot be classified as either faradaic intercalation within 

the graphitic layers or as capacitive formation of an electric double layer at the particle surfaces. 

This was confirmed by systematic comparison with several benchmark types of carbonaceous 

electrode materials with well-resolved carbon structures: crystalline graphite (AG20) with almost 

exclusively interlayer-type lithiation sites, high surface-area zeolite-templated carbon (ZTC) with 

exclusively surface-type lithiation sites, and a standard hard carbon (Super P) that exhibits (widely-

spaced) interlayer sites as well as a significant content of surface sites. Scanning electron 

micrographs of Cor800 and the three benchmark materials of comparison are shown in Figure 1 

as indicative of their complementary structure and composition; proposed atomistic depictions of 

the same materials are shown in the Supporting Information. The novel sites in Cor800, referred 

to hereafter as “hydrogen-type” sites, were thoroughly characterized using a suite of 

electrochemical techniques and could still be lithiated reversibly even at ultrafast charging rates 

up to 40 C (corresponding to a 90 s charging time). 
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The structure of Cor800 was first investigated using powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 

Raman spectroscopy, for comparison to the three benchmark standards (Figure 1c and 1f). Cor800 

exhibits a broad peak indexed as the (002) reflection of the AB-stacked graphite unit cell, 

corresponding to an interlayer spacing (d002) of 3.42 Å and an average crystallite size along the c-

axis (Lc) of 22 Å, ~6 graphitic layers. This contrasts with the XRD pattern of AG20 which exhibits 

a narrow (002) reflection corresponding to a d002 of 3.35 Å and an average Lc of 314 Å (~94 

graphitic layers). AG20 is therefore a far more crystalline graphite than Cor800, though its small 

particle size of 15.2 ± 3.5 μm permits a relatively high-rate capability toward lithiation in standard 

carbonate electrolytes.12 Super P, a commercial hard carbon, also shows a weak (002) reflection 

corresponding to an expanded graphitic structure with a d002 spacing of 3.54 Å and an Lc of 21 Å 

(~6 graphitic layers). The final comparison material, ZTC, is a unique, highly porous carbonaceous 

framework solid with no (002) peak related to graphitic stacking.24 The long-range order present 

in the atomistic structure of ZTC originates from the original faujasite (FAU) template; the XRD 

pattern exhibits an intense (111) reflection at 6.4°, corresponding to a pore-to-pore d-spacing of 

14.1 Å and a coherence length of 284 Å (~20 pore-to-pore repeats). Hence, ZTC is a model 

material for purely capacitive lithium storage since its unique chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 

synthesis within a microporous zeolite template gives rise to a material that, when templated 

effectively, cannot have any significant graphitic stacking (all parts of the carbon network are 

double-sided graphene ribbon fragments).25 
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Figure 1. Representative SEM images of (a) graphite (AG20), (b) graphitic carbon with hydrogen-
type sites (Cor800), (d) hard carbon (Super P), and (e) ordered porous carbon with no stacking 
(ZTC). The main image in each panel shows a 20 μm scale bar, and the inset shows a 500 nm scale 
bar. (c) XRD patterns of AG20, Cor800, Super P, and ZTC with the graphite (002) and (004) 
reflections indicated as dashed gray lines. The (111) and (220) reflections characteristic of the 
cubic pore-to-pore ordering in ZTC are indicated with open diamonds. (f) Raman spectra of AG20, 
Cor800, Super P, and ZTC, collected using a 532 nm excitation source. 

Raman spectroscopy reveals additional information about the complementary structural 

features of Cor800 as compared to AG20, Super P, and ZTC, as shown in Figure 1f. All four 

materials exhibit the usual features of the in-plane structure associated with graphite/graphene (the 

regime shown relates exclusively to in-plane phonons): the G and D modes, and their overtones 

and other defect-induced features.26,27 The Raman spectrum of Cor800 exhibits a prominent G 

mode that is seemingly shifted to higher frequency (1600 cm-1) than that of crystalline graphite 

(1564 cm-1), indicating the significant presence of the defect induced D’ mode (typically found 

between 1700-1840 cm-1), not the actual change in frequency of G. This specifically signals the 

presence of electron hole scattering sites in Cor800, which can also be seen in Super P and ZTC. 
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While Cor800, Super P, and ZTC all exhibit a broad D mode, Cor800 exhibits some unique 

identifiable features on both shoulders of the D mode. The two features on the low-frequency 

shoulder at 1182 cm-1 and 1285 cm-1 correspond to C–H bending modes of armchair and zigzag 

edges, respectively. The two features on the high frequency shoulder of the D mode at 1395 cm-1 

and 1462 cm-1 correspond to 5,6-ring carbon stretching modes that result from the fusion of 

coronene molecules during pyrolysis.28 Thus, Cor800 contains a significant amount of C–H edge 

character within the crystallites and highly imperfect in-plane bonding. As evidenced by N2 

adsorption studies at 77 K, Cor800 has a low surface area of only ~4 m2 g-1. However, it also has 

an exceptionally high content of hydrogen as quantified by combustion analysis (roughly 1 

hydrogen per 5 carbon atoms); these results are summarized and compared to the three standard 

materials in Table 1. Hydrogen content is directly correlated with edge sites, a feature that usually 

gives rise to a higher N2-accessible surface area. Together with XRD and Raman analysis, this 

body of evidence reveals a unique, internal content of hydrogen terminations that is buried within 

the defected graphitic structure of Cor800. In contrast, the D mode of graphite is minimal (as 

expected for highly crystalline graphite) and that for Super P is expressed as a single peak 

indicating low hydrogen content and minimal edge character. The D mode of ZTC is broad and 

exhibits a modulated low frequency shoulder indicating a mixture of armchair and zigzag edges 

terminating the network of graphene ribbon-like blades. As expected, the hydrogen content of the 

three standard materials scales with the N2-accessible surface area (Table 1) indicating that their 

H-terminations are on “outer surfaces,” typical of graphitic and porous carbons. Table 1. Structural 

properties of Cor800 and three standard materials of comparison, as determined using XRD, 

Raman spectroscopy, N2 adsorption at 77 K, combustion analysis, and electrochemical lithiation. 
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Table 1. Structural properties of Cor800 and three standard materials of comparison, as determined 
using XRD, Raman spectroscopy, N2 adsorption at 77 K, combustion analysis, and electrochemical 
lithiation. 

 XRD Raman 
Spectroscopy 

N2 
Adsorption 

Combustion 
Analysis 

Electrochemical 
Lithiation 

 d002 

(Å) 
Lc 

(Å) 
La 

(Å) 
Pos(G) 
(cm-1) 

FWHM(G) 
(cm-1) 

BET SA 
(m2 g-1) 

H:C 
(molar ratio) 

Total Li Capacity* 
(mAh g-1) 

         

Cor800 3.42 22 18 1600 53 4 0.20 297 
AG20 3.35 314 43 1564 20 9 0.00 320 
ZTC - - - 1592 60 3330 0.20 255 

Super P 3.54 21 41 1583 103 59 0.01 265 
* - reversible low-rate (25 mA g-1) GCD capacity, measured as the average of the 15th-20th delithiation cycle 

The lithiation of Cor800 was investigated by performing a series of electrochemical 

experiments in half-cell configuration against lithium metal, in the presence of a standard 

carbonate-based electrolyte (see the Supporting Information for details). First, cyclic voltammetry 

(CV) at a low scan rate (0.1 mV s-1) was used to deduce the number and type of lithiation 

mechanism(s) within Cor800 between 0.01-1.5 V vs. Li/Li+, by reference to identical experiments 

using the three standard materials (Figure 2, dark purple traces). Similarly to Super P, a portion of 

the lithiation of Cor800 proceeds by wide-interlayer intercalation, as evidenced by a broad 

oxidation peak upon delithiation at 0.2 V vs. Li/Li+. Unlike in graphite (which shows numerous 

intercalation features associated with staging)29 this peak is expressed as a broad, single peak in 

both Cor800 and Super P, and the corresponding reduction peak in both cases is an intense, 

asymmetric feature at close to the cutoff voltage of 0.01 V vs. Li/Li+. As expected, no such 

intercalation features exist for ZTC; instead, a box-like profile is observed as is typical for purely 

capacitive electrode materials (Super P too shows a constant current background associated with 

the formation of a modest electric double layer on its surface area of 60 m2 g-1). However, 

interestingly, a prominent redox couple is also observed in the profile of Cor800 at around 0.5 V 
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vs. Li/Li+ that is not observed in any of the standard materials used herein, nor in any other 

materials in the reported literature. We attribute this feature to the lithiation/delithiation of 

hydrogen-type sites within the bulk graphitic structure of Cor800. This is consistent with the 

adsorption/desorption of lithium in Li···H–C environments at zigzag edges, predicted to occur at 

between 0.49-0.66 V.30 

To explore the relative rates of lithiation of the three above-identified environments, CV 

was performed at a wide range of scan rates from 0.1-15 mV s-1 (select profiles shown in Figure 

2a-2d). While the features associated with intercalation broadened significantly and then 

disappeared as scan rate increased, the box-like profile owing to capacitive lithiation (in Super P 

and ZTC) and the lithiation event attributed to hydrogen-type sites persisted to extremely high 

scan rates. The scan rate dependences of these features are summarized in Figure 2e-2h. Randles-

Ševčik (R-S) analysis was then performed to determine the extent of diffusion limitation associated 

with each type of lithiation mechanism.31–33 As expected, the staging phenomena associated with 

intercalation of highly crystalline AG20 (labeled as O1 to O3-4 for the oxidative peaks and R3-4 

for the reductive peaks, where the number indicates the stage of intercalation/deintercalation) 

exhibit a scan rate dependence characteristic of a faradaic charge transfer event (with an R-S slope 

of ~0.5 across the entire range of scan rates).31 All other lithiation events were found to exhibit 

capacitive or pseudocapacitive lithium binding, with R-S slopes significantly greater than 0.5 and 

approaching 1 at low scan rates. The redox couple associated with intercalation in Cor800 (labeled 

as O-I and R-I for oxidation and reduction, respectively) persists with an R-S slope of ~1 up to a 

scan rate of 1 mV s-1 (corresponding to a charge rate of ~2 C), a similar fate as low-stage 

intercalation in AG20. Beyond 2 C, the CV profile of Cor800 is dominated by the hydrogen-type 
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interaction which persists until the ultrafast scan rate of 15 mV s-1 (~40 C), and yields an R-S slope 

of ~1 between 0.1-1 mV s-1, indicating that there are no diffusion limitations to charge transfer or 

pseudocapacitance in this process.33 As the scan rate rises above 1 mV s-1, desolvation becomes a 

limiting factor for lithiation of the hydrogen-type sites, and the R-S slope significantly decreases 

(its value is no longer meaningful in this region31). This analysis reveals that lithium-binding on 

hydrogen-type sites is likely based on a rapid redox mechanism referred to as pseudocapacitance.34 

 
Figure 2. CV analysis of (a,e) AG20, (b,f) Cor800, (c,g) Super P, and (d,h) ZTC at scan rates 
between 0.1-15 mV s-1. (a-d) Select CV profiles and (e-h) R-S analysis showing the presence of 
numerous lithiation environments: reductive stage 3-4 intercalation (R3-4), wide interlayer 
intercalation (R-I), hydrogen-type site binding (R-H), and adsorption (R-A), and oxidative stage 
1, 2, or 3-4 intercalation (O1, O2, and O3-4), wide interlayer intercalation (O-I), hydrogen-type 
site binding (O-H), and adsorption (O-A). 

To best quantify the total lithiation capacity of Cor800, galvanostatic charge/discharge 

(GCD) cycling was performed between 0.01-1.5 V vs. Li/Li+, as shown in Figure 3. The reversible 

GCD profile of Cor800 at low rate (~0.1 C, Figure 3a) shows a similar (negligible) lithiation 

capacity to AG20 between 1.5-0.75 V vs. Li/Li+; an indistinct plateau centered at ~0.5 V vs. Li/Li+ 
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(attributable to hydrogen-type sites) is observed in Cor800, followed by a sloping feature prior to 

reaching the voltage cutoff, exhibiting a total specific capacity of 300 mAh g-1. A mild voltage 

hysteresis between charge and discharge is observed, indicating an overpotential associated with 

the hydrogen-type and wide interlayer intercalation mechanisms. The magnitude of hysteresis in 

Cor800 is intermediate between Super P (exhibiting a mild hysteresis) and ZTC (exhibiting a large 

hysteresis), and not as large as that of high H-content materials reported by Dahn et al.23 Despite 

that obvious plateaus are not observed for Cor800 under GCD at low-rate conditions, the GCD 

profile is generally consistent with the CV profiles shown in Figure 2 and remains unique 

compared to the three reference materials herein. 

 

Figure 3. (a, c) Reversible GCD profiles of (a) AG20 and Cor800, and (c) Super P and ZTC at 25 
mA g-1 (~0.1 C). (b) Cycling stability and rate capability of all materials at current rates between 
0.4-30 A g-1 (~1-80 C, as shown). (d) Materials-specific Ragone plot assuming use of an anode 
against a range of standard cathodes (see Supporting Information for details). (e) Allocation of 
reversible charge storage capacity in all materials as per the type of lithiation environment 
(indicated by color) as a function of charging rate at select rates of 1 C, 10 C, 20 C, 40 C, and 60 
C (indicated above each bar). 
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The effect of charging rate on capacity retention was then assessed via GCD cycling at 

increasing rates between 0.4-30 A g-1 (~ 0.1-80 C), as shown in Figure 3b. A constant current 

constant voltage (CCCV) charging protocol was employed at each step in the protocol to ensure 

that all materials were fairly compared (i.e., the total charging time was held to be the same 

regardless of performance during the CC phase). These results show, as expected, that while AG20 

exhibits the highest capacity at low charging rates, its capacity diminishes significantly at >2 C.12 

Unlike graphite, Cor800 exhibits high capacity retention up to ~10 C, much more akin to Super P 

and ZTC, both of which benefit from an abundance of surface sites available for capacitive 

adsorption (which Cor800 does not exhibit). The capacity of Cor800 is the highest among the 

materials explored herein (under a non-optimized set of cell fabrication conditions, but in an 

apples-to-apples comparison) until the ultrafast current rate of 60 C is exceeded. The same GCD 

cycling data are reconfigured as a materials-specific Ragone plot in Figure 3d. To convert the 

average electrochemical potential during discharge to an energy, an estimate of full-cell voltage 

was made via pairing with a standard cathode material (assuming an average cathode potential of 

4.2 or 3.4 V vs. Li/Li+, respectively). The power density was determined according to the CCCV 

charging time; further details are provided in the Supporting Information. As noted above, AG20 

exhibits the highest energy density and is best suited to low power density applications. 

Meanwhile, Super P and ZTC show the expected behavior of capacitive materials with nearly 

constant energy density within the range of power densities explored (up to 100 kW kg-1, per mass 

of active material only). On the other hand, Cor800 exhibits a high energy density even at relatively 

high-power densities up to ~10 kW kg-1. The relatively high energy density is attributable to the 
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large number of hydrogen-type sites, while the high-power density is facilitated by only nanoscale 

crystallinity and the presence of significantly wider interlayer spacing. 

In order to decouple the storage mechanisms responsible for the observed reversible 

capacities of AG20, Cor800, Super P, and ZTC at current rates between 1-60 C, we made a series 

of reasonable approximations culminating in Figure 3e. The total (GCD-derived) discharge 

capacity at each rate was assessed as a combination of three mechanism types: intercalation 

(including staging and wide interlayer types), hydrogen-type interactions, and surface adsorption. 

The surface adsorption capacity was assessed on the basis of the N2-accessible surface area of each 

material and calibrated at each rate according to ZTC. The remaining two mechanisms were 

distinguished by integration of the CV oxidation profiles (at a scan rate comparable to the given 

GCD current rate) under two peaks, one for the low-voltage intercalation feature and one for the 

hydrogen-type feature at ~0.5 V vs Li/Li+. Further details related to the estimation of the site type 

distributions shown in Figure 3e are given in the Supporting Information. From this analysis, two 

summarizing discoveries about Cor800 are clear: its reversible lithiation capacity cannot be 

explained by its surface area alone (as shown by the low contribution to capacity from surface 

adsorption) and that the novel hydrogen-type feature unique to Cor800 persists up to extremely 

fast lithiation/delithiation rates, even continuing to dominate the overall charge storage mechanism 

at 60 C. The content of H-type sites in Cor800, almost constant up to 40 C, corresponds to a lithium 

storage density of ~6.7 mmol g-1 or a stoichiometry of roughly LiH2.4C12. This remarkable capacity 

of high-power sites is highly relevant for next-generation LIBs since, unlike for the dominantly 

capacitive materials such as Super P and ZTC, Cor800 exhibits a relatively high first-cycle 

Coulombic efficiency of 55% and therefore low irreversible capacity loss that is often prohibitive 
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for high-rate carbon materials. This fact is consistent with our proposed description of Cor800 

containing an abundance of internal “hydrogen-type” sites within its bulk that are inaccessible to 

solvent but still readily lithiable up to ultrahigh current rates. We further propose that the 

predominance of such sites can be attributed to the imperfect tiling of the 2D plane by the large 

coronene precursor used to derive Cor800, leading to the formation of pockets where lithium could 

be trapped in a confined state between H-terminations, a feature not observed in equivalent 

materials derived from smaller PAHs (see Supporting Information). This lends a rich series of 

testable hypotheses that can guide future research into the use of PAHs of varying shape and 

symmetry toward further optimization of the content and characteristic potential of lithiation of H-

type sites. 

Conclusions 

A novel type of lithiation mechanism of carbon materials has been observed and thoroughly 

characterized for a coronene-derived graphitic carbon material pyrolyzed at 800 °C referred to 

herein as Cor800. This material is graphitic in nature and exhibits a low surface area akin to 

graphite. However, it also contains a high content of hydrogen in its elemental composition, 

implying an extensive edge character embedded within the bulk of the material (not accessible to 

the N2 surface area analysis probe). The unique combination of wide interlayer graphitic stacking 

and internal hydrogen-type sites allows for rapid insertion and de-insertion of lithium at current 

rates up to 60 C (1 min charging time) with excellent reversibility and stability at ~0.5 V vs. Li/Li+. 

The buried nature of these lithiation sites renders them protected from solvent during the first cycle 

lithiation, resulting in minimal SEI formation and therefore promising technological relevance. 
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Whether such hydrogen-type sites can also be sodiated or potassiated in a similar way remains 

unknown and will be the focus of future work.35 

Experimental Section 

Materials Synthesis  

Cor800 was synthesized by the direct pyrolysis of coronene (Acros Organics, 95%) under 

inert conditions at 800 °C. ZTC was synthesized via a two-step method, where dry NaY zeolite 

template (4 g, HSZ 320NAA, Tosoh Corp.) was first impregnated with liquid furfuryl alcohol (FA, 

99%, Aldrich) and polymerized at 80 °C, followed by deposition of carbon by flowing 7 mol% 

propylene in argon (99.99% propylene in 99.999% argon) at 700 °C; finally, the product was 

annealed at 900 °C. The zeolite template was then removed by dissolution in aqueous hydrofluoric 

acid (HF, 48-51%, Thermo Scientific) and the product dried in air at 40 °C. Further synthetic 

details on PAH pyrolysis and ZTC synthesis can be found in the Supporting Information. 

Commercial Reference Materials 

Two commercially available reference materials were investigated in this study: AG20, a 

type of artificial graphite (synthetic graphite 282863, nominal particle size: <20 μm, Sigma-

Aldrich) and Super P, a type of hard carbon commonly used as a conductive additive (supplied by 

Timcal Ltd.). 

Materials Characterization 

Powder XRD diffraction patterns were obtained from hand ground samples using a powder 

diffractometer (D8 ADVANCE, Bruker) in reflection geometry, equipped with a Cu Kα1,2 

radiation source (λ = 1.54 Å). Raman spectra were measured with a Raman spectrometer 
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(LabRAM HR Evolution, Horiba Scientific Ltd.) equipped with a confocal microscope and a 532 

nm (2.33 eV) frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser operating at 45 mW. Scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) of the as-synthesized materials was performed using a field emission scanning 

electron microscope (SUPRA 55VP, ZEISS Group) operating at 1 kV with a working distance of 

<5 mm. Samples were prepared by mounting onto conductive carbon tape. Surface area was 

determined via N2 adsorption measurements performed using a volumetric Sieverts apparatus 

(3Flex, Micromeritics Corp.) at ~77 K; the data were fitted to a Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 

model following standard consistency criteria to yield the BET surface area (BET SA). Elemental 

analysis was determined by flame combustion (Atlantic Microlab, Inc.). Extensive experimental 

details as well as data analysis methods for XRD, Raman spectroscopy, N2 adsorption, and 

elemental analysis can be found in the Supporting Information. 

Electrochemical Characterization 

Working electrodes were cast onto copper foil from a slurry containing 80 wt.% active 

material, 10 wt.% Super P as the conductive additive, and 10 wt.% polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) 

as the binder. The active mass loading was 1.2-1.6 mg cm-2. Lithium half-cells were then 

assembled under inert argon conditions, comprising a lithium metal chip (MTI Corp.) as the 

counter/reference electrode, a glass microfiber separator (GF/D grade, catalogue number 1823–

257, Whatman), and a working electrode (⌀ 10 mm) within a coin-type cell (316 stainless steel, 

size 2032, Xiamen AOT Electronics Technology Co.). Prior to sealing, the cell was charged with 

125 μL of 1.2 M lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) in a 3:7 by weight mixture of ethylene 

carbonate and ethyl methyl carbonate (with 2 wt.% fluoroethylene carbonate additive) as the 

electrolyte. GCD profiles were measured using a battery cycler (CT30001A, Landt Instruments). 
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CV was performed on fresh cells using a potentiostat (VersaSTAT 4-450, Princeton Applied 

Research). Further details can be found in the Supporting Information. 
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Supporting Information 

Direct Synthesis of PAH-Derived Carbons: The primary materials investigated in the 

present work were synthesized by the pyrolysis of benzene (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous 99.8%), 

naphthalene (Acros Organics, 99+%), pyrene (Acros Organics, 98%), or coronene (Acros 

Organics, 95%) under inert conditions at 800 °C to produce Ben800, Nap800, Pyr800, and Cor800, 

respectively. A typical synthesis of Cor800 was performed by adding 420 mg of coronene to a 30 

mL quartz ampule within an argon-filled glovebox (<0.5 ppm O2, <0.5 ppm H2O). The ampule 

was then temporarily sealed with a custom Swagelok Ultra-Torr Schlenk line adapter and removed 

from the glovebox. At this point the ampule contents were frozen by immersing the ampule in 

liquid nitrogen and evacuation to 10-3 mbar within 30 s. In this state the ampule was flame-sealed 

with an oxyhydrogen torch. The sealed ampule was then placed in the center of a chamber furnace 
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(RWF 12/13, Carbolite Gero Ltd.) and heated to 800 °C via a 1 °C min−1 ramp. The set temperature 

was held for 1 h and then allowed to gradually cool to ambient temperature. The ampule was scored 

with a diamond-bladed saw, the outside washed with deionized water and dried, then snapped open 

within a nitrile rubber enclosure, releasing the overpressure of gaseous byproducts into a fume 

hood. The material was collected as large, lustrous flakes; the flakes of Ben800 were quite thin 

and flexible and this transitioned to thicker, almost glassy flakes for Cor800. A portion of each 

product was hand-ground for 10 min with a mortar and pestle to produce homogeneous powders 

for XRD and electrochemical characterization. 

Synthesis of ZTC: Zeolite-templated carbon (ZTC) was synthesized via a two-step method, 

where the NaY zeolite template (4 g, HSZ 320NAA, Tosoh Corp.) was degassed in a glass oven 

(B-585, Büchi) at 300 °C for 24 h under oil-free vacuum (<2 × 10-3 mbar). The dried zeolite was 

then transferred under inert conditions into a 2-neck round-bottom flask and impregnated with 40 

mL of furfuryl alcohol (FA, 99%, Aldrich) via syringe. The mixture was stirred under passive 

vacuum at room temperature for 24 h, after which the impregnated solid was collected by vacuum 

filtration in air, washed three times with 10 mL aliquots of mesitylene (97%, Aldrich), and dried 

under suction on the filter frit for 10 min. The impregnated and washed zeolite was then split 

equally into two alumina boats (10 × 30 × 107 mm) and inserted into a quartz tube (ø 45 mm) 

installed in a horizontal furnace (HST 12/600, Carbolite Gero Ltd.). The tube was purged via dry 

argon flow (200 sccm) at ambient pressure. Polymerization of FA inside the zeolite pores was 

achieved by heating to 80 °C at 5 °C min-1 under flowing dry argon for 24 h. The poly-FA was 

then carbonized by heating to 700 °C at 5 °C min-1, after which further carbon introduction was 

achieved via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) at 700 °C under flowing 7 mol% propylene in 
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argon (99.99% propylene in 99.999% argon) at 200 sccm. After ambient‐pressure CVD for 5 h, 

the gas flow was returned to dry argon at 200 sccm. An annealing step was performed by heating 

the zeolite‐carbon composite up to 900 °C at 5 °C min-1 and held for an additional 3 h. The system 

was allowed to cool overnight, the gas flow was stopped, and the zeolite-carbon composite was 

collected. The zeolite template was removed via three sequential dissolutions in 35 mL of aqueous 

hydrofluoric acid (HF, 48-51%, Thermo Scientific), followed by centrifugation and three washes 

with distilled water. The final ZTC product was then dried in air at 40 °C. 

Powder XRD: X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on the hand-ground samples using 

a powder diffractometer (D8 ADVANCE, Bruker) in reflection geometry equipped with a Cu Kα1,2 

radiation source (λ = 1.54 Å). The sample was placed in the 25 mm diameter well of a circular 

sample holder, and the excess material was removed to produce a level sampling surface. The 

sample was rotated at 15 rev min-1 and sampled in 0.02° increments for 0.3 s each from 10° to 60°. 

Analysis of the as-measured XRD patterns was accomplished by direct subtraction of the 

background based on an identical experiment performed without any sample. The resulting pattern 

was then fitted to the combination of a linear background, a single Lorentzian for the (002) 

reflection, and two Lorentzian functions for the (10l) region comprised of the (100) and (101) 

reflections of crystalline graphite. 

The peak center of the (002) reflection was related to the d-spacing (d) via Bragg’s law, 

Equation 1, and the full-width at half-maxima (FWHM) of the (002) and (10l) reflections were 

used to estimate the crystallite size along the c and a axes (Lc and La, respectively) via the Scherrer 

equation, Equation 2. The d-spacing and Scherrer size estimates based on the (002) reflection 
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correspond to c-axis (layer-to-layer) ordering whereas those based on the (10l) reflections 

correspond to a-axis (in-plane) ordering.36 

d =
1.54 Å
2 sinθ

 (1) 

L =
0.9 �1.54 Å�

(FWHM) cosθ
 (2) 

The FWHM in the Scherrer equation corresponds to the width of the reflection in 2θ expressed in 

radians. 

Raman Spectroscopy: Room temperature measurements were conducted with a Raman 

spectrometer (LabRAM HR Evolution, Horiba Scientific Ltd.) equipped with a confocal 

microscope and a 532 nm (2.33 eV) frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser with an incident power of 

45 mW. 

The region containing peaks associated to the D and G modes in each Raman spectrum 

were fitted using a previously established method based on the combination of a Lorentzian and a 

Breit-Wigner-Fano (BWF) lineshape.37,38 The main D peak was fitted to a single Lorentzian and 

the low frequency shoulder of the D peak was fitted to another Lorentzian to account for hydrogen 

edge character and denoted as (*C–H). The G peak was fitted to a single BWF, and the baseline 

was approximated by a linear background, as shown in Figure S1. The combination of two 

Lorentzian functions and a BWF provided a profile with minimal fitting parameters that could 

effectively fit the Raman spectrum of the wide range of carbon materials with varying hydrogen 

content explored in this work. The BWF lineshape is given by: 

I(ω) = Io
[1 + (ω−ωo/QΓ)]2

1 + [(ω −ωo)/Γ]2  (3) 
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Where Io is the peak intensity, ωo is the peak position, Γ is the FWHM, and Q is the BWF 

coupling coefficient. A negative Q value tails the BWF toward lower frequency and helps accounts 

for residual intensity between the D and G peaks. Due to the asymmetry of the BWF lineshape, 

ωo does not lie at the frequency of the peak maximum (ωmax) as in a simple Lorentzian or Gaussian 

function. To correct for this, the following equation was applied to determine ωmax: 

ωmax = ωo +
Γ

2Q
 (4) 

Since Q is negative, ωmax lies at a lower frequency than ωo. 

FWHM(D) and FWHM(G) were determined based on FWHM of the Lorentzian associated 

with the D Peak and BWF fits, respectively. Pos(D) was determined based on ωo of the Lorentzian 

associated with the D Peak, and Pos(G) was determined based on ωmax of the BWF associated 

with the G peak by applying Equation 4. 

 
Figure S1. Representative fitting profile for the Raman spectrum of graphitic carbon. One 
Lorentzian(*C–H) is used to account for hydrogen edge character, a second Lorentzian (D) 
accounts for the D mode, and a BWF lineshape (G) accounts for the G mode. 
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Surface Area Measurements: The surface area of each sample was determined by applying 

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) analysis to N2 adsorption equilibria measured using a volumetric 

apparatus (3Flex, Micromeritics Corp.). In each experiment, 200-300 mg of sample was loaded 

and degassed at 130 °C for 180 min, and then adsorption and desorption equilibria were measured 

at liquid nitrogen temperature (~77 K). N2 adsorption isotherms of AG20, Co800, Super P, and 

ZTC are shown in Figure S2; the corresponding pore size distributions via non-local density 

functional theory (NLDFT) methods are shown in Figure S3. 

 
Figure S2. Equilibrium adsorption isotherms of N2 on ZTC, Super P, AG20, and Cor800 at ~77 K. 
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Figure S3. N2-accessible pore size distributions of (a) AG20, (b) Cor800, (c) Super P, and (d) ZTC. 

Elemental Analysis: The CHO elemental composition of each material was determined in 

triplicate using flame combustion (Atlantic Microlab, Inc.), and is reported herein as the average 

and converted to atomic fractions. 
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Atomistic Depictions: 

 
Figure S4. Atomistic depictions of (a) graphite (AG20), (b) graphitic carbon with hydrogen-type 
sites (Cor800), (d) hard carbon (Super P), and (e) ordered porous carbon with no stacking (ZTC). 

Electrochemical Characterization: The working electrode slurry was comprised of 80 wt.% 

active materials, 10 wt.% Super P as a conductive additive, and 10 wt.% polyvinylidene fluoride 

(PVDF) as a binder, with a total loading mass of 1.5-2.0 mg cm-2 cast onto copper foil; the active 

mass loading was 1.2-1.6 mg cm-2. The electrode sheet was first dried in a forced-air oven at 80 

°C for 12 h and then transferred to a vacuum oven and dried overnight at 100 °C to remove any 
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moisture and solvent. Coin cells (316 stainless steel, size 2032, Xiamen AOT Electronics 

Technology Co.) were assembled in an argon-filled glovebox, with a lithium chip used as the 

counter and reference electrode, and with a glass microfiber separator (GF/D grade, catalogue 

number 1823–257, Whatman). The electrolyte used was 1.2 M lithium hexafluorophosphate 

(LiPF6) in a mixture of ethylene carbonate and ethyl methyl carbonate (EC/EMC, 3:7 by weight) 

with 2 wt.% fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) as an additive. Galvanostatic charge and discharge 

(GCD) profiles were measured using a battery cycler (CT30001A, Landt Instruments) at a constant 

temperature of 25.0 °C. All cells underwent a conditioning protocol comprising five formation 

cycles at 0.2 C to establish a stable initial capacity (omitted in Figure 3b). Additional cycles were 

then carried out at higher current rates (1 C, 2 C, 4 C, 6 C, 8 C, 10 C, 20 C, 40 C, 60 C, and 80 C) 

to evaluate rapid-charging performance and rate capability. The charge step was performed using 

a constant current constant voltage (CCCV) protocol wherein a constant current was first applied 

(according to an idealized capacity of 370 mAh g-1) until the cutoff voltage was reached, and then 

the voltage was held constant until the total charging time limit was reached (as determined by the 

desired practical C rate). For example, during a CCCV charge step at 60 C, the cell was first 

charged at 22.2 A g-1 until the cutoff voltage was reached and then further charged at the cutoff 

voltage for the remaining time expected in a 60 C charge (taking 1 min total). The discharge step 

was always performed using a constant current (CC) protocol. The reversible discharge capacity 

was reported as normalized per mass of active material. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed 

on separate cells using a dedicated potentiostat (VersaSTAT 4-450, Princeton Applied Research). 

Site Type Distribution Calculations: The total electrochemical capacity (Qtot) of each 

material was assessed as associated with a combination of three types of lithiation sites: capacitive 
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surface adsorption (QA), faradaic interlayer intercalation (QI), and H-type sites (QH), as shown in 

Figure 3e. The distribution of these sites within each material was estimated by coupling 

information gleaned from GCD and CV experiments conducted under equivalent rate conditions. 

The following equations were used to estimate the contribution from each site type: 

QA(mAh g−1) = SA(m2 g−1) × 0.2839 (mAh m−2) × Frate (5) 

QI(mAh g−1) = �Qtot (mAh g−1) −  QA(mAh g−1)� × αI (6) 

QH(mAh g−1) = �Qtot (mAh g−1) −  QA(mAh g−1)� × αH (7) 

αI + αH = 1 (8) 

In Equation 5, SA is the N2-accessible surface area of the material (in m2 g-1) and the factor 0.2839 

(in mAh m-2) is the theoretical maximum capacity per unit surface area, assuming that a single-

sided graphene sheet (1310 m2 g-1) can be lithiated up to 372 mAh g-1 (LiC6). The adsorption 

capacity fading due to rate (a small but observable effect) is accounted for by Frate, a “fade factor” 

that is based on the observed capacity fading of ZTC as a function of current rate. In Equations 6 

and 7, Qtot is the total reversible discharge capacity of the material in mAh g-1, as determined via 

GCD analysis at the corresponding rate. The weighting factors αIand αH are fractions between 0 

and 1 that are determined by integrating the oxidative CV profile of the relevant material (the 

delithiation scan typically had higher resolution with respect to the different features present) and 

assigning the total integrated area to two peaks, one for intercalation (at low potentials) and one 

for H-type sites (at ~0.5 V). The CV scan rate was chosen to be an equivalent overall delithiation 

rate to that for the corresponding GCD experiment. Note: only the Cor800 was treated by this 

entire method since Super P and AG20 were assessed as exhibiting only capacitive and 

intercalative storage (αH = 0), and ZTC was assessed as exhibiting only capacitive storage (Qtot =

QA). 
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Energy and Power Calculations: Specific energy and specific power with respect to the 

active materials investigated herein were used to generate a Ragone plot showing charged power 

as a function of discharged energy (Figure 3d). Specific energy (E, in Wh kg-1) was determined as: 

E = Q × �Vcat,theo − Van,avg� (9) 

where Q is the average measured discharge capacity over the last five cycles of a given charging 

rate step (in mAh g-1, as shown in Figure 3b), Vcat,theo is a fixed theoretical value set herein by the 

typical (de)lithiation potential of either lithium-iron phosphate (LFP) or nickel-manganese-cobalt 

oxide (NMC) used as a cathode (4.2 or 3.4 V vs. Li/Li+, respectively), and Van,avg is the average 

measured half-cell voltage (also averaged over the last five cycles of a given step). The 

corresponding specific power (P, in W kg-1) was then calculated using: 

P = I × �Vcat,theo − Van,avg� (10) 

where I is the current rate during the charge step in mA g-1. 

It must be stressed that the calculated specific energy and specific power determined in this 

work are based on the mass of the active material alone and not the mass of a full-cell assembly. 

Structural Characterization of PAH-Derived Carbons: XRD patterns of Ben800, Nap800, 

Pyr800, and Cor800 are shown in a Figure S5a. The XRD patterns of all PAH-derived materials 

can be indexed to the hexagonal graphite unit cell, with a broad (002) reflection that shifts from 

2θ = 24.9° for Ben800 up to 26.2° for Cor800. The FWHM of the (002) reflection of these materials 

decreases from 6.34° in 2θ for Ben800 down to 3.49° for Cor800. The observed width of these 

peaks is attributed to Scherrer broadening and the Scherrer crystallite size in the c-axis was 

determined according to Equation 2. A summary of the structural properties of the PAH-derived 
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carbons is shown in Table S1. The crystallite size in the c-axis as well as the interlayer distance 

were found to be correlated to the ring count of the PAH precursor molecule: 1 for benzene, 2 for 

naphthalene, 4 for pyrene, and 7 for coronene. The correlation between improved crystallinity and 

PAH ring count is attributed to the significant intermolecular π-π stacking forces present in these 

planar aromatic molecules. A proxy for assessing the strength of these van der Waals interactions 

is the melting point of the PAH precursor (e.g., benzene at -5°C and coronene at 412 °C, 

respectively). As a result, larger precursors lead to an enhancement of c-axis stacking and larger 

crystallites along the c-axis due to the intrinsic π-π stacking strength of the pyrolyzed fragments. 

A weaker (10l) family of XRD reflections can also be observed at 2θ = 43°, a convolution of the 

(100) and (101) reflections of the hexagonal graphite unit cell. This reflection mainly corresponds 

to ordering along the a-axis of the graphitic unit cell and is found to be relatively unaffected by 

precursor size. 

 
Figure S5. (a) XRD and (b) Raman spectra (collected using a 532 nm excitation source) of Ben800, 
Nap800, Pyr800, and Cor800. 
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The Raman spectra of Ben800, Nap800, Pyr800, and Cor800 are shown in Figure S5b. The 

improved crystallinity achieved with larger precursors observed in XRD is also evident in the 

Raman spectrum by a narrowing of the G peak. The G mode frequency decreases from 72 cm-1 for 

Ben800 to 53 cm-1 for Cor800, corresponding to a more homogeneous distribution of sp2 carbon 

environments within the probing region. The narrowing of the G peak with increasing precursor 

size is evidence for preservation of the C–C bonds within the PAH framework, leading to stronger 

van der Waals interactions and π-π stacking within the final material. 

Table S1. Structural properties of all materials investigated herein, as determined using XRD, 
Raman spectroscopy, N2 adsorption at ~77 K, combustion analysis, and electrochemical lithiation. 

  

XRD Raman 
Spectroscopy 

N2 
Adsorption 

Combustion 
Analysis 

Electrochemical 
Lithiation 

d002 

(Å) 
Lc 

(Å) 
La 

(Å) 
Pos(G) 
(cm-1) 

FWHM(G) 
(cm-1) 

BET SA 
(m2 g-1) 

H:C 
(molar ratio) 

Total Li Capacity* 
(mAh g-1) 

Ben800 3.58 11 21 1594 72 16 0.11 219 
Nap800 3.57 12 20 1597 70 21 0.11 292 
Pyr800 3.47 19 20 1590 82 5 0.14 281 
Cor800 3.42 22 18 1600 53 4 0.20 297 
AG20 3.35 314 43 1564 20 9 0.00 320 
ZTC - - - 1592 60 3330 0.20 255 

Super P 3.54 21 41 1583 103 59 0.01 265 
* - reversible low-rate (25 mA g-1) GCD capacity, measured as the average of the 15th-20th delithiation cycles. 

Electrochemical Characterization of PAH-Derived Carbons: Analogous electrochemical 

characterization to that performed for the primary materials of interest (as shown in Figure 2-3 in 

the main text) was also carried out for the series of PAH-derived carbons with increasing precursor 

size from Ben800, Nap800, and Pyr800 to Cor800. Reversible CV scans measured at a scan rate 

of 0.1 mV s-1 (~0.2 C) are shown in Figure S6a. An increase in the relative intensity of the 

turbostratic intercalation event at ~0.1 V is observed. This is attributed to the increase in crystallite 

size and decrease in d002 as a result of improved stacking order imparted by the larger precursors. 
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Interestingly, only Cor800 exhibits the unique redox event present at ~0.5 V vs Li/Li+, attributed 

herein as “hydrogen-type” sites. The specific discharge capacity under GCD cycling of each PAH-

derived carbon is shown in Figure S6b, as a function of increasing current rate. An increase in 

reversible capacity as a function of increasing precursor size is observed at all current rates 

explored in this work. 

 
Figure S6. (a) CV profiles (at a 0.1 mV s-1 scan rate) and (b) GCD rate capability (between 0.4-30 
A g-1 or ~1-60 C) of Ben800, Nap800, Pyr800, and Cor800. 

Further Electrochemical Characterization of Primary Materials: The first cycle CV profiles 

of the four primary materials in this study, AG20, Cor800, ZTC, and Super P; at a scan rate of 0.02 

mV s-1 are shown in Figure S7a, starting at open-circuit voltage (OCV, ~3.4 V vs. Li/Li+) and 

cycling down to 0.05 V, then returning to 0.4 V. The relative magnitude of the solvent-accessible 

surface area of each material can be observed by noting the total current upon reduction from OCV 

to 0.05 V. Cor800 shows only negligible current associated with the formation of solid-electrolyte 

interphase (SEI) during the first cycle, further confirming the confined nature of its “hydrogen-
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type” sites. The reversible CV profile of each primary material between 0.05-0.4 V vs. Li/Li+ is 

shown in Figure S7b, at the same scan rate of 0.02 mV s-1. AG20 exhibits distinct redox events 

that correspond to the formation of staging compounds. All three other materials appear to exhibit 

similar CV profiles, making it difficult to discern between wide interlayer intercalation and 

capacitive adsorption in this range. 

 
Figure S7. CV profiles (at a 0.02 mV s-1 scan rate) of AG20, Cor800, ZTC, and Super P between 
0.05-0.4 V vs. Li/Li+ (a) during the first cycle and (b) after extended cycling. 
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Abstract 

Bulk turbostratic graphitic carbon of varying levels of disorder and chemical compositions 

has been synthesized by a direct synthesis method in the temperature range of 750−1100 °C, with 

a focus on boron incorporation within the graphitic lattice. The atomistic and electronic/vibrational 

structures were characterized by X-ray diffraction, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, Auger 

electron spectroscopy, X-ray absorption spectroscopy, and Raman spectroscopy. The phonon 

dispersion relation of graphitic carbon was found to be uniquely sensitive to substitutional boron 

doping, which perturbs the phonon structure while leaving the lattice structure unchanged. The 

dispersion relation of the D peak measured by Raman spectroscopy can be used to uniquely 

identify bulk graphitic materials containing a large content of ordered trigonal planar g-BC3 units, 

which are of high interest in applications ranging from hydrogen storage to lithium-ion batteries. 
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Introduction 

Substitutional boron doping of graphite has proven to be an effective method to improve 

thermoelectric power,1 oxidation resistance,2–5 the capture of thermal neutrons,6 and the ability to 

accept alkali metal intercalants (e.g., Li, Na, and K).7–11 Numerous theoretical studies have shown 

great promise for high boron-content graphitic solutions, notably BC3′ (25 at. % boron), as an 

electrode material in electrochemical energy storage devices,12–14 as well as for reversible solid-

state hydrogen storage at near ambient conditions.15–19 This latter proposal, in particular, has 

motivated great efforts to synthesize and characterize high boron-content graphitic carbon 

approaching the composition BC3 as a bulk, free-standing material in order to assess boron’s role 

in increasing the strength of interaction of graphite-like materials toward H2.9,10,20 The first 

systematic experiments to incorporate boron within graphite were reported by Lowell in 1967 and 

established the equilibrium limit of boron substitutional doping as 2.35 at. %.21 Dresselhaus and 

co-workers investigated boron-implanted graphite (at low doping concentrations) in 1981, 

elegantly decoupling the effects of substitutional doping as opposed to structural defects (e.g., 

vacancies) on the Raman spectrum of graphitic carbon.22 This was followed by a synthetic 

breakthrough in 1986 when Kouvetakis and co-workers reported a novel route to high boron-

content thin-films with a composition of BC3.8 This metastable thin-film material was accessed 

through the reaction of benzene and boron trichloride at relatively low temperatures (800 °C) 

compared to those required to prepare equilibrium solid solutions (up to 2350 °C). Dahn and co-

workers,7,23 among several other groups,4,5,24 were able to reproducibly synthesize and thoroughly 

characterize similar thin-film materials with tunable compositions up to BC5. In 2012, Dresselhaus 

and co-workers followed up previous work by exfoliating low boron-content (equilibrium) 
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graphite to obtain boron-doped graphene (∼0.22 at. % substitutional boron) and characterized the 

materials using Raman spectroscopy.25 Most recently, bulk graphitic materials of composition 

∼BC3 (including some oxygen contamination) have been reported by two synthetic routes: a 

molecular tiling route based on a single organic precursor9 and the direct synthesis from a tunable 

solution of two commercially available liquid precursors.10 Such materials are free-standing forms 

of metastable graphitic carbon with a high concentration of boron but also a contribution from 

oxygen as well as halide contaminants; neither is highly crystalline, but both contain boron 

chemical environments like that expected for pristine BC3′.  

The quantification and characterization of boron inclusion in graphitic carbon is 

challenging, owing to the fundamental similarities in size and scattering cross section of boron, 

carbon, and lattice vacancies. Methods to quantify boron content in carbon-based materials include 

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES),7,23,24 elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA),10 electron 

probe microanalysis,5 digestion followed by volumetric titration,21 combustion in fluorine gas to 

allow for the quantitative detection of BF3, and CF4 by infrared spectroscopy,8 or by indirect 

comparison to previous work.22,26 Characterization of the boron chemical environment is typically 

performed by X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS),7 solid-state 11B NMR,9,10 electron energy-

loss spectroscopy,27 or X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.9,25,28 This class of materials ranges 

widely in terms of crystallinity and boron content; the crystalline nature of low boron-content 

materials reduces the challenge of probing the distinct boron environments. On the other hand, 

higher concentrations of boron are in all cases inherently accompanied by severe structural 

disorder, and hence, characterization is significantly more challenging. In this work, we focus on 

Raman spectroscopy as a versatile and widely available tool for the characterization of high boron-
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content graphitic materials and the sensitive relationship it reveals between boron inclusions and 

defects in the graphitic lattice. The Raman spectrum of graphite has been a subject of active 

investigation since 1970 when Tuinstra and Koenig first reported and assigned the E2g Raman-

active mode of crystalline graphite and noticed a lower frequency mode that was only present in 

defective samples.29 Several other features, especially a high-frequency overtone at ∼2700 cm−1, 

were also observed and discussed, with their assignments remaining somewhat disputed for many 

years owing to the complexity of their physical origin and the unique electronic properties of 

graphene/graphite. A thorough account of the major developments in and current understanding 

of the Raman spectrum of graphene and graphite was given by Ferrari and Basko in 2013.30 Pristine 

graphite has two formally allowed Raman active modes, both with E2g symmetry. The most well-

known is the higher frequency mode associated with the optical branches of the phonon structure, 

being degenerate at the Γ point. It arises because of the relative in-plane motion of all sp2-

hybridized carbon atoms, occurring at a Raman shift of ∼1580 cm−1, and is commonly referred to 

as the G mode. The second is a low-frequency shearing mode in which the two graphene layers 

within the unit cell slip with respect to each other, appearing at a Raman shift of ∼40 cm−1, and 

referred to as the C mode. Both vibrational modes occur at the Γ point in the first Brillouin zone, 

where the phonon wavevector is zero, thus satisfying the fundamental Raman selection rule. In 

addition to these formally allowed modes, more complex resonant processes (enabled by the 

unusual Dirac cone in the phonon structure of graphene/graphite) can also occur, in which electron 

scattering by defects results in a net conservation of momentum and thus an observed Raman 

process. This leads to the appearance of a multitude of formally forbidden transitions such as the 

D, D′, and D′′ modes in graphite that contains defects.30,31 These defect-activated modes can 
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provide a wealth of information on the nature and type of defects within graphitic systems. Other 

combinations and overtone modes involving two such phonons, for example, the D + D′′, 2D, and 

2D′ modes, are also present in the Raman spectrum of graphitic carbon, even in the absence of 

defects and become significant because of resonance enhancement. Formally, the individual 

phonons involved in these combination modes are forbidden because of their nonzero 

wavevectors; however, when two phonons with opposite wavevectors are combined, momentum 

can be conserved and the Raman process is observed, resulting in the significant presence of these 

combination modes even in pristine graphite and graphene when probed at optical incident 

frequencies. 

Changing the excitation energy of the Raman scattering event (a common capability in the 

modern analytical laboratory) permits the examination of phonon dispersion and other excitation 

energy-dependent phenomena. The positions of Raman peaks that originate from double resonance 

processes, such as the D mode, show a strong dependence on excitation energy.30,32,33 This 

dispersion relation of the D peak is referred to as Disp(D) and reported in units of cm−1 eV−1, and 

the change in observed peak position [Pos(D), in cm−1] as a function of Raman excitation energy 

(EL, in eV). The EL dependence of Pos(D) originates from the slope of the in-plane transverse 

optical (TO) phonon branch around the Kohn anomaly at the K point in the first Brillouin zone 

and is a fundamental material property of the graphitic system. In many materials, this is found to 

be a linear relation within the typical range of EL accessible to a benchtop spectrometer,34 

providing a convenient metric for assessing the phonon structure of a variety of disordered 

graphitic materials with varying atomistic structure and composition. 
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The interpretation of the Raman spectrum of graphite, graphene, and disordered carbon 

materials is readily extended to graphitic systems containing substitutional boron doping. In such 

materials, boron doping and structural defects both give rise to the development of the defect-

activated D peak. Low boron-content graphitic materials show that even when structural order is 

unperturbed, the presence of substitutional boron atoms within the graphitic lattice results in a 

Raman spectrum that is highly influenced by defect-activated modes.35 By combining information 

gleaned from other analytical techniques with Raman spectroscopy, it is possible to separate the 

effects of structural and chemical defects, elucidating the role boron substitution plays on the 

electronic, vibrational, and physical structure of boron-doped graphitic carbon. In this work, we 

explore the effect of boron doping within bulk turbostratic graphitic carbon on the phonon 

dispersion (EL dependence) of the D mode. 

Using the recently established direct synthesis method,10 two series of bulk boron-doped 

graphitic materials were synthesized. The first series focuses on the effect of synthesis 

temperature: a series of boron-doped graphitic carbon materials with a nominal composition of 25 

at. % boron (referred to herein as BC3′) was synthesized at 750−1100 °C in 50 °C increments. 

Benzene and tribromobenzene-derived graphitic carbon materials (referred to as C′ and CBrx′) 

were also synthesized in a temperature series to elucidate the role of synthesis temperature on the 

materials properties of boron-free turbostratic carbon, with and without a bromine-containing 

leaving group. The second series focuses on the effect of boron composition: a series of increasing 

boron content within turbostratic graphitic carbon (referred to as BCx′) was synthesized at 800 °C, 

where the nominal composition was varied such that x = 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, and ∞. The material 

denoted by x = ∞ corresponds to a pure carbon material without any boron precursor (and is hence 
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a variety of C′). Both series were characterized by Raman spectroscopy, as well as several 

complementary techniques: X-ray diffraction (XRD), AES, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(EDX), and XAS. The so-obtained materials of highest importance are summarized in Figure 1. 

Of particular interest is the dispersion of the D peak in the Raman spectrum and its dependence on 

the structural and chemical properties of the graphitic lattice. A direct correlation between the 

presence of ordered BC3 domains and a reduced phonon dispersion relation of the D peak is 

observed and corroborated by first-principles calculations of the vibrational structure of high 

boron-content graphene. 

 
Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the pyrolysis products of boron tribromide and benzene 
depending on synthesis temperature and nominal composition (C/B ratio, x). Solid solutions of 
boron in turbostratic graphitic carbon are referred to as BCx′, while pure turbostratic graphitic 
carbon is referred to as C′. 
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Experimental Methods 

Direct Synthesis of Bulk C′, CBrx′, and BCx′ 

A solution of boron tribromide (99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and benzene (99.8%, Sigma-

Aldrich), or a neat solution of either benzene or 1,3,5-tribromobenzene (98%, Alfa Aesar), was 

charged into a quartz ampule (15 cm length, 1 cm inner diameter, closed at one end) inside a 

glovebox under an inert argon atmosphere (<0.5 ppm of H2O, <0.5 ppm of O2). The amounts of 

the reagents used were determined by selecting the desired stoichiometry (nominal composition) 

of the product and by limiting the maximum pressure at the synthesis temperature to 20 bar within 

the quartz ampule, assuming that all of the bromine and/or hydrogen atoms would be evolved as 

diatomic ideal gases (e.g., 85.1 μL of BBr3 and 40 μL of C6H6 to achieve a nominal composition 

of BC3 in a 14 mL ampule at a maximum temperature of 800 °C). The open end of the ampule was 

closed with a Swagelok Ultra-Torr adapter and removed from the glovebox. The lower half of the 

ampule was submerged in liquid nitrogen to solidify the precursors. In this state, the ampule was 

connected to a stainless steel Schlenk line and evacuated to 10−2 mbar. The ampule was flame-

sealed under active vacuum. The sealed ampule was then placed in the center of a chamber furnace 

(Carbolite RWF 12/13) and heated to the temperature setpoint (750−1100 °C) via a 1 °C min−1 

ramp. The set temperature was held for 1 h and then allowed to gradually cool to ambient 

temperature. The ampule was carefully scored with a diamond-bladed saw and snapped open 

within a nitrile rubber enclosure, releasing the overpressure of gaseous byproducts into a fume 

hood. The solid product was collected and washed three times with deionized water, washed three 

times with acetone, and finally dried in air at 80 °C. The as-synthesized flakes were in some cases 
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investigated without further manipulation or were reduced to powder by ultrasonication in acetone 

for 5 min prior to drying at 80 °C, as denoted below. 

Powder XRD 

Powder XRD was performed on sonicated materials using a Rigaku Ultima IV 

diffractometer with Cu Kα1,2 radiation (λ = 1.54 Å) in reflection geometry. Samples were spread 

thinly on the surface of a zero-background holder constructed of oriented silicon. Analysis of the 

raw data is described in the Supporting Information. 

Raman Spectroscopy 

As-synthesized flakes were investigated with a Raman spectrometer (LabRAM HR 

Evolution, Horiba Scientific Ltd.) equipped with a confocal microscope and three excitation 

sources: a 532 nm (2.33 eV) frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser with an incident power of 10 mW, 

a 633 nm (1.96 eV) HeNe laser with an incident power of 1.7 mW, and a 785 nm (1.58 eV) diode 

laser with an incident power of 25 mW. All measurements were performed at room temperature. 

Analysis of the raw data is described in the Supporting Information. 

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 

The boron and carbon environment of boron-containing materials was examined by XAS 

using synchrotron radiation at the Advanced Light Source (Lawrence Berkeley National 

Laboratory). Sonicated samples were mounted on carbon tape and transferred into an ultrahigh 

vacuum (10−9 mbar) chamber for analysis. The total fluorescence yield was measured allowing for 

probing depths of ∼175 nm into the bulk of the sample. Boron oxide (99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich), 

amorphous boron (98%, Alfa Aesar), boron carbide (98%, Sigma-Aldrich), and hexagonal boron 
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nitride (99.5%, Alfa Aesar) were also analyzed under the same conditions as standard references. 

Analysis of the raw data (including additional C K-edge spectra) is described in the Supporting 

Information. 

Elemental Analysis 

AES and EDX were performed using a scanning electron microscope (PHI 710 Scanning 

Auger NanoProbe, Physical Electronics Inc.) under a highly focused electron beam with a well-

defined energy of 10 kV operating at 10 nA. Samples were prepared by pressing the as-synthesized 

flakes into indium foil. The samples were sputtered for 3 min under a 3 keV argon ion beam to 

clean the surface for AES analysis. For EDX, a windowless X-ray detector (XFlash 6|10, Bruker 

Corp.) was used, permitting the detection of boron. Analysis of the raw data as well as several 

representative scanning electron micrographs of the samples is given in the Supporting 

Information. In the present work, the boron/ carbon ratio (e.g., BC3′) is used specifically to indicate 

the stoichiometry of the initial reaction mixture and is thus the “nominal composition.” On the 

other hand, the measured boron content of a material is reported as a percentage of boron to carbon 

in molar, dimensionless “at.%”. 

Phonon Structure Calculations 

Phonon dispersion calculations were performed using plane wave density functional theory 

(DFT) implemented by the Quantum ESPRESSO package.36,37 

Rappe−Rabe−Kaxiras−Joannopoulos38 ultrasoft pseudopotentials were employed to describe the 

core electrons of carbon and boron. The Perdew−Burke− Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange correlation 

functional39 was selected. Supercells consisting of eight atoms in a single plane were optimized at 

the PBE level: C8 (graphene), BC7, and B2C6 (single-layer BC3). The optimized in-plane lattice 
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constants (a) were found to be 4.930, 5.038, and 5.170 Å, respectively. To minimize the interaction 

between monolayers, the interlayer lattice constant (c) was set as 15 Å. For the electronic energy 

calculations and atomic position relaxations, the convergence thresholds were 1 × 10−12 Ry and 1 

× 10−7 au, respectively, employing a 16 × 16 × 1 k-grid. The phonon dispersion calculations were 

performed with a 1 × 10−14 Ry threshold, employing an 8 × 8 × 1 q-grid. To interpret the phonon 

behavior of these materials, unfolding of the phonon structure was applied; the unfolded phonon 

dispersion diagrams reported in this work were generated with the Phonon Unfolding program.40 

Results 

Structural Characterization 

XRD patterns and Raman spectra (EL = 532 nm) of the temperature series of BC3′, C′, and 

CBrx′ materials synthesized in 50 °C increments ranging from 750 to 1100 °C are shown in Figure 

2. The XRD patterns exhibit two broad reflections corresponding to a weakly ordered turbostratic 

graphitic structure: an intense (002) reflection centered between 24 and 26° as well as a family of 

(10) reflections centered at ∼43° composed of (100) and (101) contributions. Tribromobenzene-

derived graphitic carbon (CBrx′) exhibits broad (002) and (10) reflections at all synthesis 

temperatures. This very poor crystallinity is also observed in the broadness of the D and G peaks 

in the Raman spectrum, where little change is observed over the range of synthesis temperatures 

explored. Benzene-derived graphitic carbon (C′) exhibits increasing order of the graphitic structure 

with increasing synthesis temperature, as revealed by a narrowing of the (002) reflection in the 

XRD patterns. Raman spectroscopy reveals more detailed information about the developing order. 

The intensity ratio (as defined in the Supporting Information) of the D and G peaks, referred to as 

I(D)/I(G), is a common metric used to assess the quality of graphitic systems. For turbostratic 
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graphite, an increase in I(D)/I(G), narrowing of all peaks, and the appearance of a well-defined 2D 

region are evidence of increasing graphitic ordering and the removal of defects within the graphitic 

lattice.41 This occurs for all C′ materials synthesized above 950 °C in this work. Interestingly, the 

BC3′ materials show similar reflections in XRD compared to the C′ materials; yet, their Raman 

spectra show much more subtle development as a function of increasing synthesis temperature. 

The I(D)/I(G) of BC3′ decreases with increasing synthesis temperature, opposite to the C′ material, 

and there is only slight narrowing of both the D and G peaks. Even at the highest synthesis 

temperature explored (1100 °C), BC3′ does not exhibit a well-defined 2D region. 
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Figure 2. Structural characterization as a function of temperature. (a) XRD patterns and (b) Raman 
spectra (EL = 532 nm) of CBrx′ (bottom, magenta), C′ (middle, black), and BC3′ (top, green). 
Samples were synthesized by the direct method in 50 °C increments between 750 and 1100 °C. 
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XRD patterns and Raman spectra (EL = 532 nm) of the BCx′ composition series synthesized 

by the direct method at 800 °C are shown in Figure 3. The nominal compositions of BCx′ (x = 3, 

5, 10, 20, 30, and ∞) were set by varying the ratio of boron tribromide to benzene in the initial 

reaction mixture. The XRD patterns of BCx′ do not change significantly with increasing boron 

content. The Raman spectra, however, show subtle developments as a result of increasing boron 

concentration. In the absence of boron doping (x = ∞), the D peak is rather pronounced with an 

obvious shoulder between 1100 and 1200 cm−1; the G peak is comparatively narrow, and the 2D 

region is broad and very weak. As the boron content increases (up to x = 3), both the D and G 

peaks broaden, and overall intensity in the 2D region increases. 

 
Figure 3. Structural characterization as a function of boron content. (a) XRD patterns and (b) 
Raman spectra (EL = 532 nm) of BCx′ (x = 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, and ∞) synthesized by the direct 
method at 800 °C. 
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Chemical Composition 

The boron content of BCx′ as a function of nominal composition, as independently 

determined by AES and EDX techniques, is shown in Figure 4. The measured boron content is 

less than the nominal boron content at all compositions. This is likely due to a combination of 

several effects: incomplete reaction of the boron precursor (BBr3), side reactions with the quartz 

ampule during synthesis, formation of soluble boron compounds such as oxide phases, and/or poor 

boron/carbon resolution inherent to the analytical methods. The latter issue has been remedied in 

previous work by use of ERDA,10 an analytical technique that is well-suited to resolving the boron 

concentration in carbon-based materials based on the signal arising from 10B. In that case, similar 

materials showed a boron content roughly equivalent to the nominal composition. Nevertheless, 

in the present work there appears to be a limit to boron incorporation (∼12 at. % according to AES 

and EDX results) reached at the nominal composition of BC5′, corresponding to an actual 

stoichiometry of ∼BC8. This observation of a limit to boron inclusion at a nominal composition of 

∼BC5 is consistent with previous results for thin-film boron-doped graphitic materials.7 
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Figure 4. Elemental analysis. Boron content of BCx′ as measured by AES (circles) and EDX 
(squares) as a function of nominal composition determined by the B/C ratio of the initial reaction 
mixture. 

Boron Chemical Environments 

The boron chemical environments in the BC3′ temperature series and the BCx′ composition 

series were investigated by XAS, as shown in Figure 5. Several standards measured under identical 

conditions, as well as relevant literature references, are shown in Figure 5a to represent the possible 

chemical bonding environments in directly synthesized BCx′. Boron oxide exhibits a very strong 

absorption associated with the σ* transition of the BO3-type boron environments at 193.7 eV. 

Amorphous boron shows a broad, featureless absorption edge with an onset at 187−190 eV. Boron 

carbide (B4C) exhibits a characteristic absorption associated with the σ* transition of icosahedral 

boron environments at 190.6 eV. Hexagonal boron nitride, in polycrystalline powder form, shows 

a strong absorption associated with the π* transition of trigonal planar BN3 type boron at 191.6 

eV, and a weaker absorption associated with the σ* transition between 197 and 200 eV. The XAS 

spectrum of a thin-film material of reported composition B0.25C0.75 (TF-BC3) is also shown for 

comparison; this spectrum was originally reported by Caretti and co-workers in 200842 and later 
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reinterpreted by Pallier and co-workers in 2013.43 Four distinct boron environments are present in 

TF-BC3: in ascending energy, Pallier et al. interpret these as trigonal planar mixed BC3−xBx 

environments in an amorphous lattice labeled as a-BC3 (189.4 eV), an icosahedral B4C-like 

environment (190.6 eV), a trigonal planar BC3 environment with long range graphitic order labeled 

g-BC3 (192.0 eV), and a boron oxide environment (193.7 eV). The g-BC3 environment was also 

observed by Way and co-workers in their studies of thin-film BCx, whose intensity was shown to 

depend on the angle of incidence.7 This supports the assignment of this peak as being due to a π* 

transition in a graphitic lattice with a long-range order (similar to oriented pristine graphite which 

shows a π* transition that exhibits strong angular dependence42,44). All XAS spectra of boron-

containing materials exhibit at least a weak contribution from BO3 type boron environments 

consistent with the boron oxide standard. 

The boron K-edge region of the XAS spectrum of the BC3′ temperature series synthesized 

between 750 and 1100 °Cis shown in Figure 5b and enlarged in Figure 5e. Boron oxide 

environments can be seen in all samples, most likely because of a surface oxide layer present on 

the sonicated materials, formed during handling. The material synthesized at 750 °C shows little 

evidence of boron−carbon bonding. The BC3′ materials synthesized between 800 and 900 °C show 

a distinct g-BC3 environment as well as a minor contribution from a-BC3 environments. Between 

950 and 1050 °C, the g-BC3 environment becomes less distinguishable because of greater spectral 

weight from a broad feature corresponding to boron carbide environments. At 1100 °C, the g-BC3 

structure is completely obscured by the presence of B4C as well as two other environments (marked 

with asterisks) that appear at 191.3 and 193.0 eV which have not yet been assigned. These latter 

contributions are suspected to be related to sub-stoichiometric boron carbide domains.43 
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Figure 5. Boron chemical environment. XAS spectra near the B Kedge of BCx′ synthesized by the 
direct method and related materials: (a) boron oxide, amorphous boron, and hexagonal boron 
nitride, chosen as standards, and thin film BC3 (TF-BC3) for reference43, (b) BCx′ composition 
series, and (c) BC3′ temperature series. The near-edge region is expanded for (d) BCx′ composition 
and (e) BC3′ temperature series. 
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Discussion 

XRD, Raman spectroscopy, and XAS of boron-doped graphitic carbon synthesized by the 

direct method (BCx′) combine to yield an illuminative picture as to the interplay between structural 

defects (e.g., vacancies, edge sites, and stacking mismatch) and boron substitutions on overall 

disorder within the graphitic lattice. For BCx′ materials, XRD probes atomic periodicities without 

significant regard for elemental composition (boron and carbon have similar atomic form factors 

toward X-rays). Meanwhile, Raman spectroscopy is highly sensitive to bonding symmetry and 

therefore to elemental composition within the underlying graphitic lattice, the unique Raman 

spectrum of graphite especially so. A peculiarity of the characterization of graphitic carbon 

materials by Raman spectroscopy is that the resonance enhancement effect (which occurs at all 

excitation energies) renders any other present phases less prominent in the measured spectrum. 

Therefore, non-crystalline secondary phases may remain undetected by both XRD and Raman 

characterization; this is addressed herein by XAS, which reveals all boron-containing chemical 

environments in each material. 

X-ray Diffraction 

The evolution of the underlying graphitic structural regularity of BCx′, C′, and CBrx′ as a 

function of the boron content or synthesis temperature as revealed by XRD is shown in Figure 5. 

The average d002 spacing was determined by applying Bragg’s law to the position of the (002) 

reflection. The average crystallite size along the c and a-axes, referred to as Lc and La, respectively, 

were estimated by applying the Scherrer equation to the full-width at half-maximum (fwhm) of 

the (002) and (100) reflections.45 Further details related to XRD pattern analysis can be found in 

the Supporting Information. The effects of temperature on the graphitic structure of directly 
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synthesized BC3′, C′, and CBrx′ are shown in Figure 6a−c. Directly synthesized BC3′ exhibits the 

largest graphitic crystallites (in both Lc and La) and simultaneously the smallest d002 spacing 

(closest to pristine graphite). With an increase in synthesis temperature, the crystallites become 

larger and exhibit narrower interlayer spacing. Hence, the average number of layers per crystallite 

is the highest for BC3′ synthesized at 1100 °C: ∼6 layers per crystallite. Pure graphitic carbon 

derived from benzene (C′) also exhibits measurable increases in Lc and La as synthesis temperature 

increases, although with less change in the interlayer spacing. For C′, the maximum number of 

layers per crystallite is also observed for the material synthesized at 1100 °C: ∼5 layers per 

crystallite. Hence, XRD analysis confirms that BCx′ is, overall, more ordered than C′ synthesized 

by the same method.  

 
Figure 6. Interlayer spacing and crystallite size. The development of (a) d002, (b) Lc, and (c) La as 
a function of synthesis temperature within the BC3′, C′, and CBrx′ temperature series. The 
development of (d) d002, (e) Lc, and (f) La as a function of boron content measured by AES within 
the BCx′ composition series. 
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The CBrx′ materials exhibit the weakest ordering (smallest crystallite size) and the largest 

interlayer spacing of all the materials investigated: >3.7 Å. CBrx′ was investigated to assess the 

effect of bromine as opposed to hydrogen on the structure of the resulting graphitic materials. The 

low crystallinity of CBrx′ confirms that the presence of boron within the reaction mixture to 

produce BCx′ is responsible for its higher crystallinity (consistent with earlier results46,47) and 

contradicts that the presence of bromine in the boron precursor drives the reaction toward a higher 

crystalline graphitic product. This issue had previously hindered the direct comparison of 

nonhalide precursor-derived pure carbon materials (e.g., C′) with boron trihalide-derived materials 

(e.g., BCx′), which always exhibit higher crystallinity under equivalent synthesis conditions. The 

graphitic structure of the composition series, BCx′ synthesized at 800 °C is shown in Figure 6d−f. 

An increase in Lc and La (15% and up to 20%, respectively) are observed as a function of the boron 

content; this catalytic effect of boron on the formation of graphite is consistent across the 

literature.11,46,47 The average d002 spacing is ∼3.55 Å for all nominal compositions up to BC10 

(corresponding to measured boron contents of <10 at. %) and decreases to ∼3.53 Å for BC5′ and 

BC3′ (corresponding to measured boron contents of ∼12 at. %). The reduction in d002 spacing 

between BC10′ and BC5′ is directly correlated with the evolution of the g-BC3 environments 

observed by XAS (see Figure 5d). Although the d002 spacing in directly synthesized BCx′ is larger 

than that of high boron-content thin films prepared by chemical vapor deposition methods 

(3.48−3.34 Å), the trend of decreasing interlayer spacing with increasing boron content remains 

consistent with previous observations for both equilibrium solid solutions of boron in graphite as 

well as disordered boron-doped graphitic materials.7,21,23,48 
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Raman Spectroscopy 

Further insights into the graphitic structure as well as the role of chemical defects were 

deduced by analysis of the Raman spectrum of BCx′ as compared to C′ and CBrx′. Four simple 

metrics to describe structural development/deterioration within the graphitic carbon amorphization 

trajectory proposed by Ferrari and Robertson41 were extracted from each individual Raman 

spectrum, as shown in Figure 7. The first metric described in their work is the intensity ratio of the 

D and G peaks, referred to as I(D)/ I(G). As graphitic carbon degrades from crystalline graphite 

(stage 1) to defective turbostratic graphite (stage 2) and eventually into amorphous carbon (stage 

3), I(D)/I(G) is nonmonotonically related to graphitic ordering. It first increases as a result of 

interruptions in symmetry of the graphitic lattice, resulting in an increase in the number of sixfold 

rings that have been isolated from the bulk by defects. I(D)/I(G) reaches a maximum at the 

transition from stage 1 to stage 2 and then decreases as sixfold rings are destroyed in the material. 

This is due to the opening of sixfold rings into chains that only express the formally allowed 

Raman-active G mode. The second metric is the (apparent) position of the G peak, referred to as 

Pos(G), observed at ∼1580 cm−1 for pristine graphite (stage 1). As defects are introduced and the 

crystallites reduce in size, Pos(G) increases to ∼1600 cm−1 for turbostratic graphite at the transition 

from stage 1 to stage 2. This is a result of an increasing FWHM(G) combined with the appearance 

of the neighboring defect-activated D′ mode at ∼1620 cm−1; the merging of these two peaks results 

in an apparent shift in Pos(G) to higher frequencies for turbostratic graphite. If the material 

degrades further into amorphous carbon (stage 3), the D′ mode is no longer active because of the 

total destruction of the graphitic structure, resulting in an apparent reversal in the shift of Pos(G). 

The third and fourth metrics are the FWHM of the D and G peaks, referred to as FWHM(D) and 
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FWHM(G), respectively. FWHM(D) and FWHM(G) always increase with increasing defects and 

disorder, making it possible to distinguish between stage 1 and stage 2 of the proposed 

amorphization trajectory. When boron is incorporated into the graphite lattice, the local symmetry 

around each lattice site is broken, resulting in the appearance of “defect-activated” modes and the 

broadening of features even when the lattice is pristinely ordered. At first, this seems to be an 

inconvenience as substitutional dopants lend a similar contribution to the Raman spectrum as 

defects. However, when the Raman spectrum of BC3′ is compared to that of C′ and the results are 

combined with structural and chemical information obtained by XRD and XAS, the two 

contributions (boron doping vs lattice defects) can be effectively decoupled. 

 
Figure 7. Raman spectroscopy analysis (EL = 532 nm). The (a) I(D)/I(G) ratio, (b) Pos(G), (c) 
FWHM(D), and (d) FWHM(G) as a function of synthesis temperature within the BC3′, C′, and 
CBrx′ temperature series. The (e) I(D)/I(G) ratio, (f) Pos(G), (g) FWHM(D), and (h) FWHM(G) 
as a function of measured boron content by AES within the BCx′ composition series. 
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Temperature and Graphitic Structure 

Analysis of the Raman spectra of the BC3′, C′, and CBrx′ temperature series as well as the 

BCx′ composition series by the aforementioned four metrics is shown in Figure 7a−d. The 

I(D)/I(G), Pos(G), and FWHM(D) of the low-temperature variants of C′ indicate it to be stage 2 

nanocrystalline graphitic carbon, referring to the stages of the amorphization trajectory as proposed 

by Ferrari and Robertson.41 Directly synthesized C′ undergoes a transition to stage 1 

nanocrystalline graphitic carbon as synthesis temperature is increased. This is determined by the 

maximum reached in I(D)/I(G) as well as in Pos(G) and is corroborated by examining the 

crystallite size along the c-axis as determined by XRD, where Lc increases from 1.3 to 1.7 nm. 

Interestingly, BC3′ does not show the same maximum in I(D)/ I(G) and Pos(G) even though the 

crystallite size in the c-axis is larger, increasing from 1.4 to 2.1 nm with increasing synthesis 

temperature. This can be explained by the high boron content within the graphitic lattice that 

presents as substitutional defects, resulting in a Raman spectrum that reflects a more disordered 

system compared to its C′ counterparts, despite having larger crystallites as detected by XRD. 

There is a reduction in FWHM(D) with increasing synthesis temperature for all samples, indicating 

an overall ordering of the material at higher temperatures. The decrease in FWHM(D) for the C′ 

materials is roughly linear over the entire temperature range with a slope of −24 cm−1 per 100 °C. 

The BC3′ material shows two distinct regions for the evolution of FWHM(D). Between 750 and 

950 °C, FWHM(D) changes little with synthesis temperature, having a slope of −7 cm−1 per 100 

°C. However, from 950 to 1100 °C, the D peak narrows at the same rate as the C′ materials, having 

a slope of −24 cm−1 per 100 °C. Hence, this is an important transition temperature that indicates 

significantly different structural properties of directly synthesized BC3′; at 950 °C and above, the 
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material transitions into graphitic carbon with similar spectral behavior as found in boron-free 

graphitic carbon. 

The above results indicate that boron leaves the graphitic BCx′ phase at high temperatures, 

whereupon temperature plays a similar role in improving the graphitic ordering, as for the C′ 

counterparts. The same two regions are also observed for the CBrx′ material. This is proposed to 

be a result of bromine atoms that have not been expelled from the material until it is heated above 

950 °C. Bromine can form stable intercalation compounds within graphite.49,50 This process is only 

partially reversible in that the last 5−10% of the intercalated bromine can only be removed by 

strong heating to form volatile carbon derivatives that incorporate bromine.51 In the present work, 

intercalated bromine and its destructive deintercalation process likely explains the larger d002 and 

low values of Lc and La observed over the CBrx′ temperature series, as seen in Figure 6a−c. 

Boron Content and Graphitic Structure 

The effect of boron doping within the graphitic lattice on key features of the Raman spectra 

of the BCx′ composition series is shown in Figure 7e−h. The overall effect is an increased ordering 

as a result of increasing boron content, being consistent with previous studies of boron-doped 

graphitic thin-films.23 This is most clearly observed by inspection of Pos(G) (Figure 7f); Pos(G) 

initially decreases with increasing boron content and then settles at ∼1590 cm−1. Hence, low boron 

content BCx′ initially exhibits a nanocrystalline graphitic structure near the transition from stage 2 

to stage 1 of the amorphization trajectory, shifting further into stage 1 for x ≤ 20. This trend is 

corroborated by XRD analysis, showing a decrease in d002 and an increase in Lc and La as a function 

of increasing boron content (Figure 6d−f). Despite increasing ordering, increasing boron content 

results in an increase in I(D)/I(G), until the composition saturates (at ∼12 at. % boron as measured 
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by AES), as shown in Figure 7e. This is a direct result of boron incorporation within the material, 

as the substitutional boron atoms act as defects that break symmetry and activate the D mode.23 

The G mode, on the other hand, arises from the relative motion of all sp2-hybridized lattice site 

occupants and its intensity is not expected to be greatly affected by the boron content. Hence, an 

increasing I(D)/I(G) with increasing boron content is associated exclusively with an increased 

contribution from the D mode that has been activated by substitutional boron atoms. FWHM(D) 

also increases with boron content because of an increase in the number and type of defects (e.g., 

a-BC3, BC3−xBx, g-BC3, or BO3). Last, FWHM(G) increases as a function of boron content, which 

can be explained by two phenomena: increasing intensity of the D′ peak that presents as a high-

frequency shoulder of the G peak and the difference in mass of boron and carbon that leads to 

slight perturbations of the phonon frequency.23 

Phonon Dispersion Relation 

Many features of the Raman spectrum of graphitic materials are sensitively dependent on 

the excitation energy, EL. In particular, I(D)/I(G) increases as excitation energy decreases (see 

Figure S2b).34,52,53 This significantly changes the appearance of the Raman spectrum and 

emphasizes that I(D)/I(G) is only a useful metric for the comparison of graphitic materials when 

measured with the same EL. Of particular interest in this work is the EL dependence of Pos(D), a 

relation referred to as Disp(D) that probes the phonon structure of the highest optical branch around 

the K point. In highly crystalline graphitic systems, the introduction of a low concentration of 

defects leads to a well-defined Disp(D) of 50−60 cm−1 eV−1.54 Similar values of Disp(D) are 

observed across a plethora of other graphitic systems exhibiting a variety of defect types and 

concentrations.25,34 The dispersion of the D peak is a result of the steep slope of the Kohn anomaly 
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located on the TO phonon branch near the first Brillouin zone corner K (see Figure S7). On the 

other hand, the TO branch for single-layer BC3, the highest boron content investigated in this work, 

shows no evidence for a Kohn anomaly at the K point, and it would therefore be expected that 

pure, crystalline BC3′ exhibits no dependence of Pos(D) on excitation energy, EL. 

The phonon dispersion relation of the D peak in the BC3′ temperature series and the BCx′ 

composition series is shown in Figure 8. Boron-free materials (C′ and CBrx′) and low boron content 

materials (BCx′ with x = 20 and 30) show a Disp(D) of ∼45 to 55 cm−1 eV−1. Similarly, BC3′ 

materials synthesized at ≥1000 °C exhibit a dispersion of ∼55 cm−1 eV−1 or larger. On the other 

hand, BC3′ materials synthesized at 950 °C or lower exhibit a distinctly lower Disp(D) between 30 

and 40 cm−1 eV−1. It should be noted that the dispersion of the G peak in all materials was found 

to be ∼0, supporting the classification of these materials as stage 1 and 2 graphitic carbon in the 

Ferrari amorphization trajectory, composed primarily of sp2-hybridized lattice sites.41 

The temperature series of CBrx′ materials was examined to determine if the presence of 

bromine is a cause of the observed shift in Disp(D). However, these materials show an even higher 

Disp(D) of ∼60 cm−1 eV−1 over the entire temperature range studied herein. This demonstrates that 

the presence of bromine is not responsible for the unusually low Disp(D) of the BC3′ materials 

synthesized at or below 950 °C. The C′ materials do have a somewhat lower dispersion of ∼43 

cm−1 eV−1 when synthesized at very low temperatures (only at 750 °C in this work). However, 

such materials are poorly crystalline and exhibit a D peak that is not well defined (a broad low-

energy shoulder complicates the fitting analysis). At 800 °C, the Disp(D) of C′ is ∼50 cm−1 eV−1 

and further heating to 1000 °C continues to increase the Disp(D) to a maximum of ∼65 cm−1 eV−1, 
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similar to highly defected CBrx′. Above 1000 °C, the Disp(D) of C′ returns to ∼50 cm−1 eV−1, as 

expected for typical forms of nanocrystalline graphitic carbon. 

 
Figure 8. Phonon dispersion of the D mode. (a) Disp(D) as a function of synthesis temperature for 
BC3′, C′, and CBrx′ temperature series materials. (b) Disp(D) as a function of the measured boron 
content within the BCx′ composition series synthesized at 800 °C. 

Unlike C′ and CBrx′, directly synthesized BC3′ has an unusually low Disp(D) of ∼30 to 40 

cm−1 eV−1 when synthesized between 750 and 950 °C, as seen in Figure 8a. This temperature range 

favors the prevalence of trigonal planar g-BC3 environments (as evidenced by XAS, Figure 5e). 

Hence, g-BC3 environments are likely responsible for the distinctly low value of Disp(D) observed 

in high boron-content BCx′ synthesized at or below 950 °C. At or above 1000 °C, the boron in any 

would-be g-BC3 environments is subject to phase separation into low boron-content graphitic 

domains (with < 3 at.% B) and boron carbide, as indicated by XAS. The low boron-content 

disordered graphitic carbon exhibits a Disp(D) of ∼50 cm−1 eV−1, consistent with many other 

varieties of graphitic carbon. Disp(D) as a function of boron content for the BCx′ materials 
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synthesized at 800 °C is shown in Figure 8b. At low boron compositions (x = 20 and 30), Disp(D) 

is ∼50 cm−1 eV−1. According to XAS results, the boron in these materials is mainly composed of 

a-BC3 environments (Figure 5d) that do not have a large influence on the phonon structure of the 

graphitic nanocrystals. At higher boron compositions (x = 10, 5, and 3), Disp(D) is ∼36 cm−1 eV−1 

and g-BC3 is the dominant boron carbon bonding environment indicated by XAS (Figure 5d). 

A reduced Disp(D) of 37 cm−1 eV−1 has also been observed for highly ordered boron-doped 

graphene produced by the exfoliation of equilibrium solid-solution boron-doped graphite formed 

at 2450 °C (corresponding to a substitutional boron content of 0.22 at. %). This effect can be 

explained by electron−hole doping of the pristine graphene lattice, resulting from the dilute 

presence of electron deficient boron substitutions.25,55 The high boron content in bulk BCx′ 

produced herein, however, prohibits an explanation of the reduced Disp(D) because of hole 

doping.55 Instead, DFT calculated phonon dispersion diagrams of single-layer BC3 reveal a ring 

breathing mode with similar A1g symmetry to the well-known D mode in graphite/graphene (see 

Figure S7and Figure S8). This phonon originates from a flat optical branch around K, resulting in 

a lower observed Disp(D) for the breathing mode in BC3′ (which exhibits a mixed character 

between BC3′ and pure graphite). The breathing mode in BC3′ is also calculated to exhibit a higher 

frequency than the D mode in graphite, resulting in an increase in Pos(D) at all EL, in excellent 

agreement with experimental results (see Figure S2b). The Disp(D) of 30−40 cm−1 eV−1 observed 

in BC3′, BC5′, and BC10′ can be explained by a hindered phase separation of the developing 

metastable material and therefore the presence of a significant population of g-BC3 structures that 

are required to exhibit the phonons responsible for the distinctly lower value of Disp(D). In BC20′ 

and BC30′, the concentration of boron is not sufficient to form g-BC3 units under the synthesis 
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conditions explored; instead, there is a random distribution of a-BC3 within the graphitic lattice 

that exhibits the standard D mode of defected boron-free graphite. Once the boron concentration 

reaches a threshold, observed herein between BC20′ and BC10′, the majority of the boron exists in 

g-BC3 domains that facilitate the phonon responsible for the observed dispersion relation of ∼30 

to 40 cm−1 eV−1. 

Conclusions 

Directly synthesized bulk boron-doped graphitic carbon exhibits a uniquely reduced D 

peak dispersion relation of 30−40 cm−1 eV−1 when the concentration of boron within the graphitic 

lattice exceeds ∼3 at.%, a condition that favors ordered, trigonal planar BC3 chemical 

environments. This has been confirmed by complementary XRD, Raman spectroscopy, and XAS 

studies that decouple the effects of boron doping on the structure and composition of the 

underlying lattice. The unique, metastable phase of high boron-content graphitic carbon is only 

accessible between synthesis temperatures of 800−950 °C; at temperatures of ≥1000 °C, a phase 

separation between boron carbide and the graphitic solution occurs, resulting in a leaching of boron 

from the graphitic phase. Bulk graphitic materials prepared without substitutional boron (or with 

undetectable quantities of g-BC3 environments), while exhibiting many similar features in their 

respective XRD patterns and Raman spectra, exhibit a higher D peak dispersion relation of ∼50 

cm−1 eV−1, characteristic of common graphite. Hence, the D peak dispersion can be used to 

uniquely identify bulk graphitic materials with a substitutional boron content approaching BC3, 

which are of high interest in applications ranging from hydrogen storage to lithium-ion batteries. 
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Associated Content 

Supporting Information 

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD): Analysis of the as-measured XRD patterns (RD) was 

accomplished by direct subtraction of the background (BGD) based on an identical experiment 

performed without any sample. The resulting pattern (BGSD) was fitted to the combination of a 

linear background (BG), a single Lorentzian for the (002) reflection (referred to as L1), and two 

Lorentzians for the (10) region (referred to as L2 and L3) comprised of the (100) and (101) 

reflections of crystalline graphite. A representative example is shown in Figure S1. 

 

Figure S1. XRD pattern analysis. (a) The raw data (RD), measured background data (BGD), and 
background-subtracted data (BGSD) of BC3′ synthesized at 800 °C as a representative graphitic 
carbon material. (b) The BGSD fitted to the combination of a linear background (BG), a single 
Lorentzian (L1) for the (002) reflection, and two Lorentzians for the (10) family of reflections (L2 
and L3). 
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The peak center of L1 was related to the d-spacing via Bragg’s law, Equation 1, and the 

full-width at half-maxima (FWHM) of L1 and L2 were used to estimate the crystallite size in the c 

and a axes (referred to as Lc and La, respectively) via the Scherrer equation, Equation 2. The d-

spacing and Scherrer size estimates based on the (002) reflection correspond to c-axis (layer-to-

layer) ordering whereas the size estimate based on the (10) reflections corresponds to a-axis (in-

plane) ordering.56 

d =
1.54 Å
2 sinθ

 (1) 

L =
0.9 λ

(FWHM) cosθ
 (2) 

The FWHM in the Scherrer equation corresponds to the width of the reflection in 2θ, in 

radians. When plotting the resulting XRD patterns for comparison (Figure 2a and Figure 3a of the 

main text), the intensity of each pattern was normalized based on the maximum of the (002) 

reflection. 

Raman Spectroscopy: The region containing the D and G peaks in each Raman spectrum 

was fitted using a previously established method based on the combination of a Lorentzian and a 

Breit-Wigner-Fano (BWF) line shape.53 The D peak was fitted to a single Lorentzian (referred to 

as L4), the G peak was fitted to a single BWF, and the baseline was approximated by a linear 

background (BG), as shown in Figure S2a. The combination of a Lorentzian and a BWF provides 

a profile with minimal fitting parameters that can effectively fit the Raman spectrum of a wide 

range of graphitic carbon materials. The BWF line shape is given by Equation 3: 

I(ω) =
Io[1 + 2(ω−ωo/QΓ)]2

1 + [2(ω−ωo)/Γ]2  (3) 
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Where Io is the peak intensity, ωo is the peak position, Γ is the FWHM, and Q is the BWF coupling 

coefficient. A negative Q value tails the BWF toward lower frequency and accounts for residual 

intensity between the D and G peaks. Due to the asymmetry of the BWF line shape, ωo does not 

lie at the frequency of the peak maximum (ωmax) as in a simple Lorentzian or Gaussian function. 

To correct for this, Equation 4 was applied to determine ωmax. Since Q is negative, ωmax lies at a 

lower wavenumber than ωo. 

ωmax = ωo +
Γ

2Q
 (4) 

I(D)/I(G) was determined for each material based on the ratio of the peak maximum (Io) of 

L4 to that of the BWF. FWHM(D) and FWHM(G) were determined based on Γ of the L4 and BWF 

fits, respectively. Pos(D) was determined based on ωₒ of L4 and Pos(G) was determined by 

applying Equation 4 to ωₒ of the BWF fit. The process for determining Disp(D) from a set of 

Raman spectra of varying EL is demonstrated in Figure S2b-d. In this work, Raman spectra were 

collected at EL = 532, 633, and 785 nm. The shift in Pos(D) as EL decreases in energy is shown. 

The change in Pos(D) as a function of EL is approximately linear, and the slope of this line is 

Disp(D) in units of cm-1 eV-1.When plotting the Raman spectra for comparison (Figure S2c-d as 

well as Figure 2b and Figure 3b of the main text), the intensity was normalized based on the 

maximum of the G peak. 
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Figure S2. Raman spectrum analysis. (a) The raw data (RD) fitted to the combination of a linear 
background (BG), a single Lorentzian (L4) for the D peak, and a single BWF for the G peak. The 
Raman spectrum of BC3′ synthesized at 800 °C (analyzed at EL = 532 nm) is shown as a 
representative example. (b) The EL dependence of Pos(D) used to calculate Disp(D) for two 
materials: (c) BC3′ synthesized at 800 °C and (d) C′ synthesized at 1100 °C. 
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X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS): Analysis of the XAS spectra was accomplished 

by dividing the measured total fluorescence yield (TFY) by the intensity of the incident X-ray 

beam. This accounts for fluctuations in beam intensity. The corrected spectrum was then 

normalized based on the pre- and post-edge step height. This provides a physically meaningful 

comparison between spectra since the pre-edge intensity corresponds to the minimum fluorescence 

observed and the post-edge intensity results from the excitation of a continuum of states within the 

bulk material and is expected to be relatively constant. The observed intensities of XAS features 

should not be directly related to concentrations of specific species within the sample since the 

scattering cross-sections for different excitations must be considered. As a result, the boron oxide 

signal observed in all materials investigated is disproportionately large. 

The carbon K-edge of the BC3′ temperature series was also investigated to confirm the 

graphitic nature of the materials and is shown in Figure S3. The development of a strong angle 

dependent π* absorption at 285.5 eV as well as a pronounced σ* transition at ~292 eV is evident 

of the improving hexagonal graphitic structure as synthesis temperature increases. 
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Figure S3. Carbon chemical environment. XAS spectrum near the C K-edge of the BC3′ 
temperature series (Black), and HOPG (Blue) as a standard.  
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Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX): The raw EDX spectra of the BCx′ 

composition series are shown in Figure S4a. The intensities of the B Kα transition as well as the 

O Kα and Br Lα transitions increase as a function of nominal boron content. The boron content 

was determined using sensitivity factors for B, C, O, and Br as implemented by Bruker ESPRIT 

microanalysis software. As seen in Figure S4b, the raw data (RD) overestimate the amount of 

boron in the material at low compositions; as a result, it is necessary to apply a baseline subtraction 

(BGSD) to the measured boron content. A correction factor is then applied to the BGSD to bring 

the measured boron content of the boron carbide (B4C) standard up to 80 at. %. The corrected data 

(CD) show an incorporation limit of boron in carbon at ~11 at.%. The maximum amount of 

bromine measured in any BCx′ material was < 0.5 at.%. 

 
Figure S4. EDX spectrum analysis. (a) EDX spectrum of the BCxʹ composition series. (b) The 
boron content was determined for the BCx ′ composition series as well as a boron carbide standard. 
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Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES): Auger electron spectra (AES) of the BCx′ 

composition series are shown in Figure S5a-c. In qualitative agreeance with EDX results, the 

intensity of the B KLL and O KLL transitions increase with increasing nominal boron content. 

Quantification of the smoothed and differentiated AES spectra was performed using sensitivity 

factors as implemented by PHI MultiPak analysis software. The raw data (RD) and background 

subtracted data (BGSD) are shown in Figure S5d. A correction factor was applied to bring the 

measured boron content of a boron carbide standard (B4C) up to 80 at.%, shown as corrected data 

(CD). 

 
Figure S5. AES spectrum analysis. Raw AES spectra for the (a) B K-LL, (b) C K-LL, and (c) O 
K-LL transitions of the BCx ′ composition series. (b) The boron content was determined for the 
BCx ′ composition series as well as a boron carbide standard. 
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Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM): 

 
Figure S6. Scanning electron microscopy. SEM images of BC3ʹ (a) and (b), as well as SEM images 
of Cʹ material (c) and (d). 

Phonon Dispersion Calculations: The unfolded phonon dispersion diagrams along the high-

symmetry directions of the Brillouin zone for graphene, BC7, and BC3, calculated at the PBE level 

of DFT, are shown in Figure S7. The lattice motion associated with the high frequency TO phonon 

at the K point is illustrated for four phonons of interest likely to contribute to the D peak in the 

Raman spectrum of BCxʹ in Figure S8. The TO phonon in graphene (red circle, Figure S7a), 

referred to as a "ring breathing" mode, exhibits A1g symmetry (Figure S8a). The frequency of this 

phonon is calculated to be 1281 cm-1 at the K point, but exhibits a distinct Kohn anomaly and 

therefore gives rise to a D peak with a strong dispersion relation. We note that the phonon 
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dispersion diagram for graphene was calculated based on a supercell containing 8 atoms, and hence 

exhibits a number of spurious branches even after unfolding (including some apparent higher 

optical modes at the K point that are not physically meaningful). 

A similar “ring breathing” mode is not present in single-layer BC7 owing to reduced 

symmetry; there are no six-membered carbon rings exhibiting bonding environments with 

hexagonal symmetry. The six-fold axis of symmetry has been replaced by a three-fold axis. The 

highest symmetry vibrational mode at the K-point in this range of frequency shows breathing-like 

"ring distortion:" the three carbon-carbon bonds around the three-fold rotational axes elongate, 

while the three carbon-boron bonds remain stationary (Figure S8b). This mode exhibits a 

frequency of 1289 cm-1 at the K point (purple circle, Figure S7b). Both types of modes appear for 

single-layer BC3 owing to the reemergence of six-fold axes of symmetry at the center of each pure 

carbon ring (blue circles, Figure S7c): a "ring breathing" mode at 1363 cm-1 (Figure S8c) and a 

"ring distorting" mode at 1304 cm-1 (Figure S8d). By symmetry considerations, only the "ring 

breathing" modes in graphene and BC3′ are truly comparable in their contributions to the position, 

intensity, and dispersion of the D peak measured in the Raman spectrum of graphitic BCxʹ 

materials. The “ring breathing” mode at 1363 cm-1 in BC3′ is flat at near the K point and hence 

would give rise to a D peak with a negligible dispersion relation. 
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Figure S7. Calculated phonon dispersion diagrams for (a) graphene, (b) single-layer BC7, and (c) 
single-layer BC3′. The optical modes (possibly) contributing to the D peak in the Raman spectrum 
of BCxʹ are shown in the red, purple, and blue circles, respectively. 
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Figure S8. Vibrational modes corresponding to phonon branches of (a) graphene, (b) single-layer 
BC7, and (c-d) single-layer BC3′ at near the measured D peak frequency in graphitic BCxʹ materials, 
at frequencies of 1281, 1289, 1363, and 1304 cm-1, respectively. Carbon is shown in black, boron 
in green, and the 8-atom cell used for calculations in gray. 
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Abstract 

Layered BC3′, a metastable phase within the binary boron-carbon system that is composed 

of graphite-like sheets with hexagonally symmetric C6B6 units, has never been successfully 

crystallized. Instead, poorly-crystalline BC3-like materials with significant stacking disorder have 

been isolated, based on the co-pyrolysis of a boron trihalide precursor with benzene at around 800 

°C. The halide leaving group (-X) is a significant driving force of these reactions, but the 

subsequent evolution of gaseous HX species at such high temperatures hampers their scaling up 

and also prohibits their further use in the presence of hard-casting templates such as ordered 

silicates. Herein, we report a novel halide-free synthesis route to turbostratic BC3′ with long-range 

in-plane ordering, as evidenced by multi-wavelength Raman spectroscopy. Judicious pairing of 

the two molecular precursors is crucial to achieving B–C bond formation and preventing phase-

segregation into the thermodynamically favored products. A simple computational method used 

herein to evaluate the compatibility of bottom-up molecular precursors can be generalized to guide 

the future synthesis of other metastable materials beyond the boron-carbon system. 
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Introduction 

Boron and carbon each exhibit uniquely complex elemental chemistry.1 In particular, boron 

has been crystallized in a plethora of allotropic forms owing to the rich chemistry that results from 

its lack of electrons compared to its number of ground state atomic orbitals.2 The vast number of 

carbon allotropes and their exceptional properties are well-known.3 When combined, boron and 

carbon give rise to a phase space that is both enormous and often difficult to accurately 

characterize, owing to the nearly identical size and hybridization states of the two elements. The 

single thermodynamically-stable binary phase at ambient conditions is boron carbide (nominally 

B4C), a structure comprised of the dominant B12 icosahedral unit prevalent in boron’s elemental 

phases. However, as might be expected, this phase exhibits wide compositional variability and 

there remains disagreement as to its formal description as B12C3 or B13C2
4
 in its most carbon-rich 

form.5 

Numerous theoretical studies6–9 support growing experimental evidence10–12 for the 

existence of a high symmetry graphite-like phase of composition BC3 (Figure 1b). Indeed, the 

equilibrium solubility of boron in graphite is established to be relatively high: 2.35 at.% at 2375 

°C.13 Hence, many researchers have reported strategies to isolating metastable14 BC3′ at ambient 

conditions,12,15–21 an effort that has been intensified owing to the promising theoretical applications 

of BC3′ for energy storage applications.22–27 

Our previous work12 culminated in the synthesis of a bulk (free-standing) graphite-like 

material of composition BC3′ via the bottom-up reaction of two molecular precursors: boron 

tribromide (BBr3) and benzene (C6H6). At that time, previous efforts had only succeeded to 

produce either thin-films (led by Kouvetakis, Bartlett and coworkers)10,16 or oxygen-contaminated 
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bulk flakes (led by King, Wright, and coworkers)11; our approach combined these two strategies 

by leveraging the high-purity nature of combining only two commercially-available precursors 

(similar to the BCl3 and benzene chosen for the thin-film synthesis) and the liquid miscibility 

associated with a Br-terminated boron precursor (as inspired by the 1,3-bis-

(dibromoboryl)benzene precursor chosen to produce the first free-standing BC3-like flakes). The 

crystalline quality of the resulting products is low, especially with respect to ordering in the 

stacking direction, but our direct synthesis approach has been shown to yield long-range ordered 

in-plane structures with a vibrational structure that is consistent with BC3′.21 

The investigation of directly-synthesized BC3-like materials for hydrogen storage and for 

electrochemical energy storage applications has remained severely limited by its inherent release 

of HBr at elevated temperatures, typically 800 °C, in closed-reactor conditions, preventing the use 

of stainless steel reaction vessels or their equivalent. Therefore, two important synthetic goals of 

research in this area became (1) to achieve higher crystallinity of bulk BC3′ and (2) to devise 

halide-free routes to the synthesis of bulk BC3′ in order to prevent the release of corrosive HX or 

X2 gases (X = halogen) at elevated temperatures. Our natural hypothesis was that diborane (B2H6), 

the smallest borane species and a reactive gas at ambient pressure, would be well-suited to 

reactions with benzene to produce bulk BC3′ with only the release of H2 as a side-product. 

Results and Discussion 

The resulting studies of the reaction between diborane and benzene within a custom-

designed apparatus comprising a closed, stainless steel reaction vessel at up to 800 °C (see 

Supporting Information for details) consistently revealed a heterogeneous mixture of products, a 

hodgepodge compounded by the presence of metal particle-catalyzed graphitic fibers which are 
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known to be characteristic of carbon soots produced under similar conditions.28,29 Control reactions 

(e.g., of liquid mixtures of condensed diborane and benzene) in the absence of catalytic effects 

from the metal-walled reactor were not safe enough to conduct within the scope of this work. 

Meanwhile, benzene remained the optimal hydrocarbon precursor owing mainly to the desire to 

preserve its ring structure within the planar layers of BC3′ (Figure 1), and hence we set out to 

identify a compatible, halide-free boron precursor to pair it with in our efforts to achieve the goals 

listed above. 

 

Figure 1. (a) Binary phase diagram of the boron-carbon system.30 The region of interest for the 
formation of metastable BC3′ is highlighted. (b) The proposed in-plane structure and unit cell of 
BC3′.7,10 (c) Thermochemical ranking of boron and carbon precursors based on their estimated 
temperature of decomposition (Td). 

Two additional halide-free molecular boron precursors were then explored as candidates 

toward elucidation of the synthesis of bulk BC3′: decaborane (B10H14) and a bespoke polyaromatic 

carborane species (1,8-naphthalenediyl-bridged diborane, NDB)31. The former, a readily available 
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commercial compound, is obtainable as a high-purity crystalline solid at ambient conditions and 

is miscible in benzene up to the desired B:C ratio of 1:3. However, reactions between decaborane 

and benzene at up to 800 °C always generated carbon-rich flakes with a colorful (iridescent) thin 

surface layer of amorphous boron, and with no discernible content of BC3′ (see Supporting 

Information). The latter precursor, NDB, itself requires a multi-step organic synthesis that, even 

under strict air-free handling, inevitably leads to the introduction of impurities such as oxygen, 

chlorine, and aluminum in the eventual high-temperature pyrolysis product (see Supporting 

Information). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) studies of this product revealed the existence 

of a rippled, carbide-like film on the surface of carbon-rich flakes. The overall maximum boron 

content of such products is in any case limited to ~17 at.% owing to its stoichiometry of B2C10H10 

(B:C of 1:5), preventing the realization of BC3′. No other planar carboranes exist with a higher 

content of boron, and hence a halide-free single precursor “tiling” route to bulk BC3′ was also 

abandoned. The products of the attempted syntheses of bulk BC3′ from diborane (II), decaborane 

(III), and NDB (IV) are compared to that from boron tribromide (I), the previously established 

route, in Figure 2. In summary, a systematic approach to identifying a compatible halide-free boron 

precursor for reactions with benzene at near 800 °C was needed. 

The heterogeneity of each of the products of the aforementioned reactions can likely be 

explained by a mismatch in the decomposition or cracking temperatures of the boron and carbon 

species within each reaction. In order to realize a homogeneous metastable phase within a binary 

system, the thermodynamically favored phases (enriched in one or the other of the two elements, 

in this case graphite and boron carbide) must be prevented from forming, which requires the 

simultaneous decomposition of the corresponding precursors: i.e., co-pyrolysis. We undertook to 
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estimate the relative decomposition temperatures (Td) of an expansive library of boron and carbon 

precursors using a simple density functional theory (DFT) method, described in detail in the 

Supporting Information. In short, the change in energy of simplified decomposition reactions were 

calculated at the MN15/def2-QZVPP32,33 level (recently benchmarked for studies of small 

molecular systems of composed of boron, carbon, and hydrogen).34,35 The normalized change in 

electronic energy, ΔESCF, where the Δ refers to decomposition into B or C and the relevant diatomic 

gases, was found to be highly correlated with the experimental decomposition temperature of each 

precursor (Figure S26). The results revealed that among all of the precursors investigated, 

borohydride (BH4
−) exhibited the closest energetic match to benzene, without the presence of 

borohalide (B–X) bonds (Figure 1c). 

 
Figure 2. SEM images of the graphitic BCx pyrolysis products resulting from five different 
synthesis routes: (a) route I via boron tribromide, (b) route II via diborane, (c) route III via 
decaborane, (d) route IV via NDB, and (e) route V via sodium borohydride. 

Borohydride salts are widely available in high purity, and their decomposition temperatures 

are known to be directly related to the electronegativity of the counter ion (M+).36 However, no 

previous studies of even common borohydrides (M = Li, Na, or Mg) with simple hydrocarbon 
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precursors such as benzene have been reported. Many of the less-stable borohydrides are known 

to emit diborane at modest temperatures (e.g., as low as ~61 °C for Al(BH4)3) during 

decomposition.36,37 On the other hand, the stable borohydrides such as Li(BH4) do not produce 

detectable diborane upon decomposition, leading to polymeric B–B bond formation and the 

eventual formation of higher boranes such as B12H12
2−.38 The similar decomposition temperatures 

of NaBH4 (~600 °C)36 and benzene (~750 °C)39 led us to predict that reactions between these two 

precursors could result in the formation of BC3′. 

A stoichiometric mixture of benzene and sodium borohydride (with a B:C ratio of 1:3) was 

charged into a quartz ampule under argon, solidified by submersion in liquid nitrogen, and then 

flame-sealed within the ampule under active vacuum (referred to herein as “synthesis route V,” 

see Supporting Information). Pyrolysis was carried out at 800 °C for 1 h, and the sample was then 

collected in air at room temperature. To prevent the formation of sodium metal and/or reactions of 

the sodium with the walls of the quartz reactor, a sodium-ion-trapping agent should also be added 

to the mixture (e.g., I2, Se, or Te) to form a water-soluble salt that can be easily separated during 

workup of the product. Dark lustrous flakes were collected, showing very little tendency to adhere 

to the inner walls of the ampule, a characteristic feature of bulk polycrystalline BC3′ derived from 

BBr3 (referred to herein as “synthesis route I”).12 SEM imaging further supports that sodium 

borohydride-derived BC3′ (route V) exhibits a homogeneous, flake-like morphology (~2 μm in 

width) with the same “cratered” texture (Figure 2e) as that derived from boron tribromide (Figure 

2a). 
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Figure 3. Materials characterization of borohydride-derived BC3′ compared to graphite: (a) XRD 
patterns, (b) EDX spectra, (c) XAS spectra at the B K-edge, and (d) Raman spectra at 532 nm. (e-
f) Dispersion relation of the D peak as revealed by multi-wavelength Raman spectroscopy. 

Further materials characterization (Figure 3) reveals borohydride-derived bulk BC3′ (route 

V) to be similar in structure and composition to that derived from boron tribromide (route I). The 

underlying structure is exclusively graphitic, as evidenced by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), 

with significant misalignment (turbostratic disorder) along the stacking direction as shown by the 

broad reflection at 2θ = 25.4° corresponding to an interlayer spacing of 3.5 Å. This broadness is 

in agreement with theoretical predictions for crystalline BC3′ which show that its various high-

symmetry stacking sequences all lie within a narrow range of formation energies (±0.011 eV atom-

1),7 indicating the strong likelihood of stacking misalignment. The in-plane structure is revealed to 

be more ordered, with an average domain size of 42 Å according to a Scherrer analysis of the (10𝑙𝑙) 

peak at 2θ = ~42°. The elemental composition measured using energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDX) is estimated to be ~BC5, identical to equivalent measurements of the products 
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of synthesis route I. It must be noted that past work has shown EDX to underestimate the boron 

content compared to more sensitive methods such as elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA).12 

The boron chemical environments present in borohydride-derived BC3′ were investigated 

by a combination of X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and multi-wavelength Raman 

spectroscopy (Figure 3c-f). The presence of planar g-BC3 units in long-range ordered, hexagonal 

symmetry is evidenced by a dominant absorption feature in the B K-edge at 192.0 eV.40 Some 

icosahedral B12 environments are also detected at 190.8 eV, likely due to the small degree of 

mismatch between the decomposition temperatures of benzene and BH4
− which favors the slightly 

earlier formation of boron rich phases prior to the desired reaction to form BC3′. Most importantly, 

the Raman spectrum exhibits the characteristic features of bulk BC3′: a broad and intense D peak 

at Pos(D) = ~1350 cm-1, exhibiting almost no dispersion as a function of the energy of irradiation 

(EL), and a broad, intense, and modulated 2D region associated with two-phonon intervalley 

scattering.41 The non-dispersive nature of the D peak of borohydride-derived BC3′ is the ultimate 

evidence for its long-range, in-plane ordering consisting of C6B6 “flower-like” units integral to the 

structure of BC3′.21 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, we report a novel borohalide-free route to turbostratic BC3′ with exceptional 

in-plane ordering via the reaction of benzene with sodium borohydride at 800 °C. The 

computational method developed herein can be extended to identify candidate precursors for other 

bottom-up synthesis efforts toward binary metastable phases. The limited set of experimental 

conditions explored herein compels future work to tune the decomposition profile of the 

borohydride precursor by varying the counter ion and/or matching a given salt with a hydrocarbon 
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of similar stability, opening an abundance of possible chemical routes to more crystalline forms of 

graphite-like BC3′. 

Associated Content 

Supporting Information 

Direct Synthesis of BC3′ from BBr3 (Route I): The idealized reaction in the previously 

established12 direct synthesis of bulk BC3′ (referred to herein as route I) is: 

2 BBr3 (𝑙𝑙) + C6H6 (𝑙𝑙)  → 2 BC3 (s) + 6 HBr(g) 

A 2:1 molar solution of boron tribromide (liquid, 99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and benzene 

(liquid, 99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich) was charged into a ~35 mL quartz ampule inside a glovebox under 

an inert argon atmosphere (<0.5 ppm of H2O, <0.5 ppm of O2). The total volume of solution added 

was 313 μL, limiting the maximum pressure to <20 bar at 800 °C. The open end of the ampule 

was closed with a Swagelok Ultra-Torr adapter and removed from the glovebox. The lower half 

of the ampule was submerged in liquid nitrogen to solidify the precursors. In this state, the ampule 

was connected to a stainless-steel Schlenk line, evacuated to 10−2 mbar, and flame-sealed under 

active vacuum. The sealed ampule was then placed in the center of a chamber furnace (RWF 12/13, 

Carbolite Gero Ltd.) and heated to 800 °C at 1 °C min−1. The ampule was held at 800 °C for 1 h 

and then allowed to gradually cool to ambient temperature. The ampule was carefully scored with 

a diamond-bladed saw and snapped open within a nitrile rubber enclosure, releasing the over-

pressure of gaseous byproducts into a fume hood. The solid product was collected and washed 

three times with deionized water, washed three times with acetone, and finally dried in air at 80 

°C. The as-synthesized flakes (referred to herein as BC3′, reflecting their nominal composition) 
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were in some cases investigated without further manipulation; in other experiments, they were 

reduced to powder by grinding in a dry mortar and pestle for 15 min, as denoted below. 

Synthesis of BC3′ from B2H6 (Route II): A novel synthesis route to BC3′ via B2H6 as the 

boron precursor (route II) was carried out, based on the following idealized reaction: 

B2H6 (g) + C6H6 (𝑙𝑙)  → 2 BC3 (s) + 6 H2 (g) 

A stainless-steel reactor (4651 high-pressure vessel, Parr Instrument Company) with a gas 

inlet port and an internal volume of 250 mL was thoroughly dried in air at 80 °C. A stainless-steel 

gasket (44HC7AD, Parr Instrument Company) was placed in the pre-lubricated sealing groove of 

the reactor body and all components were then transferred into a glovebox under inert argon 

atmosphere (<0.5 ppm of H2O, <0.5 ppm of O2); the reactor was charged with 0.62 mL of benzene 

(liquid, 99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich), sealed using a torque wrench, and transferred out of the glovebox. 

The main body of the sealed reactor was cooled by submersion in an acetone and dry ice bath for 

60 min. It was then connected to a previously dried and evacuated gas/vacuum manifold via a 

metal gasket face-seal fitting (VCR, stainless steel, Swagelok Co.) and evacuated for 10 s using a 

dry scroll vacuum pump (10-2 mbar ultimate pressure, ACP 15, Pfeiffer Vacuum GmbH). After a 

brief evacuation, a gas mixture containing 30% diborane in hydrogen (99.99% purity B2H6 in 

99.9999% purity H2, Air Liquide Electronics U.S. LP) was filled into the reactor headspace up to 

a pressure of 2.0 bar (6.6 mmol or 180 mg of diborane). The reactor was then resealed, 

disconnected from the gas/vacuum manifold, removed from the cooling bath, and allowed to warm 

to room temperature. After thorough drying of the outer walls from condensation, the reactor was 

placed within a custom chamber furnace (Parr Instrument Company) and heated to 700 °C at 1 °C 

min−1. The reactor was held at 700 °C for 4 h and then allowed to gradually cool to ambient 
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temperature. During pyrolysis, the pressure within the closed reactor was monitored using an 

integrated transducer (G2, Ashcroft Inc.). Upon completion, the gaseous byproducts were vented 

into a fume hood to just above ambient pressure. The reactor was transferred into an argon 

glovebox and opened, and the product was collected from the bottom of the vessel; the solid 

product was investigated without further manipulation. 

Safety Note (Route II): Diborane is a pyrophoric compound and is also toxic at low 

concentrations (LC50 values for inhalation at <100 ppm). Therefore, it is crucial that any gas 

manifold exposed to diborane at greater than atmospheric pressure (e.g., 2 bar) be leak-tight and 

sufficiently purged with argon prior to the introduction of diborane to remove any trace water or 

oxygen. Leak testing at elevated pressures using pure hydrogen or helium and a suitable leak 

detector (used herein with H2: Sensistor XRS9012, INFICON Inc.) is highly recommended prior 

to introducing diborane to the system. Abatement is also crucially important; in this work, all waste 

diborane contained within the manifold (i.e., which was not closed within the reactor) was 

quenched by exhausting through a series of two Dreschel washing flasks filled with methanol at a 

flow rate of 20 sccm (Figure S4). The system was then completely purged of diborane by flushing 

with excess argon at 100 sccm for 30 min. 

Experimental Setup (Route II): A stainless-steel reactor equipped with a pressure 

transducer was custom-designed and fabricated over three versions to carry out synthesis route II. 

The ultimate design comprised a 250 mL reactor outfitted with a digital pressure transducer, 

allowing for monitoring and post-synthesis analysis of the reaction. By converting the pressure to 

a total amount of gaseous species present (using the ideal gas law and the known fixed volume and 

temperature), leaks and/or the change in amount of gaseous species could be plotted as a function 
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of time (Figure S1). In the co-pyrolysis of diborane with benzene, analysis of the pressure profile 

reveals three distinct steps: (1) gasification of benzene, (2) decomposition of diborane followed by 

condensation of higher-order boranes, and (3) decomposition of benzene. In the neat pyrolysis of 

benzene, only two steps are observed: (1) gasification of benzene and (3) decomposition of 

benzene. 

 
Figure S1. Gas evolution during pyrolysis in a custom metal reactor. (a) Change in amount of 
gaseous species present as a function of reaction time during the co-pyrolysis of B2H6 and C6H6 
(route II) or pure C6H6, under closed, inert conditions and (b) the corresponding temperature 
profile. 
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Figure S2. Experimental apparatus for filling and sealing the custom metal reactor within a 
glovebox: the reactor body affixed to a vise (center), the head of the reactor (bottom center), and 
the split-ring sealing cuff (top right) are shown. 

 
Figure S3. Experimental apparatus for storage and delivery of diborane: lecture bottle containing 
the B2H6/H2 mixture (center) within a freezer held at -20 °C, a purgeable regulator (right), pressure 
transducer controller (top center), and purge, vent, and delivery gas lines (right and top right) inside 
a fume hood. 
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Figure S4. Experimental apparatus for diborane abatement: two Dreschel flasks (left and right) 
filled with methanol (clear liquid) showing exhaust flow from right to left. In contact with 
methanol, diborane is converted into trimethoxyborane and hydrogen is evolved (small bubbles 
are shown in both flasks, but less evolution occurs in the downstream flask on the left). 

 
Figure S5. Experimental apparatus for diborane/benzene co-pyrolysis reactions (route II): custom 
metal reactor (center), furnace (center right), freezer containing the B2H6/H2 mixture (left), 
purgeable regulator (center left), gas manifold (Teflon and stainless steel), vacuum outlet (right), 
and abatement system (top center). The reactor is shown submerged in an acetone and dry ice bath 
at -78 °C. 
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Figure S6. Custom metal reactor removed from the furnace, shown post reaction and prior to 
opening. 

 
Figure S7. Custom metal reactor head and thermowell, shown post reaction (benzene pyrolysis at 
700 °C) and after opening. 
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Figure S8. Custom metal reactor head and thermowell, shown post reaction (diborane/benzene 
pyrolysis at 700 °C) and after opening. 

Synthesis of BC3′ from B10H14 (Route III): A novel synthesis route to BC3′ via B10H14 as 

the boron precursor (route III) was carried out, based on the following idealized reaction: 

B10H14 (s) + 5 C6H6 (𝑙𝑙)  → 10 BC3 (s) + 22 H2 (g) 

A 1:5 molar solution of decaborane (solid, technical grade, Sigma-Aldrich) and benzene 

(liquid, 99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich) was charged into a ~12 mL quartz ampule inside a glovebox under 

an inert argon atmosphere (<0.5 ppm of H2O, <0.5 ppm of O2). The total volume of solution added 

was 40 μL, limiting the maximum pressure to <20 bar at 800 °C. The open end of the ampule was 

closed with a Swagelok Ultra-Torr adapter and removed from the glovebox. Pyrolysis was carried 

out in an identical procedure as described in route I. The solid product was collected and washed 

three times with deionized water, washed three times with acetone, and finally dried in air at 80 

°C. The as-synthesized flakes (referred to herein as BC3′, reflecting their nominal composition) 
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were in some cases investigated without further manipulation; in other experiments, they were 

reduced to powder by grinding in a dry mortar and pestle for 15 min, as denoted below. 

Synthesis of NDB (Route IV Precursor): Methods to synthesize 1,8-naphthalenediyl-

bridged diborane(6) (NDB) were adapted from those reported by Scholz and coworkers.31 The 

materials, general procedures, and multi-step synthesis of NDB that were used herein follow. 

Organic Synthesis Materials: Me3SiCl and B(OMe)3 were distilled over CaH2 and Na, 

respectively. The following reagents were purchased from commercial vendors and used as 

received: CDCl3 (99.8%, Cambridge Isotope Labs), 1,8-diiodonaphthalene (≥98.0%, Sigma 

Aldrich), n-BuLi (1.5 M in n-hexane, Thermo Scientific), CH2Cl2 (>99.9%, Honeywell), KOH 

(97.8%, Mallinckrodt Chemicals), HCl (Acros Organics), MgSO4 (Oakwood Products, Inc.), 

LiAlH4 (1.0 M in Et2O, Sigma Aldrich). C6D6 was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Labs, 

degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles, and stored in a N2- or Ar-filled glovebox over 

activated molecular sieves. 

Organic Synthesis General Procedures: All synthetic procedures were performed under N2 

or Ar using standard glovebox or Schlenk line techniques, unless otherwise noted. The solvents 

used for synthetic procedures (diethyl ether, Et2O, and n-hexane) were sparged and stored under 

ultrahigh purity (UHP) Ar before being dried via passing through a solvent purification system 

(CHEMBLY, formerly JC Meyer Solvent Systems) using UHP argon as the working gas. All 

glassware was heated to 160 °C overnight prior to use. 
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Synthesis of 1,8-Naphthalic Boronic Acid Anhydride, 1: 

I I

1. 2.5 eq. n-BuLi
2. 4.5 eq. B(OMe)3
3. H+

/H2O

Et2O

B B
O OHHO

(1)  
Figure S9. Synthesis of 1,8-Naphthalic Boronic Acid Anhydride, 1. 

1,8-Diiodonapthalene (5.0 g, 13.13 mmol, 1 eq.) was added to a 250 mL Schlenk flask 

containing a stir bar. The solid was dissolved in dry Et2O ( ~80 mL) and the solution was cooled 

to 0 °C. In this state, n-BuLi (1.5 M in n-hexane; 21 mL, 31.5 mmol, 2.5 eq.) was added dropwise 

via a syringe while the solution was stirred. The solution was allowed to warm to room temperature 

over the course of 3 h after which it was cooled to -78 °C and B(OMe)3 (7.1 mL, 63 mmol, 4.5 

eq.) was added dropwise. The solution was removed from the cooling bath and allowed to warm 

to room temperature over the course of 12 h. HCl (2 M in H2O; 23.5 mL) was added, and the 

solution was stirred for an additional 2 h at room temperature. The two phases were separated, and 

the aqueous phase was extracted with CH2Cl2 (4×10 mL). The organic phases were combined and 

1 was extracted into aqueous KOH (2 M; 4×10 mL). The aqueous phases were combined and 

washed with CH2Cl2. HCl (33 M in H2O) was added dropwise to the aqueous phase until the 

solution became acidic, whereupon a precipitate formed. The precipitate was collected by vacuum 

filtration and washed with H2O on the frit. The solid product was dissolved in ethyl acetate and 

dried over MgSO4. The solution was filtered, and the filtrate was obtained as an off-white solid by 

drying under reduced pressure to yield 1 (1.95 g, 9.87 mmol, 74% yield). 1H NMR (300 MHz, 

CDCl3): δ = 8.20 (dd, 3J(H,H) = 6.8 Hz, 4J(H,H) = 0.9 Hz, 2H), δ = 8.06 (dd, 3J(H,H) = 8.3 Hz, 

4J(H,H) = 0.9 Hz, 2H), δ = 7.60 (dd, 3J(H,H) = 8.3 Hz, 3J(H,H) = 6.8 Hz, 2H), δ = 4.75 (br, 2H; 

O‒H). 
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Synthesis of 1,8-Naphthalenediyl-Bridged Diborane(6) (NDB): 

B B
O OHHO

(1)

Et2O

1. 3.3 eq. LiAlH4
2. 10 eq. Me3SiCl

B B
HH

H

H

(NDB)  
Figure S10. Synthesis of 1,8-Naphthalenediyl-Bridged Diborane(6) (NDB). 

1 (0.5 g, 2.53 mmol, 1 eq.) was added to a 100 mL Schlenk flask equipped with a stir bar. 

The solid was dissolved in dry Et2O (~50 mL) and cooled to 0 °C. In this state, a solution of LiAlH4 

(1M in Et2O, 8.4 mL, 8.4 mmol, 3.3 eq.) was added dropwise via a syringe while the solution was 

stirred, during which a colorless precipitate formed along with the evolution of a colorless gas. 

The solution was stirred for 30 min at 0 °C then allowed to warm to room temperature where it 

was stirred for an additional 12 h. The solution was cooled to -78 °C and neat Me3SiCl (3.2 mL, 

25.3 mmol, 10 eq.) was added dropwise via a syringe, resulting in the formation of a colorless 

precipitate. The mixture was stirred for 10 min at -78 °C then allowed to warm to room temperature 

where it was stirred for an additional 12 h. The mixture was evaporated under reduced pressure to 

a yellow paste. This paste was thoroughly triturated with n-hexanes to assist in the removal of 

coordinated solvent molecules, then evaporated to dryness under reduced pressures. The NDB 

product was isolated in high purity by three subsequent vacuum sublimations (80 °C, 10−2 mbar) 

and collected as a clear crystalline sublimate to yield NDB (245 mg, 1.61 mmol, 64% yield). 1H 

NMR (500 MHz, C6D6): δ = 7.87 (d, 3J(H,H) = 6.7 Hz, 2H), δ = 7.71 (dd, 3J(H,H) = 8.3 Hz, 

4J(H,H) = 0.6 Hz, 2H), δ = 7.38 (dd, 3J(H,H) = 8.3 Hz, 3J(H,H) = 6.7 Hz, 2H), δ = 4.78 (q, 1J(H,B) 

≈ 130 Hz, 2H), δ = 1.61 (s, br, 2H). 13C NMR (125 MHz, C6D6): δ = 144.8, δ = 138.7 (br), δ = 

133.5, δ = 130.0, δ = 130.0, δ = 126.9. 
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Figure S11. 1H NMR spectrum of NDB dissolved in C6D6 (*) using a 500 MHz spectrometer. 

 
Figure S12. 13C NMR spectrum of NDB dissolved in C6D6 (*) using a 500 MHz spectrometer. 
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Synthesis of BC5 from the Molecular Tile B2C10H10 (Route IV): A novel synthesis route to 

BC5 via the neat pyrolysis of 1,8-naphthalenediyl-bridged diborane(6) (NDB, B2C10H10, route IV) 

was carried out, based on the following idealized decomposition reaction: 

B2C10H10 (s)  → 2 BC5 (s) + 5 H2 (g) 

The product was purified three times by sublimation and then charged into a ~30 mL quartz 

ampule inside a glovebox under an inert argon atmosphere (<0.5 ppm of H2O, <0.5 ppm of O2). 

The total amount of NDB added was 200 mg, limiting the maximum pressure to <20 bar at 800 

°C. The open end of the ampule was closed with a Swagelok Ultra-Torr adapter and removed from 

the glovebox. Pyrolysis was carried out in an identical procedure as described in routes I and III. 

The solid product was collected and washed three times with deionized water, washed three times 

with acetone, and finally dried in air at 80 °C. The as-synthesized material (referred to herein as 

BC5, reflecting its nominal composition) was in some cases investigated without further 

manipulation; in other experiments, it was reduced to powder by grinding in a dry mortar and 

pestle for 15 min, as denoted below. 

Separation of Pyrolysis Products: Upon pyrolysis of the NDB precursor, two morphologies 

were generated and separated by density. The minor flakes were suspended in ethanol and poured 

off while the majority solid (see Figure S13) was collected for further characterization. 
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Figure S13. Two solid products generated by the pyrolysis of B2C10H14 (NDB) at 800 °C (route 
IV) can be seen: a suspension of flakes (left) and the remaining mound of the majority solid (right). 

Synthesis of BC3′ from NaBH4 (Route V): A novel synthesis route to BC3′ via NaBH4 as 

the boron precursor (route V) was carried out, based on the following idealized reaction: 

2 NaBH4 (s) + 2 I2 (s) + C6H6 (𝑙𝑙)  → 2 BC3 (s) + 2 NaI(s) + 6 H2 (g) + 2 HI(g) 

Sodium borohydride (powder, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich), iodine (solid crystals, >99%, purified 

by sublimation, Sigma-Aldrich), and benzene (liquid, 99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich) were charged into a 

~35 mL quartz ampule inside a glovebox under an inert argon atmosphere (<0.5 ppm of H2O, <0.5 

ppm of O2). A typical mixture contained 65.5 mg of NaBH4, 439.9 mg of I2, and 77.2 μL of C6H6 

to achieve a nominal stoichiometry of BC3′ at <20 bar at 800 °C. The open end of the ampule was 

closed with a Swagelok Ultra-Torr adapter and removed from the glovebox. Pyrolysis was carried 

out in an identical procedure as described in routes I, III, and IV. The solid product was collected 

and washed three times with deionized water, three times with acetone, once with a 50% aqueous 

HF solution, three additional times with deionized water, and finally three additional times with 

acetone; this product was dried in air at 80 °C. 

The addition of elemental iodine to synthesis route V was necessary for the scavenging of 

sodium. While other sodium scavengers could be used (e.g., Se or Te), iodine was chosen herein. 

The decomposition of sodium borohydride in the presence of iodine produces reactive borane 
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species at high temperatures that can be incorporated into the forming graphitic material to form 

BC3′. This is accompanied by the formation of sodium iodide (NaI) as a byproduct that can easily 

be separated from the reaction products by washing with water. The presence of any remaining 

sodium iodide in the product of route V is detectible by XRD. Upon further washing, the sodium 

iodide can be completely removed. The mother liquor from an aqueous wash was dried by 

evaporation to produce a white solid; analysis of this water-soluble solid is shown in Figure S14. 

 
Figure S14. XRD patterns of the as-collected solid products generated by the co-pyrolysis of 
NaBH4, I2, and C6H6 under inert conditions within a quartz ampule at 800 °C (route V), and of the 
solid recovered after concentrating wash water from processing the graphitic material. 

Compositional mapping of the as-synthesized product of synthesis route V via EDX reveals 

a mixture of boron-doped graphite, sodium iodide crystals, and sodium silicate fibers (see Figure 

S15). The sodium silicates can be effectively separated from the graphitic product by dissolution 

in hydrofluoric acid. 
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Figure S15. EDX maps of the as-collected solid products generated by the co-pyrolysis of NaBH4, 
I2, and C6H6 at 800 °C (route V). The color-coded maps are generated from the signals of (a) boron 
and carbon, (b) sodium, (c) carbon, sodium, and silicon, (d) silicon, (e) iodine and sodium, and (f) 
oxygen. 

X-Ray Diffraction: Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on hand-ground 

samples using a laboratory diffractometer (D8 ADVANCE, Bruker Corp.) equipped with a Cu 

Kα1,2 radiation source (λ = 1.54 Å) in reflection geometry. All measurements were performed at 

room temperature using a recessed-well sample holder (25 mm diameter well, Bruker Corp.); the 
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sample was rotated at 15 rev min-1 and sampled in 0.02° increments for 0.5 s each from 2θ = 10°–

60°. 

Raman Spectroscopy: As-synthesized materials were investigated with a benchtop Raman 

spectrometer (LabRAM HR Evolution, Horiba Scientific Ltd.) equipped with a confocal 

microscope and three excitation sources: a 532 nm (2.33 eV) frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser 

with an incident power of 10 mW, a 633 nm (1.96 eV) HeNe laser with an incident power of 17 

mW, and a 785 nm (1.58 eV) diode laser with an incident power of 25 mW. All measurements 

were performed at room temperature. 

Fitting Raman Spectral Data: The region containing peaks associated to the D and G modes 

in each Raman spectrum were fitted using a previously established method based on the 

combination of a Lorentzian and a Breit-Wigner-Fano (BWF) lineshape.21,41 The main D peak was 

fitted to a single Lorentzian and the low frequency shoulder of the D peak was fitted to another 

Lorentzian to account for hydrogen edge character and denoted as (*C-H). The G peak was fitted 

to a single BWF, and the baseline was approximated by a linear background, as shown in Figure 

S16. The combination of two Lorentzian functions and a BWF provided a profile with minimal 

fitting parameters that could effectively fit the Raman spectrum of the wide range of carbon 

materials with varying hydrogen content explored in this work. The BWF lineshape is given by: 

I(ω) = Io
[1 + (ω −ωo/QΓ)]2

1 + [(ω −ωo)/Γ]2  (Equation 1) 

where Io is the peak intensity, ωo is the peak position, Γ is the FWHM, and Q is the BWF coupling 

coefficient. A negative Q value tails the BWF toward lower frequency and helps accounts for 

residual intensity between the D and G peaks. Due to the asymmetry of the BWF lineshape, ωₒ 
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does not lie at the frequency of the peak maximum (ωmax) as in a simple Lorentzian or Gaussian 

function. To correct for this, the following equation was applied to determine ωmax: 

ωmax = ωo +
Γ

2Q
 (Equation 2) 

Since Q is negative, ωmax lies at a lower frequency than ωₒ. FWHM(D) and FWHM(G) were 

determined based on FWHM of the Lorentzian associated with the D Peak and BWF fits, 

respectively. The position of the D peak (Pos(D)) was determined based on ωₒ of the Lorentzian 

associated with the D Peak, and Pos(G) was determined based on ωmax of the BWF associated with 

the G peak by applying Equation 2. 

 
Figure S16. Representative fitting profile for the Raman spectrum of graphitic carbon. One 
Lorentzian (*C-H) is used to account for hydrogen edge character, a second Lorentzian (D) 
accounts for the D mode, and a BWF lineshape (G) accounts for the G mode. 

X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy: The boron chemical environments in each material were 

investigated by X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) using synchrotron radiation at beam line 

BL8.0.1.4 at the Advanced Light Source (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory). The hand-
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ground samples were mounted on carbon tape and transferred into an ultrahigh vacuum (10−9 mbar) 

chamber for analysis. The total fluorescence yield (TFY) was measured to probe ~175 nm into the 

bulk of the sample, and the total electron yield (TEY) was measured for analysis of the surface 

chemical environments. As reference materials, boron oxide (B2O3, 99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich), 

amorphous boron (98%, Alfa Aesar), hexagonal boron nitride (BN, 99.5%, Alfa Aesar), and boron 

carbide (~B4C, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich) were also examined under identical conditions. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the as-

synthesized materials was performed for imaging using a field emission scanning electron 

microscope (SUPRA 55VP, ZEISS Group) operating at 1 kV with a working distance of < 5mm. 

Samples were prepared by mounting onto conductive carbon tape. 

Decomposition Energy Estimations: The energy of decomposition of each molecular 

precursor, a proxy for its temperature of decomposition, was approximated as the difference in 

quantum mechanical electronic energy at 0 K (ESCF) between the original precursor alone as 

compared to the sum of its elements in their standard state molecular form (e.g., H2 gas for H, Cl2 

gas for Cl) or as monatomic gases for the solids (e.g., C gas for C, B gas for B): 

∆𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = � � 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑖𝑖

� − 𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆  (Equation 3) 

Hence, the Δ prefix carries the meaning of “decomposition” into the elements, typically either 

boron or carbon and the relevant diatomic gas (either hydrogen or halogen). Geometry 

optimization of each species was performed independently, at a level of density functional theory 

(DFT) previously benchmarked34 for investigations of adsorption systems containing carbon, 

boron, and hydrogen: the MN15 functional,32 a meta nonseparable gradient approximation (meta-
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NGA) global hybrid for the exchange-correlation energy, combined with the def2-QZVPP basis 

set,33 a high-quality quadruple zeta basis with two polarization functions, using a commercial 

computational chemistry software package (Gaussian 1642). Vibrational frequencies were then 

determined, which guaranteed the stability of the molecular structures and provided the electronic 

energies of the compounds of interest; standard thresholds for the single-point calculations, 

optimization, and frequency simulations were used. The final decomposition energy (ΔESCF) was 

then divided by the number of “solid” atoms (either B or C) in the sum to provide an estimate of 

the decomposition energy per atom, reported in units of eV atom-1. 

Morphology and Composition: The pyrolysis products of synthesis routes I–V varied 

significantly in terms of morphology and homogeneity. Representative SEM micrographs of the 

resulting morphologies of each product are shown in Figure 2 of the main text. Likewise, the 

chemical compositions of the various morphologies produced during each pyrolysis reaction also 

varied, indicating different degrees of phase segregation (Table S1). As the benchmark for 

comparison, the co-pyrolysis of boron tribromide and benzene at 800 °C (route I) primarily results 

in free-standing flakes with a thickness of ~2 μm (Figure 2a), typically formed completely free 

from the walls of the quartz ampule. The surfaces of the flakes exhibit a cratered/dimpled topology 

that is characteristic of highly boron-doped graphitic carbons and other boron-rich phases.12,18,21,43 

Spheres with a diameter of ~2 μm are also present in minor abundance in route I. The boron-to-

carbon ratio of both morphologies is ~0.21 (~BC5) as measured using EDX, with only minor 

oxygen and bromine impurities (<5 at.%), consistent with previous studies.12,21 We note that 

accurately determining the B:C ratio is challenging, and previous reports showing compositions 

closer to BC3 were evidenced by data collected using elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA) 
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which is highly suited to the quantification of light-element compositions compared to EDX.12A 

comparable halide-free synthesis product to that of route I is achieved via the co-pyrolysis of 

sodium borohydride and benzene at 800 °C (route V). Using borohydride as a boron precursor 

requires a counter-ion, in this case sodium. To prevent the formation of metallic sodium, a sodium 

scavenger must be used. While a number of scavengers could be used, the additive used herein 

was iodine, leading to the formation of sodium iodide salt which is water soluble and hence easy 

to separate from the BCx product. Route V also primarily produces flakes with a thickness of ~2 

μm with a similar texture to those produced via route I, and which are also accompanied by spheres 

that range in diameter from 1–5 μm in minor abundance. The chemical composition of both flakes 

and spheres was effectively identical to that of the products of route I, with a boron to carbon ratio 

of ~0.22 (~BC5 stoichiometry) and with little oxygen, sodium, or other contamination. 

Table S1. Elemental composition (as determined by EDX) of each morphology of the BCx 
products of synthesis routes I–V. 

 Boron 
Precursor Flakes Spheres Fibers Film Carbide 

I BBr3 
BC5 

(3% O, 3% Br) 
BC5 

(3% O, 3% Br) - -  

II B2H6 BC3 
(8% O) 

B2C 
(7% O) 

BC32 
(2% O) -  

III B10H14 BC19 
(2% O) 

BC10 
(1% O) - B5C2 

(4% O)  

IV NDB 
BC7 

(6% Cl, 3% O, 
 2% Al) 

- - - 
BC5 

(17% O, 5% 
Cl, 2% Al) 

V BH4
− BC5 

(4% O, 2% I) 

BC5 
(1% O, 0.3% Na, 

3% I) 
- -  

The products of synthesis route II (the co-pyrolysis of diborane and benzene at 700 °C) 

depart significantly from those of routes I and V, largely owing to the nature of the stainless-steel 
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reactor. Route II yields a product with the largest degree of morphological variation of all synthesis 

routes explored herein. Fibers, spheres, and flakes, in order of descending contribution, are present 

in all parts of the product, regardless of whether collected exclusively from the thermowell (a cold 

head) or from the reactor base or walls. The fibers are likely a byproduct of metal-catalyzed side 

reactions on the stainless-steel body of the reactor, as described for other pyrolysis reactions 

carried out in the presence of Ni-containing steels.28,29,44 The spheres produced by this synthesis 

are smooth in texture and vary in diameter from 1–5 μm. Contrary to routes I and V, these spheres 

are found to be composed primarily of boron, with a boron to carbon ratio of ~2 (B2C) and a 

moderate oxygen content of 7 at.%. While fibers and spheres are the major morphologies generated 

by route II, flakes with a thickness of ~4 μm are also observed as a minor phase. These flakes are 

similar in appearance to those produced by routes I and V, exhibiting a cratered/dimpled texture 

and a boron to carbon ratio of ~0.4, close to that of BC3. 

Synthesis routes III and IV also lead to the formation of multiple morphologies. A colorful 

boron-rich film with a composition approaching B4C is found on the surface of the layered 

graphitic flakes produced in route III. This layered structure is easily seen in the SEM images in 

Figure 2c of the main text. The underlying graphitic flakes contain only ~5 at.% boron (with very 

little oxygen incorporation). Meanwhile, the pyrolysis of NDB (route IV) also leads to the 

formation of two morphologies, one that is flake-like and another that exhibits the characteristic 

folded/crinkled textures indicative of boron carbide.45 Interestingly, despite the outward 

appearance of the folded/crinkled regions, the elemental composition of both morphologies is close 

to that of the original NDB precursor molecule (BC5), except with a large impurity content from 

not only oxygen (3-17 at.%) but also chlorine and aluminum (an additional 5-7 at.%). The large 
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amount of oxygen contamination is typical of the products of other “molecular tiling” routes, 

owing to the susceptibility of exposure to air during the requisite multistep organic synthesis of 

the tile; this disadvantage of tiling type synthesis routes has been previously discussed.12 

 
Figure S17. Compositional analysis of decaborane-derived BCx (route III). Three morphologies 
can be seen: (1) low-boron content flakes with a grey metallic luster, (2) high-boron content flakes 
with a colorful metallic luster, and (3) microsphere-covered surfaces that appear dull black. 

 
Figure S18. (a) SEM image and (b) EDX elemental map of decaborane-derived BCx (route III). 
The same heterogeneity observed by eye (Figure S17) can be quantifiably differentiated in terms 
of boron content. 
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Structure: XRD patterns and Raman spectra (EL = 532 nm) of the pyrolysis products from 

synthesis routes I–V are shown in Figure S19. With the exception of route II, the “crystalline” 

products of all routes exhibit broad features consistent with that of turbostratic, nanocrystalline 

graphite. All of the products exhibit two dominant XRD peaks both consistent with graphite: the 

characteristic (002) reflection between 2θ = 25–26° that represents layer-to-layer ordering and a 

peak comprising the (10𝑙𝑙) family of reflections centered at 2θ = 42–43° that is associated with in-

plane ordering. Synthesis route II produces higher quality graphite, shown in XRD by the higher 

angle (002) reflection with a narrower FWHM compared to the other samples. This higher level 

of graphitic order is attributable to the catalytic activity of the metal reactor. All of the products 

also exhibit features primarily indicative of poorly-crystalline graphite: a G peak centered between 

1570–1590 cm-1, a D peak centered between 1335–1360 cm-1, and a broad 2D region between 

2500–3200 cm-1. The products of routes III and IV also exhibit a low-frequency shoulder of the D 

peak between 1125–1250 cm-1 attributable to edge features of graphitic sheets terminated with 

hydrogen.15 The product of route II is again an exception; two distinct types of Raman spectra 

were found upon spatial exploration of the heterogeneous morphologies present. The first spectral 

type (solid trace in Figure S19b) is consistent with that of other forms of graphitic BCx phase-

mixed with some content of elemental boron (as indicated by a series of peaks between 500–900 

cm-1). The second spectral type (dashed trace in Figure S19b) is consistent with a more ordered 

and lower boron-content graphitic carbon, consistent with the more ordered graphitic phase 

apparent in its XRD pattern. The D:G intensity ratio of this latter spectral type (~2:1) differs 

significantly from that of all other products and its 2D region comprises well-defined peaks 

centered at 2675 and 2930 cm-1, revealing that synthesis route II produces a mixture of higher-
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quality low-boron-content graphite, and high-boron-content graphitic BCx together with elemental 

boron.

 
Figure S19. Structural analysis of the pyrolysis products from routes I-V. (a) XRD patterns and 
(b) Raman spectra (EL = 532 nm) of boron tribromide- (I), diborane- (II), decaborane- (III), NDB- 
(IV), and sodium borohydride- (V) derived BCx. 

Boron Chemical Environments: The boron chemical environments produced in synthesis 

routes I–V were investigated by XAS, as shown in Figure S20. Several standard materials 

containing relevant boron chemical environments are shown in Figure S20c for reference. 

Hexagonal boron nitride (g-BN) contains ordered trigonal planar boron environments that are 

characterized by an intense π* transition at 191.6 eV, and a weaker σ* transition between 197–200 

eV.46 Amorphous boron (a-B) exhibits a broad, featureless absorption edge with an onset at 187–

190 eV. Boron carbide (B4C) exhibits the characteristic σ* transition originating from icosahedral 
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boron (B12) units at 190.6 eV.47 Boron oxide (B2O3) exhibits an intense σ* transition associated 

with trigonal planar (BO3) environments at 193.7 eV. This boron oxide environment is also 

observed in the other standard materials due to surface oxidation resulting from the extremely 

negative bond association energy of boron-oxygen bonds. 

The boron K-edge XAS spectra of the products of routes I-V are shown in Figure S20a 

(enlarged in Figure S20b). Like the standards, all products exhibit a prominent boron oxide peak 

at 193.7 eV that is more intense in the TEY signal, consistent with the formation of a surface oxide 

layer. Synthesis route I primarily results in hexagonally-ordered trigonal planar BC3 environments 

(g-BC3) at 192.0 eV with a small contribution from amorphous BC3 (a-BC3) at 189.4 eV, in 

agreement with previous studies.21 The surface (TEY) and bulk (TFY) signals are highly 

consistent, indicating a homogeneous single-phase product. Synthesis route V produces a similar 

distribution of boron environments as route I, with a primary contribution from g-BC3 at 192.0 eV. 

The product of route V produces a small but detectable contribution from icosahedral B12 

environments centered at 190.6 eV and a smaller contribution from boron oxide type environments 

than for the product of route I. 

Synthesis routes II-IV produce drastically different chemical environments at the surface 

compared to within the bulk of the sample, consistent with the morphological heterogeneity 

revealed by SEM, XRD, and Raman spectroscopy. By comparison of the TEY and TFY spectra 

of the product of route II, a core-shell structure with a core consisting of elemental boron and a 

shell of graphitic carbon that contains an array of substitutional boron atoms is revealed. Synthesis 

route III also produces XAS features consistent with a core-shell structure. The surface spectrum 

exhibits a sloping edge with a feature at 190.8 eV associated with icosahedral B12 environments 
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as well as a distinct feature at 192.3 eV that is associated with sub-stoichiometric boron carbide 

domains arising from the inclusion of carbon into the nest-like structure of the decaborane 

precursor.40 The bulk of the sample is a combination of elemental boron, boron carbide (indicated 

by a subtle feature at 190.8 eV), and sub-stoichiometric boron carbide domains. Synthesis route 

IV produces a prominent feature from boron oxide at 193.7 eV throughout its core-shell structure, 

containing predominantly a-BC3 and sub-stoichiometric boron carbide environments in the core 

with almost exclusively sub-stoichiometric carbide in the shell. 

 
Figure S20. XAS spectra near the B K-edge of the pyrolysis products from routes I-V and related 
reference materials. The samples shown are boron tribromide- (I), diborane- (II), decaborane- (III), 
NDB- (IV), and sodium borohydride- (V) derived BCx, hexagonal boron nitride, amorphous boron, 
boron carbide, and boron oxide. TEY spectra (surface) are shown as dashed lines, and TFY spectra 
(bulk) as solid lines. 
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Raman spectroscopy at multiple wavelengths was used to determine the magnitude of the 

dispersion of the D peak in the products of routes I-V, as shown in Figure S21–Figure S25 and 

summarized in Table S2. A lower dispersion of the D peak is indicative of higher contents of C6B6 

“flower-like” units within the planar structure of the graphitic parts of a given BCx product. Raman 

and XAS analysis of the products of synthesis routes I and V both corroborate a large contribution 

from g-BC3 environments throughout the bulk of the sample; the D peak dispersion (Disp(D)) of 

the product of route V is the lowest of all samples measured herein. The products of route II (from 

diborane) showed two distinct Raman spectral types, each with a distinct Disp(D) as well. One 

environment is remarkably similar to that of the products of routes I and V and appears to be akin 

to bulk BC3′; this is in agreement with the XAS spectrum (Figure S20) which reveals that the 

surface of the product of route II exhibits a high density of g-BC3 environments. The other 

environment is typical of ordered, boron-poor graphitic carbon, likely catalyzed by the metal walls 

of the reactor. The Raman spectra of the product of synthesis route III (derived from B10H14) were 

spatially homogeneous and exhibit a Disp(D) of 33 cm-1 eV-1 indicating a detectable presence of 

g-BC3. The core-shell nature of this sample is strongly evidenced by the XAS results (see above). 

Lastly, the product of synthesis route IV exhibits a Raman spectrum that resembles that of a 

standard disordered carbon, with a Disp(D) of 44 cm-1 eV-1. This is expectable on the basis of the 

fact that the naphthalene moiety of the NDB precursor would need to be at least partially 

decomposed to produce hexagonally ordered g-BC3 environments; the B–C bonds in the original 

molecular structure are not in the correct position for true molecular tiling. The pyrolysis 

temperature of route IV (800 °C) is likely too low to decompose the aromatic structure of 

naphthalene. The XAS spectra of the route IV product also show discrepancies between the surface 
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and bulk boron environments, indicating the likely liberation of the bridging diborane during 

pyrolysis. 

Table S2. Raman D peak dispersion of the products from synthesis routes I-V. 
 Boron 

Precursor 
Disp(D) 

(cm-1 eV-1) 

I BBr3 32 

II B2H6 21, 43 

III B10H14 33 

IV NDB 44 

V BH4
− 13 

 
Figure S21. Raman analysis of the D peak dispersion of the product of the co-pyrolysis of BBr3 
and C6H6 at 800 °C (route I). (a) Representative Raman spectra at 532 nm, 633 nm, and 785 nm. 
(b) D peak position as a function of excitation wavelength, and the least-squares fit dispersion 
relation. 
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Figure S22. Raman analysis of the D peak dispersion of the product of the co-pyrolysis of B2H6 
and C6H6 at 700 °C (route II). (a) Representative Raman spectra at 532 nm, 633 nm, and 785 nm. 
(b) D peak position as a function of excitation wavelength, and the least-squares fit dispersion 
relation. 

 
Figure S23. Raman analysis of the D peak dispersion of the product of the co-pyrolysis of B10H14 
and C6H6 at 800 °C (route III). (a) Representative Raman spectra at 532 nm, 633 nm, and 785 nm. 
(b) D peak position as a function of excitation wavelength, and the least-squares fit dispersion 
relation. 
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Figure S24. Raman analysis of the D peak dispersion of the product of the pyrolysis of B2C10H14 
(NDB) at 800 °C (route IV). (a) Representative Raman spectra at 532 nm, 633 nm, and 785 nm. 
(b) D peak position as a function of excitation wavelength, and the least-squares fit dispersion 
relation. 

 
Figure S25. Raman analysis of the D peak dispersion of the product of the co-pyrolysis of NaBH4 
and C6H6 at 800 °C (route V). (a) Representative Raman spectra at 532 nm, 633 nm, and 785 nm. 
(b) D peak position as a function of excitation wavelength, and the least-squares fit dispersion 
relation. 
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Decomposition Energy/Temperature Correlation: The relative thermochemical stabilities 

of the precursor molecules explored in this work were roughly approximated by the simple DFT 

approach described above. The resulting decomposition energies (ΔESCF) of several common B- 

and C-containing precursors are shown in Table S3. The relationship between ΔESCF and the 

experimental decomposition temperature (Td) of the same precursors is shown in Figure S26. 

Benzene is calculated to exhibit a decomposition energy of 9.1 eV per carbon atom, which 

corresponds to an experimental decomposition temperature of ~750 °C.39 The decomposition 

energy of boron tribromide is similar to that of benzene: 8.8 eV per boron atom. Of the halide-free 

precursors, borohydride exhibits the most similar decomposition energy to benzene: 7.0 eV per 

boron atom. Diborane and decaborane are found to be less stable, at 6.2 and 6.3 eV per boron atom, 

respectively. These values are consistent with the low stability and high reactivity characteristic of 

the entire family of lower boranes.48 Notably the decomposition energy of NDB (B2C10H10) is 

significantly higher at 8.5 eV per atom, normalized to the sum of both boron and carbon within 

the single precursor; this gives rise to an expected decomposition temperature of ~600 °C 

according to the fit over all precursors investigated (dashed line). 
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Figure S26. Thermochemical decomposition energy/temperature correlation. Calculated 
decomposition energy (ΔESCF), normalized to the number of atoms of relevance (B or C), as a 
function of experimental decomposition temperature (Td), showing an expectable correlation that 
passes close to the origin. The precursors explored in this work are circled in red and indicated 
with their molecular formula. Note: the “decomposition temperature” of any species is highly 
dependent on the experimental method/apparatus used, as well as the definition of decomposition 
itself. 
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Table S3. Decomposition energies (ΔESFC), experimental decomposition temperatures, and 
corresponding references for small molecules of interest in co-pyrolysis reactions to produce 
boron- and carbon-containing products. 

Decomposition Reaction ΔESFC* 

(eV atom-1) 
Experimental Td 

(°C) 
Experimental 
SI Reference 

BF3 → B + 3/2 F2 18.3 - - 
CF4 → C + 2 F2 13.8 800 49 

C6F6 → 6 C + 3 F2 11.0 850 50 
BCl3 → B + 3/2 Cl2 10.5 900 51 

CH4 → C + 2 H2 10.2 850 52,53 
C2H6 → 2 C + 3 H2 9.9 580 54 
C3H6 → 3 C + 3 H2 9.2 700 55 
C6Cl6 → 6 C + 3 Cl2 9.2 800 56 
C6H6 → 6 C + 3 H2 9.1 750 39 

C10H10 → 10 C + 5 H2 9.0 400 57 
C2H4 → 2 C + 2 H2 9.0 730 58 

C24H12 → 24 C + 6 H2 9.0 700 this work 
C6Br6 → 6 C + 3 Br2 8.8 580 59 
BBr3 → B + 3/2 Br2 8.8 780 60 

C6I6 → 6 C + 3 I2 8.3 370 61 
C2H2 → 2 C + H2 7.9 400 62 

BH4
− → B + 2 H2 + e− 7.0 530 63 

BI3 → B + 3/2 I2 6.8 400 64,65 
B10H14 → 10 B + 7 H2 6.3 250 66 
B5H9 → 5 B + 9/2 H2 6.2 150 66 
B2H6 → 2 B + 3 H2 6.2 100-300 55,67,68 

C10H8 → 10 C + 4 H2 5.9 700 69 
CCl4 → C + 2 Cl2 4.8 500 70 
CBr4 → C + 2 Br2 3.5 200 71 

CI4 → C + 2 I2 0.5 - - 
*Note: total decomposition energy is normalized per heteroatom of relevance (C, B, or P) 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS 

Summary of Results 

The studies presented in this work are motivated by the ever-growing need for alternative 

energy carriers in today’s rapidly evolving society. Energy storage materials constructed from first 

row elements are ideal due to their inherent low densities and relatively high abundance, as well 

as the large library of structures that can be accessed from carbons bonding motifs. This work’s 

main focus revolves around understanding the synthesis and characterization of high boron content 

nanocrystalline graphitic carbon as a bulk free-standing material with the long-term goal of 

accessing highly crystalline graphitic BC3′. Though today we are still limited to the nanocrystalline 

regime, this work has made great strides in understanding the transition from molecular precursors 

to bulk materials. Through a bottom-up synthesis approach, a new pair of boron and carbon 

precursors has been identified, permitting the halide-free synthesis and characterization of 

graphitic materials resembling BC3′. In addition, discovered new characterization methods for the 

detection of graphitic BC3 chemical environments have been developed via Raman spectroscopy. 

The synthetic progress described herein has shed fundamental insight into the importance of 

decomposition compatibility of boron and carbon precursors for the generation of homogeneous 

metastable BC3′. The materials investigated in this work have practical applications related to 

energy storage in the form of high-rate anode materials for lithium-ion batteries as well as for the 

solid-state storage of hydrogen at near ambient conditions.  
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This work addressee the three main objectives outlined in Chapter 1. These discoveries 

have led to a wealth of new testable hypotheses that will be discussed as avenues for future studies. 

Objective 1 

Through the exploration of the relative decomposition mechanisms of carbon precursor 

molecules in the temperature range of relevance for the formation of BC3′, we have revealed that 

the decomposition of PAH molecules proceeds via the evolution of edge hydrogens and that the 

shape of the original carbon molecule is well preserved. This finding establishes that the 

framework of the final material is determined by the geometry of the carbon precursor molecule. 

To arrive at a hexagonally-ordered BC3′ material, benzene is likely the ideal carbon-containing 

precursor molecule, as it will facilitate the formation of C6B6 flower-like units in the final 

structure, as seen in Figure 1.

 
Figure 1. Retrosynthetic analysis of the in-plane structure of graphitic BC3′. 
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In the pursuit of Objective 1, we have arrived at another serendipitous discovery of a novel 

type of lithiation mechanism of carbon materials. This lithiation event was observed for a 

coronene-derived graphitic carbon material pyrolyzed at 800 °C, referred to herein as Cor800. This 

novel lithiation event has been thoroughly characterized by electrochemical techniques and 

theorized to be associated with the large amount of internal hydrogen edge character found in this 

material. Cor800 is graphitic in nature and exhibits a low surface area, while at the same time 

contains a high content of hydrogen. Coupling these two observations evidences the existence of 

extensive edge character buried within the bulk of the material. The unique combination of wide 

interlayer graphitic stacking and internal hydrogen-type sites allows for rapid insertion and de-

insertion of lithium at ultra-fast current rates up to 60 C (1 min charging time) with excellent 

reversibility and stability of the redox event at ~0.5 V vs. Li/Li+. The buried nature of these 

lithiation sites renders them protected from solvent during the first cycle lithiation, permitting high 

first-cycle efficiency, that has proven to be elusive for other high-rate LIB anode materials. 

Objective 2 

We have developed a new method for identifying g-BC3 chemical environments within 

BC3′ that is accessible by benchtop characterization techniques. By utilizing multiple wavelength 

Raman spectroscopy, we have discovered a unique phonon dispersion relation of the D mode in 

graphitic carbons that contain a significant amount of hexagonally-ordered BC3 chemical 

environments. Such materials exhibit a reduced D peak dispersion relation as low as 13 cm−1 eV−1. 

This can be explained by the flattening of optical phonon branch associated with ring-breathing 

around the K point in the first Brillouin zone for BC3′ compared to that of graphite. The highly 

dispersive D peak in disordered graphite originates from the Kohn anomaly at the K point and is 
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distinctly different from what is experimentally observed for graphitic BC3′. Hence, the D peak 

dispersion can be used to identify bulk graphitic materials with substitutional boron doping that is 

inherent to the structure of BC3′ and is expected to be zero for a single crystal. 

This study also elucidates the conditions needed for the formation of the metastable phase 

of high boron-content graphitic carbon that is only accessible between synthesis temperatures of 

800−950 °C; at temperatures of ≥1000 °C, phase separation between boron carbide and the low 

boron content graphitic solution results in the leaching of boron from the graphitic phase. 

Objective 3 

We have explored new synthetic routes to access bulk BC3′ that circumvent the use of boron 

halide reagents such as boron tribromide (BBr3) or boron trichloride (BCl3). Upon examination of 

the materials generated from the co-pyrolysis of benzene with sodium borohydride, diborane, or 

decaborane, we have arrived at the conclusion that not only must the precursor geometry be 

considered to generate trigonal planer BC3 chemical environments within a graphitic product, but 

also the relative decomposition energies of the precursor molecules must be sufficiently close to 

allow for the simultaneous pyrolysis of both reactants. It was found that the energies of 

decomposition of the co-pyrolysis reagents must be sufficiently close to allow for both species to 

interact during the pyrolysis reaction and form a homogeneous product. Boron tribromide and 

sodium borohydride are two promising reagents to be used with benzene for the generation of 

graphitic BC3′. This is due to two main factors: first, these reagents effectively isolate the boron 

atom, preventing the formation of B–B bonds, and second, these reagents have relatively high 

thermochemical stabilities, comparable to that of benzene. These two factors work in conjunction 

to prevent the decomposition of the boron species into higher order boranes and allows the reactive 
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species to be present at the same synthesis temperature, allowing the formation of trigonal planar 

BC3 chemical environments. When the various boranes are used, such as diborane or decaborane, 

the reaction proceeds first by the expected decomposition and formation of larger boron clusters 

at a relatively low temperature of ~ 100 °C, followed by a later and isolated decomposition of 

benzene into a low boron content graphite at temperatures at or above 700 °C. Thus, not only must 

the geometry of the carbon and boron precursor be considered, but also the relative decomposition 

energies of the molecular reagents. 

This work has led to the development of a DFT framework to assess the thermochemical 

stability of small molecules for co-pyrolysis reactions. This computational method serves to guide 

future work in this field (e.g., by elevating other combinations of precursors such as C2H2 and 

B2H6) and can be easily extended beyond the boron-carbon system to other bottom-up gas- or 

liquid-phase reactions that involve the co-pyrolysis of p-block elements toward novel metastable 

phases. 

Future Work 

This scientific journey led to a wealth of testable hypotheses. While the studies presented 

in this work have addressed the three objectives outlined in chapter one, they have also generated 

additional questions regarding synthetic conditions, materials characterization, and the application 

of these materials for energy storage. Some future directions stemming from the three objectives 

will be highlighted in the following sections. 
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H-Type Binding Sites 

 The discovery of H-type binding sites in Cor800 was a serendipitous finding that arose from the 

systematic investigation of the pyrolysis reactions of various PAH molecules. The initial synthesis 

was conducted at 800 °C, and no further exploration into the synthesis temperature was conducted. 

It remains to be seen if H-type sites can be accessed and their performance enhanced by conducting 

the pyrolysis reaction at lower temperatures or by changing the PAH molecule used for synthesis. 

We proposed that smaller PAH molecules will require a lower synthesis temperature to preserve 

their internal hydrogen content and allow access to H-type sites. There is also the possibility that 

increasing the precursor size will afford a greater hydrogen content within the pyrolysis products 

at low synthesis temperatures. 

Detailed characterization and elucidation of the atomistic structure of H-type binding sites 

is still needed. The Raman spectrum of Cor800 shows unique and well-defined features on the low 

frequency shoulder of the D peak. These features are associated with C–H edge character within 

the graphitic crystallite3 and could be the regions where charge transfer between the lithium ion 

and Cor800 is occurring. If lithium binds to these locations, it is proposed that the shoulder features 

of the D peak in the Raman spectrum would be eliminated, resulting from the altered edge 

character. These experiments would necessitate the fabrication and commissioning of an operando 

electrochemical cell that would allow for examination of the carbonaceous anode at various states 

of charge by Raman spectroscopy. 

It remains to be definitively proven that the redox event of Cor800 is associated with the 

hydrogen edge character and not with intercalation of lithium between the widely-spaced 

molecular fragments of the large PAH molecule that persist through the pyrolysis reaction. To 

elucidate the effect of hydrogen on the system, it is proposed that a study should be conducted to 
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replace the hydrogens in coronene with chlorine. This could be performed by synthesizing 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12-dodecakischlorocoronene (C24Cl12) by the synthetic procedures outlined 

by Dong and coworkers.4 This chlorinated coronene product could then be pyrolyzed to obtain a 

material with a similar carbon framework to Cor800 but without any hydrogens present in the 

material, this would be referred to as Cl–Cor800. We predicted that the electrochemical lithiation 

of Cl–Cor800 would proceed without the redox event centered at 0.5 V vs. Li/Li+ and, instead, 

only show the low voltage feature associated with the intercalation of lithium within the widely 

spaced interlayer galleries of the material. This would be substantial evidence for the existence of 

interactions between lithium and hydrogen within the novel material Cor800. 

Diborane-Derived BC3′ 

 Based on the results presented herein, spanning extensive studies of the diborane-benzene 

pyrolysis reaction, coupled with the insight on decomposition temperatures gleaned from 

thermochemical calculations of the isolated precursor molecules, it can be concluded that 

alternative carbon precursors are needed to form graphitic BC3′ with diborane as the boron source. 

If another brave researcher wishes to undertake this task, our thermochemical calculations indicate 

that acetylene (C2H2) would have a similar decomposition temperature to that of diborane. This 

would facilitate the formation of a single homogeneous phase likely leading to the formation of 

BC3′ in higher purity than was accessible by the reaction of diborane and benzene. The proposed 

reaction of acetylene and diborane brings about many challenges, mainly the controlled mixing of 

the acetylene and diborane feed stock to achieve an overall ratio of BC3 in the final product. This 

coupled with the safety concerns associated with the reactive species acetylene and the toxic and 

pyrophoric nature of diborane would most certainly complicate the synthetic endeavor. However, 
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with appropriate planning, adequate equipment, and thoughtful experiment design and execution, 

this route would likely lead to the formation of a high boron content graphitic carbon at 

temperatures well below 700 °C. 
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APPENDIX A: 

AMPOLES AND SCHLENK LINE
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Ampule Fabrication 

Large ampules for synthesis are fabricated in house from stock quartz tubing (19 mm OD, 

16 mm ID, 122.5 cm length, Technical Glass Products, Inc.). The stock quartz tube is cut to a 

length of 60 cm, with a diamond bladed Dremel tool running on the slowest speed setting. During 

the cutting process one should be equipped with an N95 dust mask. The quartz dust that is 

generated from cutting the stock tubing is immediately cleaned up by wiping the benchtop down 

with a damp paper towel. Once the tubing is cut to length, the quartz dust is removed from the 

interior and exterior of the tube with compressed air. The tube is then marked at 30 cm, the halfway 

point, and an oxy-hydrogen torch is used to collapse the tubing in on itself to separate the 60 cm 

length into two 30 cm lengths, each with one closed end. The flame of the torch should form an 

inner blue cone and have sufficient intensity to quickly soften the quartz tube, see Figure A1. Care 

is taken to maintain the thickness of the quartz end by letting the quartz collapse in on itself and 

by refraining from pulling the two halves apart. Once the end of the ampule is closed, the neck of 

the ampule is formed. The ampule is marked 21 cm from the closed end. At this mark the neck is 

formed with the oxy-hydrogen torch by allowing the walls to collapse inward, again preserving 

the thickness of the walls by refraining from pulling the two sides of the ampule apart. The neck 

is collapsed until the inner diameter of the orifice is ~0.5 cm at its smallest point, and the length 

of the neck is ~4 cm. At this point the rim of the open end is softened with the torch by briefly 

applying the flame to the rim on the open end of the ampule. Care must be taken to prevent 

deformation of the ampule and only to soften any sharp surfaces. 
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Figure A1. Oxy-Hydrogen torch flame intensity. (a) The flame should be relatively intense to 
effectively soften and move the quartz. (b) the ratio of hydrogen to oxygen should be adjusted so 
the flame forms a sharp inner cone. 

The process of forming the ampule generates silicon dioxide dust on the surface of the 

ampule resulting from interactions with the flame. This dust is removed by holding the ampule 

upside down and washing it thoroughly with deionized water. Once the exterior is clean the interior 

is rinsed at least three times with deionized water. The ampule is then dried overnight in an oven 

at 120 °C. Figure A2 shows the progression from a cut segment of quartz tubing to the dry and 

clean large ampule. 
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Figure A2. The evolution of a quartz tube into a finished large ampule. The top tube is a cut 
segment of the stock tubing, below that is a partially generated ampule where the bottom has 
been closed off. Third from the top is an ampule with a neck that has not been cleaned, note the 
white silicone dioxide dust around the neck and base. Bottom is a synthesis ready ampule that 
has been washed and dried. 

Ampule synthesis 

The clean and dry ampule is then transferred into a glovebox to be filled with reagents. 

Within the glovebox the appropriate quaintly of reagents is precisely charged into the ampule being 

careful to add the reagent past the neck of the ampule. The quantity of reagents should not produce 

more than 20 bar of pressure within the ampule at the maximum synthesis temperature, assuming 

all the evolved species are diatomic ideal gasses. The ampule is then temporarily sealed with a 

custom Schlenk adapter and removed from the glovebox. The custom stainless-steel Schlenk 

adapter consists of an Ultra-Torr vacuum fitting (SS-12-UT-6, Swagelok) coupled to a quick 

connect (SS-QC8-D1-810, Swagelok), as seen in Figure A3. 
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Figure A3. Male ¾ inch Schlenk adapter. The assembled Schlenk adapter can be seen on top and 
the exploded view on bottom. The O-rings often need to be replaced to achieve an acceptable 
seal. The small stem O-ring (k-EP-70-OR-008, Swagelok) can be seen on the left, and the two 
Ultra-Torr O-rings (VT-7-OR-116, Swagelok) can be seen on the right of the assembly. 

The custom stainless-steel Schlenk line is prepared by closing the ball valve on the 

stainless-steel cold trap (P108558, Ideal Vacuum Products), turning on the vacuum pump (RZ 2.5, 

Vacubrand) and allowing it to warm up for ~30 minutes, then the stainless-steel cold trap is filled 

with liquid nitrogen. The Schlenk connection consists of a female Quick connect (SS-QC8-B1-

810, Swagelok), as seen in Figure A4. 

 
Figure A4. Female Schlenk adapter. The assembled Schlenk adapter can be seen on the top and 
the exploded view on bottom. The O-rings often need to be changed to achieve an acceptable seal; 
from left to right the valve O-ring (VT-7-OR-012, Swagelok), insert O-ring (K-FC-75-OR-015, 
Swagelok), and stem seal O-ring (VT-7-OR-014, Swagelok) can be seen. 
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Within a fume hood, the contents of the ampule are frozen out by submerging the lower 

half of the ampule in a liquid nitrogen bath. The ampule is then immediately connected to the 

custom stainless steel Schlenk line, with the lower half still submerged in the liquid nitrogen bath 

and the ampule is evacuated to 1x10-2 mbar. In this state the ampule is promptly flame sealed under 

active vacuum using the oxy-hydrogen torch harboring a well-prepared flame, as seen in Figure 

A1. With a properly formed ampule, sufficient flame intensity, and good technique the neck of the 

ampule can be sealed off in a matter of seconds. The sealed ampule drops into the liquid nitrogen 

dewar and is immediately removed and set aside to warm to room temperature. The ampule is then 

cooked within the center of a chamber furnace (RWF 12/13, Carbolite Gero Ltd.) programed with 

the desired rap rate, maximum temperature, and hold time. The Schleck line is then 

decommissioned by turning off the vacuum pump and venting the system via the ball valve on the 

cold trap. The cold head is then removed from the cold trap, washed with soap and water, rinsed 

with deionized water and acetone, and finally dried in an oven at 80 °C. 

Sample Collection 

Once the furnace has cooled to room temperature, the ampule is carefully removed and 

placed in a fume hood. The ampule is carefully scored, roughly in the middle, with a diamond 

bladed Dremel tool running at the slowest speed setting. The scored ampule is gently placed in a 

beaker and the ampule is then gently washed with deionized water and acetone to remove any 

quartz dust generated during cutting. The floor of the fume hood is also wiped down with a damp 

paper towel to remove the quartz dust generated from scoring the ampule. Once clean, the ampule 

is inserted into an XL nitrile glove and the open end of the glove is closed with an alligator clip. 

The ampule, contained within the nitrile glove, is then clamped into a vise with the score line 
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resting on a knife edge that is affixed to the end of the vise. The overhanging portion of the ampule 

is struck with a small hammer to crack open the ampule on the score line, releasing the gaseous 

byproducts into the fume hood. The glove is then cut open with a scalpel and the contents of the 

ampule are collected with deionized water, as seen in Figure A5. 

 
Figure A5. Ampule opening procedure. a) The workspace is clean and prepared with the ampule 
sitting in the center of the fume hood. b) The ampule has been carefully scored with a diamond 
bladed saw. c) After cleaning the ampule, it is prepared to be placed within the nitrile enclosure. 
d) The ampule is secured within the vise with the score line resting on the knife edge that is affixed 
to the right side of the vise. e) The ampule releases its gaseous byproducts into the fume hood after 
it has been snapped open. (Note the white fumes exiting the nitrile enclosure) f) The nitrile 
enclosure is cut open and the contents of the ampule are wetted to assist in collection. 

With some materials it is necessary to etch the walls of the ampule with hydrofluoric acid 

(HF) to free the synthesized material. In these situations, the ampule is placed vertically within a 

Teflon beaker and ~20 % HF in water (v/v) is added. The ampule is allowed to soak overnight then 

the contents are poured into a second Teflon beaker and diluted with deionized water. The dilute 

HF solution containing the product is filtered over a frit to collect the product. The product is then 
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washed three times with deionized water to remove any trace amounts of HF. When handling HF 

one should be equipped with a Teflon apron, face shield, nitrile gloves as well as elbow length 

AlpTec® Solvex® nitrile gloves (37-185, Ansell Healthcare Products LLC). 

The collected product is washed three times with deionized water over a frit then washed 

three times with acetone, as seen in Figure A6. The washed product is transferred into a vial and 

dried in an oven overnight at 40°C or 80 °C depending on the sensitivity of the product. 

 
Figure A6. Collection and washing of synthesized material. (a–b) The material is collected with 
deionized water. (c–d) the collected material is washed over a filter frit.
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APPENDIX B: 

HYDROGEN UPTAKE MEASUREMENTS IN BC3′
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Graphitic BC3′ is predicted to chemisorb hydrogen within the bulk of the material at near 

ambient condition.1,2 These computational studies were motivated by previous studies that show 

enhanced hydrogen release by boron-doped graphitic thin-films at temperatures between 400-1200 

K.3–5 The development of the direct synthesis rout to BC3′ established by Stadie and coworkers in 

2017 allowed access to gram quantities of nanocrystalline BC3′ in high purity.6 Although these 

materials are highly disordered and nanocrystalline in nature, it has been shown that this bulk 

material indeed contains a large portion of hexagonally ordered BC3 chemical environments that 

are the origin of the increased hydrogen uptake predicted for the idealized single crystal variant.6,7 

Although the crystallinity of BC3′ that is accessible today is far from that of the material explored 

in the computational works, it serves as a means to validate high hydrogen uptake that is predicted 

for BC3′ compared to the negligible uptake expressed by graphite. 

We present preliminary hydrogen uptake measurements on BC3′ prepared by the direct 

synthesis method. In this, hydrogen sorption measurements were conducted at elevated 

temperatures of 87 °C. This temperature was chosen based on theoretical results that suggest both 

hydrogen intercalation and dissociation are thermodynamically and kinetically favorable at near 

ambient conditions (~70–140 °C).1,2 The hydrogen uptake in BC3′ is compared to physisorption of 

hydrogen on three high surface area carbon scaffolds; a coconut shell derived activated carbon 

(CNS-201) with an N2 accessible surface area of 1095 m2g-1, a super activated carbon (MSC-30) 

with an N2 accessible surface area of 3244 m2g-1 , and a zeolite templated carbon (ZTC) with an 

ultra-high surface area of 3600 m2g-1. To obtain reasonable physisorption of hydrogen on the high 

surface area materials, uptake measurements were conducted at 25 °C.8 The hydrogen uptake of 
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BC3′ collected at 87 °C is compared to the room temperature adsorption measurements of the three 

high surface area carbons in Figure B1.8,9 

 
Figure B1. (a) Gravimetric hydrogen uptake, and (b) hydrogen uptake normalized to the materials 
surface area, BC3′ collected at 87°C, and CNS-201, MSC-30, and ZTC collected at 25 °C 8,9 

From Figure B1b it is evident that the observed hydrogen uptake in BC3′ cannot be 

accounted for by surface adsorption alone, thus hydrogen is being stored within the bulk of the 

material, consistent with theoretical predictions. This observation proves that hydrogen uptake in 

BC3′ is not associated with simple surface adsorption. Chahine’s rule predicts that surface area and 

maximum excess hydrogen adsorption on a material are linearly related.10 If we were to assume a 

purely physisorptive storage mechanism, ~1 wt.% Hydrogen per 500 m2 of N2 accessible surface 

area would be adsorbed at ~77 K. Due to the low surface area of BC3′ and disproportionally large 

hydrogen uptake seen at the high temperature of 360 K, it is evident that an alternative storage 

mechanism is being utilized, most likely chemisorption of hydrogen within the bulk. While these 

results only show 0.27 wt% reversible hydrogen uptake in BC3′, well below the predictions of 
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reversible chemisorption of hydrogen up to H3BC3 (~6 wt. %) within the single crystal,1,2 these 

preliminary results set the groundwork for future studies on hydrogen uptake in BC3′. 

Future studies should focus on utilizing large quantities of high-quality bulk BC3′ that have 

been synthesized by the direct synthesis method. To improve the signal to noise of the 

measurement the graphitic material should be densely packed within the sampling chamber. Based 

on these results as well as the predicted binding and activation energies of hydrogen dissociation, 

migration, and bond formation, it is recommended that adsorption should be conducted in the 

temperature range of (~70–140 °C).1,2 
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